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‘•riii not going to write any more tragedy," said
an author. ••I’m going to stick to comedy." "Why
is that?" "Then it won't hurt my feelings when
people laugh at the show.”
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Brighton

(title

Mamet.

Bkk.iitos, Oct. 4, lssT.
.'MKMtnt of live stock at market—Cattle, 530;
and Lambs, 41H0; Swine, 17.2BO; Horses,
\Val calves, 1>5; number of western eattle,
northern cattle, 100.
Pm os of Beef Cattle ^ 100 lb live weight—
m
quality, $5 12Jag5 50; first quality, #4 G2J*g
-ccoiid, *4 12»,g4 50; third quality,
'•ore.t grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, Stags, Tex-

■

<

dorado. #3 00 *3

50.

Brighton Hides, G!£/j7c.

Brighton Tallow,
v It,; Country Hides, fi§6*£c ip 3*; Country
•w,
2?^c.4P lb; Calf Skins, Gg7c ip n,; Sheep
Lamb Skins, 7.5c g 90 each; Dairy Skins 25g50c.

1

W tl»

;

1 lu* trade for beef cattle opened dull and inaewith a light supply of cattle on the market
•*i' sale.
The large supplies of western dressed
!*’-c.f being brought into the commission houses are
'! a common
grade, and has a tendency to make
be* trade for common
grades of beef dull. Extra
s*WIe were in fair sale, although not in large supplies, hute-hers' cattle selling at $4 25 to |5 50 V 100
«• live
weight.
dieep and lambs—Those from the West were all
mvned by butchers, lambs costing from5to(D*c,
'!|1 c|, 4«-1«»
8c V *» live weight, landed at the yards.
^wine—Western fat hogs are costing butchers
v to
5‘aC W *» live weight, landed at the
slaughter houses.
■

Tin: Progressive Labor party of New York
,ja* nominated the following ticket: Secretary
(d State, John
Swinton; Comptroller, If. A.
barker of Albany; Treasurer, Henry Knrich;
Attorney General, Thad B.Wakeman.
Tl»o Northern Pacific Railway Company has
'oted to join the Union Pacific in leasing the
llaHwaJr aut* Navigation Company prop-

erty*011
I

«

ie

son-in-law of President Juarez, and was rushed
forward with astonishing rapidity, (for Mexico), s«> that certain valuable premiums might
be secured in addition to the government subsidy. That there was much defective work
about it. was proven by one of the most appalling accidents in the history of railroad horrors,
which occurred on tlie* line within a week after
its formal opening to the public.
It seem that the Cuautla garrison had been
ordered t » Mexico city, and as there was not
yet passenger coaches enough for the purpose,
the Soldiers were crowded upon *‘llat’* cars,
while other Hat cars of the same train were
freighted with
BARRELS
tin*

of /‘ur< ('ot! J inr Oil irith ////jn,)>hosf>hitmt, is tine,jtialied. The rapidity with
which children gain llcsh and strength upon it is
very wonderful. “I have used Scott'- Lmul-ion in
of Tickets am! Mara.-nius of long standing.

eases

ery rathe improvement
Main, M. i> New York.

was

marked.”—.1.
4w41

"Henry t.eorge is trying to organize the telegrapher- to work for hi- ticket," remarked the
horse editor. “IK* iia- probably heard that a sueee --ftiI
politician ou.ght to !• m’.vv how to work the
viie-.’' replied the make editor.
Brace

Ip.
i on are U cling depressed, your appetite is poor,
are bothered with
Headache, you are lidgetty,
m
i.—. and generally out of sorts, and want to
>d*- Trace
p, but not with stimulants,
-I'111- m* ueines or bitters, which have for their
b-‘-is \cr;.
cheap, had whiskey, and which stimu|:*b*
oi lor a-, hour, and then leave
you in worse
■

AMKCA-M EC A

"minion than before. What you want is an altertnat will purifA your ldood, start
healthy ac1,1
d l-i'er am! Ki Im
re-ton* your vitality,
.iid give renew cm b<a!t!i ami strength. Such a
medicine on will liml in Kieetrie Hitters, and
only
eei t-a bottle at It. II.
.Mood; \s Drug Store.
> e

"Vmi were a ni«*e, quiet little bov in Sundav
ibi- inorning. T.oi.i.y," -aid the minister. "*l
very mueb pleased." "V e-," replied Hobby,
said
that if I'd behave my self in Sundav school
“pa
I needn't go to church."
-el, ."!

was

Their

1’robably

Business

Booming.

thing lias caused such a general
revival of trade at If H. Moody’s Drug Store as
theii givifig away to their customers «t so
man;
tree trial bottles of |>r. King'- New Discovery lor
Consumption. Their trade is simply enormous in
no one

this ven valuable article from the fact that it always cure- and never disappoints. Coughs, ( olds,
A -litma, Bronchitis, Croup, and all throat ami lung
disease.- quickly cured. Y -n can test it before
buying by getting a trial bottle free, large size #1.
I'.very bottle warranted.
A French paper says that Bismarck is linancfailv
inieiI'-ted in twelve hreweries. What a
political
string he could pull in this country with that hack

ing'

^ '11*11 find her smiling night and day,
Although at times she is not gay.
And should you wonder why you meet
This constant smile, regard her teeth.
She only laughs those gems to show,
Which SOZOlioNT makes white as snow.

Laughter Lends a New Charm
beauty when it discloses a pretty set of teeth.
Whiteness, when nature has supplied this element
of loveliness, may be retained through life
by
u-ing the fragrant SO/ODONT.
To

A New .Jersey paper contains an article headed
“Another Clew Exploded.” This should be stopP« I.
Considering the difficulty detectives have in
finding clews, better care should be taken of them.
\ clew is worthlr-.-alter it has been
exploded.
ttucklen’s Arnica

Halve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
Sores, I leers. Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guarantee*! to give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price l.'t cents per box.
For sale by Richard II. Moody.

The name of William Patterson, of New Jersey,
appears among those of the signers of the constitution of the I'nited States. We think we have
discovered in the fact the answer to the historic
question, “Who struck Billy Patterson?” It must
have been Pat Riutism.
Advice

to

“Abigail”

r

for children

a

room

wants to
of ffies.

I»E

A

know what is the best way
Do into the next room and

“For years I suffered from loss of appetite and
indigestion, but failed to fmd relief until I began
taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicine entirely cured me. My appetite and digestion are now
perfect-.’*—Fred. <j. Bower, 4iM» Seventh St., South
Boston, Mass.

in*history.

magazines.

Many forget that the hair and scalp need cleansing. Extensive use of Ayer’s Hair Vigor has
proven that it is the best cleansing agent for the
hair—that it prevents dandruff and stimulates the
hair to renewed growth.

Thu I’eabody Education fund now amounts
to two millions, and tlic increase is $70,000 per
annum.

Tile House Judiciary Committee of the New
Hampshire Legislature has begun an investigation of the charges of bribery made in connection with the big railway contest.
The big timlier raft front St. John, N. B..
for New York, which was a failure last year,
will lie lauuched in November. It will lie 300
feet long, or 100 feet longer than originally.
The announcement of the victory of the
Volunteer was received with cheers in Charleston, S. C., and the News and Courier remarks:
“There is enough of love for the Union in
Charleston to rejoice that New England lias
held her own against old England just as she
did over a century ago.”

AX

OPKltA,

rear.

The London Times says that our civil war was
the most obstinate war
The Thunderer
probably reached this opinion through observation
of the persistent manner in which the Rebellion
still holds the fort in the pages of the American

The many remarkable cures Hood’s Sarsaparilla
accomplishes are sufficient proof that it does possess peculiar curative |>owers.

KOH

scrapes, with sandals on their feet. Behind
this plaza is a group of churches and court
yards: and just beyond the vast snow mountain looms like a sheeted ghost.
The cathedral of Ameea-mcca was built soon
after the conquest, and is indeed a curiosity.
It is of magnificent proportions, windowless of
course, its grotesque interior dimly lighted by
the candles which have burned perpetually on
its altars through two hundred and seventy
years. It abounds in ancient pictures; curious
altars and lets reliefs carved by long forgotten
artists, and huge wooden crosses, with Golgothas of real skulls and cross-bones piled
around them. Indeed, the only thing about
the premises which smacks at all of modern
days is the rapidly growing graveyard in the

to

A keen-witted servant girl in Troy, New York,
told the milkman that he gave his cows tdo much
salt. “How do
you know that?” said the lactealist.
“Sure 1 kin tell be the milk that they drink too
much water entirely!” said the girl. The milkman
drove off in a hurry.

SC INK

long arcade, always crowded with bare-headed. bare-footed women and men in bright-lined
a

read, Abigail; they’ll follow you, every last
buz/.iug, crawling, tickling beggar of ’em.

tr\

start

The marked plaza, with its walls of pinktinted adobe presents

teething is the prescription of oneof the best female
iiurse:-and physician.- in the Cniled States,and has
been used for forty years with never-failing success
by millions of mothers for their children. During
the process of teething its value is incalculable. It
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery ami
diarriuea, griping in the bowels,’ami wind-colic.
By giving health *to the child it rests the mother.
Price *2^r. a bottle.
1y48
to rid

a

Use.

Mothers.

Mu*- Winslow’s

Mexico, where

possible.

JL'AREZ,
which i- forty-live miles distant from Mexico
«-ity, and the fare thereto is only one dollar.
Hy eight o’clock you may he seated in a comfortable ear. whirling rapidly over the salt
plains that once formed the bed of the great
lake whereon Cortez and his crew sailed in
their brigantines.
There is much of interest by the wayside.
All the salt marshes skirting the foot hills are
covered with wild duck and other water-fowl.
Cultivated fields of gigantic “century” plants,
and nopals, (“prickly pears”) alternate with
Indian pneldas; miles of “organ” cactus, planted for hedges, rearing their round, slender
-pires from ten to forty feet in height around
primitive huts of zttcate sticks, precisely like
I hose the early Aztecs built on their
floating
gardens above tile waters of Teiioehtitlan.
.Whatever you do in Mexico, don't fail to
visit Ameea-inoea, for it is one of the loveliest
and quaintest places in ail this (plaint and
lovely country. It lias a population of about
ten thousand, but much of its pristine
beauty
was destroyed by the great lire of two
years
ago. which the Indians purposely kindled.' Infuriated by the edict of the Government which
forbade their time-lmnored celebration of
Holy-week, including the public Passion Play
and street parades, they revenged themselves
by setting fire to the town and burning many
of their own habitations.
In the center of the old city, which is nestled
close to the foot of Popoeatipetl, is a plaza,
whose low. circular wralls of stone enclose a
small garden planted with flowers. In the
middle of thi> is a round, pink-tinted basin,
tilled with water flowing from a central fountain. A cluster of white stone pillars support
a capital and form the entrance, and a few antiquated willow’ trees droop their dark green
branches over all.
The square surrounding this bit of verdure
is very large and ankle deep in dust, bounded
on the side next to the railroad
by the casa
municipal, and on the east by the great cathedral. From this center-piece radiate all the
streets of the town, lined with low houses of
stone or adobe, mostly roofed with rough
shingles spiked on with long wooden pegs.
The streets are uncommonly clean, and each
lime-washed cottage is neatly tinted pale blue,
pink gray, or yellow. Streams, brought down
from the nearby mountains, murmur in little
rivulets through all the streets, and are diverted by small gutters to all the houses for private

*

ati

As usual in
oil' as long as

made

the opening 01 the road. Manuel Gonzalez,
then President of Mexico, was the!*.*, and
Porferio IHaz. the pre-ent executive, Pacheco,
Komero. liuhio. and other Cabinet Ministers of
past and present administrations: besides .Justices of the Supreme < ourt, Senators, General-. Wf< r't(rnrs\—in short tiie political “flower” of modern mexieo.
Despite Jts dangers, every tourist should
make a trip over this Morelos railway. You
may take a horse ear at the Zocolo pfnza at 7
o'clock in the morning, and twenty minutes
ride will bring you to the depot, at the San
Lazaro gate of the Capital, near where the
main sewer of the old city flows with sluggish
current toward Lake Tezeooo. From the odors
of the green—dimmed sewer, and the congregation of filthy and importunate beggars that
assembles :it the arrival and departure of trains,
you readily comprehend why this suburb was
named after Lazarus, the king of mendicants.
The railroad runs for a long distance parallel
with the old Spani-h highway leading to Puebla
and Acapulco, over which travel has rolled for
centuries, and which—even in this age of steam,
is crowded with the donkey trains of freighters.
The tir-t town of consequence is

Kirkels, Marasmus, and all Wasting Disorders
of Children.

ev

not

FROM Till*. lioTTOM 11*.

Scott's Emulsion

In

AKDIEXTE,

It happened on the 21th of .lime, lssi, and on
the 1sth in-t. a grand celebration and banquet
had been given at < uantla-Morclos to celebrate

.-ter-

For

mm.

thing is put

OF ADI

till late in the afternoon; and
then some delays occurred upon the track.
Itefore i.i”ht-fali. the rain came down in torrents. and ihe soldiers, being wholly tinprote. ted on the open ear-, broke open -nine of
the rum-ham I- and proceeded to drink their
till. The engineer, finding the road extreme!)
unsafe, flatly refu-ed to go any farther: Imt
was filial I \ compelled to do so at the point of a
bayonet. I»y an exasperated oflieer who did ii"t
know what to do with his drunken and now
unmanageable men. in this fashion they came
to the -tupeiidoiis barranca of Malpais. the
frail bridge over which had been washed out
by the rain- -and the train went crashing
down into he depths.
The -oldier- who were not killed outright or
mangled beyond the power of doing mischief,
became completely crazed between terror, excitement ami aguardiente, and stabbed and
shot one another like -o many demons. The
barrel- of rum took lire; the cartridge-belts
exploded: and the fury of a tropical storm, in
a night black a- Frclnis. beat down upon the
writhing mass ,»f horror.
It was at such a price that the extra subvention wa- <ariied for the speedy completion of
thi- load.
A while-wa-hcd report was afterward- made, and the aflair was hushed lip and
from
the
kept
public in a manner which would
be po—iblc ill the I nitial States, hut is
net
perfectl\ feasible here, where the Government
controls the telegraph- and newspapers.
A- there is no loss without some gain, the
disaster proved
useful h s-on to the American engineers in
Mexico, especially b> those
"ho came here lir.-t during the dry months
when the ravines and ttrrof/os are empty. One
must livi here through a rainy season to realize
and understand the perils of a n»ad. when
sometime- barrancas which wen* dry a-dust
before the floods began, ill an hour's time become raging torrent- wliieh
sweep all before
them.
Had the accident ahov* referred to occurred
a week earlier, the Mexican government would
have needed reconstructing,
was

in A mei'iea are m v cr troubled thus: but
i; appears to be diflerent t ie other side. It must
lie the climate, you know.
*)

native

even

London Life contains an article bearing the
startling caption. '•Consumption <»f oysters."—

All

torj ol' \izrit'ulitiral Organ i/.ations in Maine.

ii

Can you ask for more proof? Waterville, Me..
No.. 17, 1—u.
1 VV. Kinsman A: Co.—(icntlemen
I have n-*d your Adamson's ltotanie llalsam in
my familv for several years and have found it a
va ry plea.-ant remedy to take, and most satisfaet
indeed in relieving coughs and colds. I am
to recommend it toother-.
Your-truly, W.
M. sterling. 1'a-tor Methodist Lpiseopal Church in
Trial bottles in rents.
Waterville. M<
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Tuneh still retains on its -tali' "tie of tin*
win- vvapresent at its birth, Tercival
l.e ;!i.
Mr. I. i 11. however, ’-a very young man
with
the
jokes which Tuneh never tires
n.par«'i
oj ivp, at; ng.
I

M
•

■•I

To be tree from sick headache, biliousness, constipation. etc., u-e Carter's Little Liver Tills.
>trc-tiv vegetable. .They gi*ntly stimulate tin* liver

pal city of the State of Morelos—and makes
Cuautla it- present terminus. The road is projected to Acapulco, two hundred miles below,
on the southern coast—but its completion to
that point will probably be a thing of the distant future.
It was constructed, thus far,
under the auspices of Senor Del tin Sanchez, a
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built a railroad before.
Besides several towns of lesser consequence,
it takes in Cuernavaca—the capital and princi-
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Lngland has -cut o\er the (ienc-ta. the (in latea
and the Thisth*; inn if she want- to vv in the eter
51:11 gratitude of A nicriea, let lier send its a go*id
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It i- said that -even brides have this ycar been
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killed on thci \v cddilig day
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low a girl w ho \\ a- .tied the handsomest lady
in the count
fainted aw ay three times in sueees
—loi w hen th<- joy ml news was brought to her.
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Freak.

i'b. w .!<• of our -teemed
iti/.ee, Mr. John I low
■I!, while -ulVering under a si'M-re attack o| the
bn -, tri* d I
on,ind tin- e: hue 1 infanticide, but
wa- prevented by the oppoi-tuiu-arrival of a neigh
bor
I!*' ea-e has been considered by the best
dor io
incurable, but her husband was highly
pie -' *1 a tier u-iug a.. of Sulphur Hitters, to
lilid tii.ll -lie w a-l ilt ii eh. eueed.— h'int/stmi ll'-nihl.
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seems to justify the native boast that it Is entirely Mexiean in character and construction,
and that its engineer was a Mexican who never
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in tin- country, we -ay a “-choid" of li-h, and
that was pro*.:i!uy w hat h-d a Frenchman to write
of
An Academy id Fish in I he < >hio Uivcr.” He
r.ti-ed tin school a few grades.
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A Woman's Swert Will.
>hc
prematurely deprived of her charms of
fa.-, and form, and made unattractive bv the wastlug elt'ci t of .iilnn-nt-and irregularities peculiar
t<» h»-r -ex.
T<
..irk this drain upon, not only her
strength and he:, ill, but upon her amiable ijualitie- a- well, i- her iir-t duty. This Is safely and
speedily aeeompb-hrd by a course of self-treatment with l»t
Pierce'.- Favorite Prescription, a
nervine and bum of wonderful eilicacy, and prepared especially f-.r the alleviation of those suffering from “dragging dow it” pains, sensations of
nausea, and weakne— incident to women—a boon
to her sex.
Druggists.
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huilt and controlled hy native capitalists—runs
from the Capital southeast about ninety miles.
It is laid in the narrow-guage, and with its innumerable sharp curves and frail bridges,

asn’t known until a hundred years after his time
that oy -ters had corns.
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Correspondence of the Journal.
City of Mexico, Sept. ISST. The Morelos
1 road -which, hy the way, is the only purely
j Mexican railway enterprise in the country,
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for iliB Journal.
alii v’/.rd to r*>eei\ •• subsei
,*r- : a 111«* Journal

Jenks* Dream.
Jenks had a ijuecr dream the other night. He
thought he saw a prize lighters’ ring, and in the
middle of it stood a doughty little champion who
met anil deliberately knocked over, one by one, a
score or more of big, burly -looking fellow.-, as they
advanced to the attack.* (limits ns they were in
size, tin* valiant pigmy proved more than a match
for them. It was all so funny that Jenks woke up
laughing. He accounts for the dream by the fact
that In* had just come to the conclusion, after trying nearly every lug drastic pill on tin- market,
that I’ieree’s tiny Purgative Peilels easily “knock
out” and beat all the rest hollow!

In Old Mexico.
TRIP OX THE MORELOS RAIL-ROAD, AMECA>1 EC A, AXD ITS SACRED MOIXTAIX.
PECULIARITIES OK LIFE IX THE SISTER KEl’L'HLIC.
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Pliny -apposed that pearl- were created by the
dew- of heaven falling into open oyster shells. It
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Bloody

is often the result of "bad blood" In a family or
community, but nowhere is had blood more destruetix e of happiness and health than in the human
system. When the life current is foul and sluggish
with impurities, and is slowly distributing its
the peril to
poisons to every part of the
health, and life even, is imminent*. Early symptoms are dull and drowsy feelings, severe headaches, coaled tongue, poor appetite, indigestion
and general lassitude. Delay in treatment may
entail the most serious consequences. Don’t let
disease get a strong hold on your constitution, but
treat ynur.-irlf by using Dr. IMeree’s Golden Medical Diseoverv. and be restored to the blessings of
health. All druggists.

|

There are three tolerable inns in the town,—
the Hotel del Ferroearril near the railway
depot, the I)e Barcelona, and a meson near
the market-place.
Lying at an elevation of over eight thousand
feet, the site of Amcca-mcca resembles an Alpine valley. Fool airs arc perpetually wafted
down from the overshadowing mountain, and
there is more than one point of view in the
vicinity where a sharp minor peak separates
itself from the main suow-mass of Popocatipelt, like the Silverhorn from the Jungfrau. It
has other features like Interlaken, and
though
now nobody goes there except to ascend the
volcano, the day is not distant lvlicn it will be
frequented by pilgrims from many climes.
Groups of pines rise above the house-tops,
looking oddly out of place in Mexico, and all
the trees are mainly of the northern zone.. All
around the town are fields of corn and barley,
separated by maguey hedges; and beyond these
begin the fort hills’, with many fertile canons
running up among them, now green and golden with grain.
Then the hills rise higher and
higher, covered with black forests of pine, till
the grand old mountain shakes off its leafy garment and stands confessed, brown, barren and
rugged. Next conies the snow-line, its white
border patched and frayed with rocks; and
finally, triumphing over all, the glistening summit of Popocatipetl veils itself in the clouds.
The Indians hereabouts believe in
A GENIUS OF THE MOUNTAINS,
whom they cull Cuantelpostle- They think
him n queer little old man, who dwells aliout
the ltio del Fraile, assisting the workmen at
their labors when in good humor, and retarding them when ill-natured. The name.—1‘opocatipeti—means “mountain that smokes,” ami
gome invest the volcano with the attributes of
a god and propitiate him by offering gifts when
rain is needed, or to ensure good crops. These

oblations, usually of food or the “first fruits,”
are buried in the sand, and the localities marked by flat stones. It seems cruel to hint it, but
I am afraid that this practice may account for
much of that “prehistoric” pottery which M.
Charney and other antiquarians have discovered hereabouts.
To the left of the town, across a strip of
corn-field, a hill called Sacro-Monte, (“sacred
mountain") rises abruptly three hundred feet
from the plain, and is covered to the top with
a dense growth of pines and cedars.
A rocky
pathway leads to the chapel on its summit, anil
though the ascent is excessively tiresome, even
on foot, hundreds of the faithful climb it in
mid-winter on their knees, marking the stones
with their blood by way of penance. There
are fourteen “stations” along this path, each
with its great crucifix and appropriate inscriptions in Spanish.
At the door of the chapel many exrvotors
are seen, some of them in the form of crude
oil paintings, setting forth some miracle performed.—but most of them consist of arms
and legs, of native silver, hung in a glass case.
In this chapel there is a figure of Christ, with
the features and complexion of an Indian; and
on the High-Altar stands an image of Nuestro
The worthy saint
Senor de Sacro-Monte.
wears a bull-fighter’s cloak of purple velvet,
heavily embroidered with gold and silver, precisely like those flourished about the plaza tie
torros by swell metadores.
Ribbons of various colors, giving the exact
size of the head of Our Lord of the sacred
mountain are sold at the entrance, and also at
the foot of the pathway. The view from the
terraces is the most charming that can be imagined; and on the mountain-top, close up to
the church doors, are many graves, where the
dead have been deposited as near to heaven as
Fanmk B. Wari>.
possible.
Literature.

Maine Matters.
NEWS AND

Generalities.

ALL OVER THE

8TATE.

Twenty-five years ago a regiment of Maine
soldiers were encamped on Arlington Heights,
and the hoys, understanding that anything belonging to the rebels was common’ property
and, therefore, subject to confiscation, ransacked the old Lee mansion pretty thoroughly.
They captured old pipes and cigars and wines
and pictures ami everything that was portable.
Of course they did not need many of these
things. Such articles as had belonged to General Lee had a peculiar interest and were very
desirable. One soldier, who arrived late, after
the desirable articles had been taken, found
the old family Bible, and sent it down East to
his home in Maine.
There were Bibles in
31 aine, but none like tins. After the War was
over this soldier returned home, and found to
his surprise the Bible contained all the usual
ingredients; including the ten commandments
ami Apocrypha, but in addition to these, between the Old and the New Testaments, was a
complete family record, giving the history of
the Lee family for the past two hundred years.
The soldier’was sorry lie had taken the book,
but too proud to acknowledge the fault, and so
held his peace. In the meanwhile biographers
were at work on the life of General Lee and
certain dates regarding tin; birth ami marriage
of his ancestors were wanting.
If an old family Bible could be found it would afford the
necessary information. Advertisements were
inserted in all the papers, and by and by came
a letter from 31aine saying the Bible was in the
possession of a soldier's widow, who would
gladly restore it to the owner. Before the
property could be recovered, however, the
widow died, and then came another long wait
until the estate was settled. But at last the
book was fully identified and turned over to a

Judge BaTrett of New York has made
Ion against boycotting.
to

a
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A general strike among the Illinois coal minis imminent. Fifteen hundred men arc al-

ready

APPOINTMENT

OF

the Church.

Scientists say that the stature of the human
is increasing at the rate of one inch in a
thousand years.

race
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OFFICERS.

A law of increased stringency relative to
compulsory education of children between the
ages of eight and fifteen years, and the appointment of truant officers was passed by the Legislature. The law makes it obligatory upon
towns to elect such agents, the text being
“cities and towns shall annually elect one or
more persons to be designated as truant officer.”
Many of the towns forgot to choose agents at
their annual meetings and a question recently
arose as to the right of municipal officers to
select them. The matter was submitted to Attorney General Baker, who decided that the
law required that the agents he elected in
“Town Meeting.”
THE KANGELEY POISONING CASE.

Not Our Seth.
Said Seth Millikcn: “What’s the matter with
the Thistle, Mr. Clark?’’
“There’s nothing
the matter with the Thistle,” replied the depressed Scotch-American patron of yachting;
“the Thistle’s all right. The troubfe is with
the Volunteer.” “Well,4hen. what’s the matter with the Volunteer?”
“Ob, she’s too fast.”
[New York Tribune.

A Word for the Local

Paper.

Every person should subscribe and pay for
his home paper. Not to do so is to exhibit a
lack of interest in local atlairs and home enterprise. A city weekly may lie as large as a lied
quilt, but you will look through it in vain for
mention of your county and local affairs.
You must look to your home paper for this,
therefore you ought to lie a steady patron of it.
[Exchange.
A young woman of Lorain, Ohio, after receiving an electric shock has liccomc prematurely old in apficarauee and feeble.

The grand jury in Franklin county reported
discharged.
finally Oct. 1st and were
Six indictments were made public thus far. The
was
disposed of thus:
llangcley poisoning case
Elijah Eockliu was indicted for conspiring to
remove J. Wesley Dunham, also for adultery
with the latter's wife. Mrs. Dunham was indicted for adultery with Eoeklin. Abner Scarlcs
was indicted witli Eoeklin for same conspiracy.
Tile parties were arraigned. Eoeklin and Mrs.
Dunham pleaded not guilty and gave bail in the
sum of $100 for appearance from day to day.
Scarles pleaded guilty but was not sentenced.
The two other indictments were for single sale
of cider and theft.
THE PREVALENCE OF TYPHOIK

The Dominion government will soon send a
carload of lobsters to the Pacific coast for propagating purposes.

The recent prohibition election in Tennessee
is causing murderous attacks on temperance
! and
Christian people.
!
| A British-Amcriean association is to be forml ed in
Chicago to promote naturalization of residents of British origin.

horse.
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Bishop Ilvan, of Buffalo, denounces Dr. MeGlynn as a disobedient priest and an enemy of

Kicking

THE

Owing to insubordination among the Knights
of Labor at Haverhill, the order is likely to die
there.
ers

A correspondent of the Ellsworth American
says; After Aimer Lee gave up carrying the
mail on horseback be sold his farm in North
Hancock to (ieorge W. Buckmore, of Ellsworth,
:vkcd hi' effects and moved to Ellsworth into
a tenement near A. 1*. Harden’s store, since
burned down. I think. Among his animals
was an old cream colored horse which had the
run of the common; all animals had the run of
the street at that time. One night a few of the
roughs of the village caught the old horse and
took him into a paint-shop and closed the doors
to keep intruders out. and, after procuring a
pair of shears, t hoy sheared his mane and tail
>nug to the skin and the rest of his body as
close a * they could with the implements of that
day. And then they took two or three pots of
the most gorgeous paint the shop afforded and
.Mi>s 1.1 DixtiH.N's Sistkis.
1!v Ivhvanl
painted him from the tip of his nose to the end
I id la :n_\. Ii lias I‘(.*(‘n announced that Ticknor of his tail. After they had him in the shop a
.V Co., Boston, would continue semi-monthly
certain time, and the paint had begun to dry
he reafter th**ir Paper Series of original copy- they turned him out on the street. Next mornright novels, begun simply for the summer ing he stalked up to his master’s stable for bis
season.
This was good news to those who en- morning's rations, and bis owner seeing him
joy good reading, and the low price; is another I from bis window and recognizing him, went
recommendation. Of the first, issue for Octo- out. and. after patting him on the neck exclaimber. “Miss Liidington's Sister/* the Chicago ed :
Inter-Ocean says: “A weird and fascinating
“Well, well, old roan! Just see what you
romance of immortality, recalling the masterhave come to by getting into bad company!”
There are many people living in Ellsworth
pieces of Poe, and also Bcllaim’s wonderful
*I>r. Jleidenhotrs Process/
So novel and
who will remember seeing the old horse browsoriginal and well plotted and executed as to be ing beside the street in his gorgeous attire.
thoroughly enjoyable/’ And the Overland
PKOHIimTOX IX llAXHOlt.
Monthly is pleased to say: “The story reader
A Bangor special of Oct. *2. to the Boston
will go through many dozens of volumes beJournal says: There is considerable uneasiness
fore coining upon one so fresh, ingenious and
in this city at present over the prospects of the
pretty as tin* little romance called ‘Miss Lud- appointment
of special constables to enforce
ington’s Sister/*’ The price* per number for the State
liquor law. The liquor dealers here
tins series is 50 cents.
have enjoyed immunity from general prosecuX< >TKS.
tion for many years, while those in other counThe baby’s nose does not oft«*n receive the ties than Penobscot have been followed up and
attention to which it is entitled. A thoughtful driven out of the business. As a consequence
article by Dr. Kitchen, in the October Baby- the hotels have been supplied with finely fitted
hood. shows why it should be both useful aiid up bars, and many restaurants will compare
ornamental, and how it may be made so, if not favorably in their appointments for retailing
already.
liquor with those of larger cities. Besides this,
a number of wholesale houses have been carryNo better popular science monthly Is to be
ing on a large business in supplying the dealers
bad than The Swiss Cross, the successor of St.
in this city and neighboring towns, and the
Nicholas as the patron of the Agassiz Associa- prospects of a general breaking up and the pention. We will not wa<te words upon it, but alties of the prohibitory amendments make
recommend those who want a good magazine those engaged in the business feel rather tinat a reasonable price to try it. £1.50 per year.
easv.
The scare occasioned last winter when
N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette Place, New
the above amendments were passed by the LegYork.
islature ended quickly when the prospects for
their enforcement seemed small, but now the
What is precocity ? How am I to tell wheth- ghost appears again, and
may prove a lively
er my child is forward or backward in his
one.
If the law is enforced. Boston wholesale
mental calibre? Especially in the case of an
liquor dealers will be benefited largely because
only child, this question is often an exceeding- of Hies uppression of the wholesale houses in
ly interesting one to parents. In Babyhood Bangor.
for October is an article by Dr. C. L. Dana
IIOV. HODWELL INTERVIEWED.
giving a very complete statement of the aontyr
When Gov. Joseph 1L Bodwell, of Maine,
child's capabilities from earliest infancy up,
was
recently here he mingled freely with the
showing a standard by which one may judge
pretty correctly, and be guided accordingly. people in the corridors of the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, where his heavy figure and strong featPrecocity may require to he held in check, just ures
came to be well known.
In talking about
as the backward child needs to he encouraged
Maine politics, he said among other filings:
and helped.
“We have no polities at present. We do hot
“Common Sense on the Color Problem*’ is hold any general election this year and conthe title of a pamphlet containing three papers sequently have only the liquor question to
agitate the people of the State. The agitation
on this subject by Kev. J. Benson Hamilton,
pastor of Cornell Memorial M. E. Church, New comes up through the enforcement of the law.
York City. The author invites criticism and 1 am bdting them have the full benefit of the
law and enforcing it everywhere. If it is a
trusts that this discussion “may result in the
development of a true brotherhood in Church bad law the people can repeal it. It is my
and State, unmarred by bigotry, prejudice or business to enforce it. Wherever they ask for
special constables I will appoint them, if I
caste/’
can find good men and true to accept the posileads
oil'this
month
with
a
Outing
thoroughly tion. Some of the offenders have been arresttechnical and authoritative paper on Fencing. ed, and one has run away. When his whereIn A Bout with the Foils, Mr. Eugene Van
abouts are discovered we will send after him.”
Sv.haick, President of the Knickerbocker Fenc- The Governor’s summer home is at Small
ing Club, and one of the most expert amateur Point, on the Maine coast, where he will build
swordsmen in this country, presents the exer- a hotel next season. [New York Tribune.
cise in clear and scientifically explanatory lanFIRST MAINE CAVAI.RY.
guage, useful alike to the tyro and the proficient. The text is further assisted by illustraThe annual reunion of the First Maine Cavtions taken from instantaneous photographs of alry Association was held in Bangor, Oct. 4.
two mnitres <V mines and every position,
Some 300 comrades reported. At a business
lunge, or parry may he relied on as* absolute!v meeting in the afternoon. Col. S. If. Allen of
correct.
Thomaston, president, presided. Bar Harbor
was chosen as the next place of meeting.
The numbers of The Living Age for the
These officers were elected: President, Lieut.
weeks ending Sept. 24th and Oct. 1st, contain
E. P. Tobie of Pawtucket, 1L I.; vice-presiThe Island of Serk, a Sermon in Stones, Blackdent, Sergt. Augustus It. Devereux, of Ellswood; Ancient and Modern Painted Glass, NaA. F. Emery of
tional Review; Eherhardt, Blackwood; Great- worth; recording secretary, C.
Boston; corresponding secretary, Lieut. Owen
er Greece and its Education, Fortnightly; MinHaskell of Pittsfield; Treasurer, Gen. J. P.
erals at the American Exhibition. Nature; The
Cillev of Rockland.
S. \V. Thaxter, Col.
Society of Dogs, Spectator; The Folk-Lore of S. IL Allen, Lt. E. P.Maj.
Tobie, Maj. II. C. Hall
Ceylon Birds, Nature; Mgr. Dupanloup, Church and Dr. John P. Sheahan
were appointed a comQuarterly; The Chartreuse of St. Hugh in Sus- mittee on the
Gettysburg monument with
sex, Month; A Visit in a Dutch Country
to act. Comrades J. P. cillev. A. <
House, English Illustrated Magazine; In Venri- power
Drinkwatcr. George M. Brown, Geo. F. Jewland, Cornhill: Ainiel, Macmillan; with instalett and \V. S. Howe were appointed a commit
ments of “Richard Cable” and “Major and
tee to adopt a design for the badge of the assoMinor,” poetry and miscellany.
ciation. There was a banquet in Norombega
Hall in the evening.
1
Among Houghton, Mifilin A Co.’s fall publications will be: “Poems,” by the late Edward
Al'CCSTA AROUSEI).
Rowland Sill; “Bird Talk,’’ poems, !>y Mrs. A.
The case of Mike Burns has so fully roused
D. T. Whitney; “Early and Late Poems of
the
of
Augusta on the question of the
people
Alice and Pho be Carey,” not included in tin*
Household edition; a bandy edition of selected right of the State to suppress the sale of imliquors, that the matter will not be al“Lyrics, Idyls and Romances,” by Robert ported
lowed to rest with the courts wholly. Before
Browning; Longfellow’s “Evangeline,” decor- tin: next session of
Congress several gentlemen
ated with colored leaves from the Aeadian
of
will apply to Congressman Dinglcy
forests; Lowell's “Vision of Sir Lauufal,” with to Augusta
have him use his influence to
incorporatfull-page illustration and a new portrait; Whit- ed in the Revised Statutes of theget
United States
tier’s “Poetical Works,” new Riverside edition
an additional section which shall make dealers
(four vols. with steel portraits); “Paul Pat oft*,” in
imported liquors answerable to the State law
by Marion Crawford; “Frontier Stories,” by without
any doubt. The section proposed will
Bret Harte: “The Second Son,” by Mrs.Oliphbe similar to that of tin: revenue laws, which is
ant and T. B. Aldrich; “Knitters in the Sun,”
as follows:
short stories, hy “Octave Thanet”;“The Works
“The payment of any tax imposed by the inof George lYefe,” in Billion's English Dramatternal revenue laws for carrying on any trade
ists; “Wit, Wisdom and Beauty of Shake- or business shall not be held
to exempt any perspeare,” selected hy C. X. Ward; “The Fight- son from
any penalty or punishment provided
ing Veres,” by Clements Markham; “History
the
laws
of
for
State
any
carrying on the
of Prussia During the Reign of Frederick the by
same within such State, or in any measure to
Great.” by Prof. Herbert Tuttle of Cornell:
authorize the commencement or continuance of
“The French and English in North America
such trade or business contrary to the laws of
(vol. V. of Justin Winsor’s “Narsuch State, or in anv places prohibited by munrative and Critical History of America”; “One
law.”
Hundred Day in Europe,” by Dr. Holmes; icipal
“Memories of Coleortou,” letters from ColeAN OUTSIDE OPINION IN TIIE BURNS CASE.
ridge, Wordsworth and his sister, Southey,
Judge Robert C. Pitman, of Boston, has
and Scott to Sir George and Lady Beaumont,
edited hy Prof. William Knight of St. And- written a letter to a prominent gentleman in
regarding Judge \V. P. Wbitebousc’s
drews; “Winter,” from the journals of Tho- Augusta,
charge in the famous Burns imported liquor
reau; “Men and Letters,” essays by Horace E.
in which he says, in commenting upon it:
Scuddcr; “Henry II. Richardson and His case,
“It is well reasoned and certainly sound in
Works,” by Mrs*. Van Rensselaer, with JO principle. I think the Supreme
Court of the
full-page views of the architect's buildings, a United States will
pause before they affirm the
portrait, and minor sketches; “Life of Ormshe
it
will
which
necessary to beby McKnight Mitchell,” by his son. F. A. Mit- proposition,
fore they can overrule Judge Wliitehouse, to
chell; “Three Cruises of the Blake (1x77-80),”
wit:
to import carries with it as
That
the
right
hy Alex Agassiz, in two volumes, and “Roman a
necessary incident, a right to use a building
Excavations Since 1871,” by Prof. Rodolfo Lanin the State of Maine for the sale in such a way
ciant, director of the Roman Museum.
as to create a statute nuisance.” Judge Pitman
is one of the oldest and ablest members of the
Massachusetts Superior Court, and his words
The
Scotchmen.
carry much weight.

The Scotch feel so sore over the defeat of the
Thistle that they now sot up the claim that she
is the fastest yacht “reaching,” or running before the wind. In this respect she somewhat
resembles the famous down-streamer Elephant,
which used to ply on the Ohio and Mississippi
Bivers. When the rivers were up she could
run with the current from Cincinnati to New
Orleans in live days; hut it took her nearly
three weeks to get hack. The Bostonians feel
sore at the Thistle folks for their refusal to
acknowledge their defeat gracefully, ami they
are not slow in giving utterance to their feelings on tlie subject. They should remember
that none kick so hard over defeat as those who
lose on a sure thing. [N. Y. Sun.

Only Canadian made projectiles are hereafter
be fired by Dominion batteries.

A lady who died suddenly in Philadelphia
found to have been victim of tight lacing.

w’bo passed through Washington

or

dccls-

was

last week carrying it hack to its rightful ownThe foolish act of a hoy soldier has hindered the completion of an important historical
work for years, but the Bible is at last restored
to it' owner, ami the biographer can now complete his task. [\\ nshington. 1>.
Republic.
tale

a

FEVER.

From all accounts typhoid fever is prevailing
to an usual extent in the State this fall anti
many rases have been reported at the office of
tlie State Board of Health. A leading physician says this disease is more prevalent in Augusta at the present time than for twenty years.
The moist warm weather of August ami September is said to be accountable for this.
Blanks arc now being, sent tut Ecru the oftic\>
to local boards to be employed in making out
the auuual reports to the State Board.

Typhoid fever has broken out in several districts of Philadelphia, and physicians attribute
it to defective sewerage.
The Grand Army has increased from 00,034 in
1660 to 372.673 in i.$67. The gain the past year
and a quarter was 46,137.
A family in Chicago engaged an escaped lunatic as their cook, hut she was secured before
she had done any mischief.
The Mexicans want to have all mail matter
for their country from New York fumigated.
They are afraid of the cholera.
Manitoba's crops are: Wheat, 12,000,000; bar-

ley. 2,000,001);

oats.

5,000,000: flaxseed, 1*0.000,

and potatoes, 2,650,000 bushels.

The renewal of a military convention between
Italy, Austria and Germany is being urged by
Bismarck, as a check on Russia.

of Gloucester, a prominent party worker, says:
You ask me to express an opinion as to “what
political action will best, promote the cause of
temperance in Massachusetts this fall.” I have
but one opinion and that is that the cause of
temperance can be best promoted by an avowed
determination of tiie Republican party in this
state to take a manly stand, both in ihe state
convention and in their legislative policy, the
coming winter, against the saloon and its corrupting and demoralizing influences.
Let them take this position squarely, and be
prepared to defend it. not because of*the temporary good or bad etfects it mav have on the
party am 1 without reference to the votes which
may be gained or lost, but because it is the
right step to take; because this issue has become a paramount one to the great mass of our
fellow citizens, and is of the most vital concern. as a measure of public policy, also, to all

The latest news from Stanley reports him all
right and pushing forward as fast as the natural
obstacles of the country will allow.
I>r. Joseph Barker of the City Temple, London. preached in Plymouth Church, Brooklyn,
Oct. 2.1 to an imn ease congregation.
Charles LKehman, the acting general secretary of the knights of labor, i- charged with Irregularities in the conduct of the office.
William ltussell Sever, the oldest granduate of
Harvard college, and the oldest male resident
of Plymouth, Mass., died Oct. 2d aged 05.
•Senator Stanford says the university lie Is
California will absorb all his wealth,
of the poor.
John Swinton declines, on account of poor
health, the nomination of the Progressive So
cialist Labor party, of N. Y., as Secretary of
State.

founding in

and, will be for theexclnsive benefit

people.
Let the Republican party take up this issue
as one involving the highest moral considerations, as it did the slavery question, and there
can be no doubt either, as to the issue of such

our

Jenny Lind Is stricken by paralysis, and the
sad news is likely, we grieve id hear, to lie
soon followed l,v that of the famous singer's
death.

contest or the ultimate beneficial efleets that
will accrue to it as a result of such action. I
believe the time has come when the Republican party should champion the cause of temperance throughout the length and breadth of
our land; and it should do it honestly, fearlessly and most vigorously.
a

The Graphic Press Company, of Cincinnati,
publishers of the Weekly Graphic, have assigned. Liabilities, from $35,000 to $50,000; assets,
$30,000.

IION. K.

Premier Norquay, of Manitoba, having failed to negotiate a loan to build the Red River
\ alley Railroad, is accused of
betraving the

province.

President Cleveland engaged a special train
for his trip to the West and South.
The
journey will cover about *1500 miles and will
cost him $10,000.
A little Michigan girl has picked and mounton cards 2,125 specimens of four-leaved clover, and it hasn't been a very good year for fourleaved clover, cither.

ed

Small, the evangelist, says he likes to
wrestle with the devil all the time; and then he
Sam

that he will make his

Washington.

permanent

William L. Putnam of Maine and President
Angell of the Michigan University at Ann
Arbor have been appointed to act with the
Secretary of State on the h’ishcry Commission.
Michael Davilt, the Irish leader, arrived in
New York last week, lie did not want to be
interviewed, and will spend his time here very
quietly, giving no lectures and attending no

meetings.

Kee,

Chinaman, died at San Diego.
California, last week, leaving property to the
value of $500,000. As he left no will, tlie public,
administrator will attempt to secure the estate
for the general welfare.
Sow

a

K1.V. WILLIAM

Under the recent treasury circulars, the total
bonds purchased, (face value,) has
been $21,4*22,250; the total amount of premium
paid thereon, $2,083,929 ; the total amount saved
to maturity of loans $4,45s,013.

amount of

Edward Burgess is said to be enjoying great
practical benefits, as well as international fame,

consequence of the achievements of the Puritan. Maytiower and Volunteer. His hands are
full of orders for boat-building.

in

The revenue cutter Bear has just seized
three small vessels, two American and one
British, for illegal sealing in Behring sea.
Thirteen vessels in all have been caught this
year engaged in this forbidden business.
Tennessee voted Sept. 29 on the question of
amending the < onstitution of the State prohibiting the manufacture or sale for use as a beverage of intoxication liquors. The ladies worked
hard to carry the amendment, but failed.
Germany has seized the Samoan Islands, deposed King Malietoa and put a rival in his place.
The American and English Consuls made a
united protest against the high-handed proceeding and refuse to recognize the new King as
such.

The cla im that the present Administration
has recovered millions of acres of public land
from the railways and cattle kings and turned
it over to settlers is pronounced false. Not a
railway or cattle company holds less land now
that it did two years ago.*

K.

Bret Harte is living quietly in one of the suburbs of London, and intends to make his home
there. By this means he obtains a copyright
on his writings in England, and at the* same
time can secure a copyright in this country.
He makes from $8,000 to $10,000 a year.

The

wife of

Professor A. Graham Bell,
of the table
talk when she and her husband are entertaina
at
dinner.
Without
ing company
uttering a
sound the famous inventor telegraphs with his
lips nearly everything that is said, and she cleverly reads them as she would a book.

though perfectly deaf, loses little

There are onlv about 000 periodicals of all
kinds published in the Russian Empire, of
which 200 are in other languages than Russian.
In other words, it takes 175,000 Russian subjects to support one periodical, while in the
United States there is one periodical to every
4,000 people. Of the 400 Russian periodicals,

fifty-five
J. M.

are

daily, eighty-five weekly.

Bailey,

once

famous as the wit of the

Danbury News, has faded from the humorous
world, and is now an actor in a daily repeated
domestic tragedy.
His wife is insane and
demands his entire attention. He must dress
her and arrange her hair, and attend to all her
wants. She is like a child, and he gives her all
his affection, time and attention. His devotion
is described as something heroic.

Colonel 1). U. Anthony Inis disposed of his
newspaper plant, the Leavenworth Times, to a
syndicate of New England people. The managing editor in the future will he Z. A. Smith,
of the Boston Journal and E. N. Dingley, of
Maine, will he connected with the paper. The
price paid was $100,000. Col. Smith went to
Boston in 1870 from the Portlaud Press to take
the position of leading editorial writer on the
Journal. He is an active aud earnest ltepublican
and an able journalist, and his departure for
the west will be a loss to New England.
Col. Fred Atwood of Wlnterport has bought
of Charles B. Treat of Enfield the handsome
steam launch Alert, which was built in Wisconsin, expressly for Mr. Treat. The Alert is
one of the handsomest little steamers in Maine,
spleudidly fitted up and very fast. She is only
about a year old and has been used by Mr.
Treat on Cold Stream Pond. She was brought
down from Enfield on the train and placed in
the water at Bangor, and steamed down to
Winterport. COL Atwood will use her for
pleasure purposes and will be able to distance
anything of the kind on the river.

M.

THAYER

OK

FISANKI.IN,

stanch Republican temperance advocate,
says: To the sober second thought of wise
men, nothing can appear more partisan and
foolish than for a party to decide to vote only
for its own candidates and require its members
to fulfil that pledge. If the Republican party
should adopt such a measure, L would leave it.
I would never join any party that required me
to vote only for its own candidates.
Neither
the third party, nor any other party, can succeed on such’a platform. Last year, in my
town, more than *20 men, who hud joined the
third party without supposing that they were
pledged to vote only for its candidates, bolted
on election day and followed their consciences
instead of the third party. When brought
face to face with the facts, they saw the inexcusable partisanship and unwisdom of such a
method, .'so, I say, in those districts where
the third party defeated the Republican Prohibitionists last year it will be easy to right the
wrong this year!
Many will say, I can never again help defeat
a good Prohibitionist and therein let tlx* Democrat elect his nimcandidntc. Some,of course,
will continue their folly, earing more to d< feat
Republicans than they do to advocate temperDr. Miner said in his reply to the antiance.
saloon Republicans that he was glad so many
Republican Prohibitionists were defeated. To
him, and such as him, no appeal will avail.
They started out to “kill” the Republican
party, and are so intent upon having its funeral
and ministering upon its estate that they are
blind to its inconsistency ami partisanship.
They will go on until they*see, what others see
now. that they have
undertaken a job for
which they arc; not equal, and never will be.
Without them, however, there are enough
Prohibitionists in the Republican party of
Massachusetts t<> elect two-thirds of the next
Legislature, if they will only put in the necessary work.
!

The Democratic reform organizations in Baltimuch embarrassed by the i ml i tie re nee
of the Administration to some outrageously bad
appointments made in Maryland and threaten
to vote the Republican ticket.

J. II.
MeGhindley, of Cleveland, Ohio, is
under arrest charged with drawing pensions in
the names of a large number of widows who
are found on investigation to have died long ago.
MeGhindley is an expert forger. It is estimated he has swindled the government out of $200,000 during the past 18 years.

MOUSE OF CANTON

n

more are

Skinner, formerly a Knight of Labor, has
brought suit against General Master Workman
Powderly. and the general executive board of
tin* Knights of Labor to recover $400.24. This
bill is for work done in repairing and alterations upon the Knights of Labor palace in Philadelphia.

A.

The opponents of the dram shop and the
saloon should not fail to ally themselves with
one of the great existing parties the nearest in
sympathy with them, which in this state and
all the northern states is the Republican party:
attend the primary meetings and caucuses, and
do what in them lies to nominate men opposed
to the saloon, and then vote the Republican
ticket, and if they cannot get what they want,
get what they can.
To vote the third party ticket is to render indirect aid to the free rum Democratic party
and comfort to the enemy. 1 was a member
of the last Legislature, and know that such unwise action on the part of the professed friends
of temperance in defeating l'J or 15 temperance
Republicans prevented passing the submission
of the constitutional amendment the first stage.
I am satisfied that the cause of temperance
and i rohibition in Massachusetts has been set
back by the unwise and unjust action of the
third party, though many of them undoubtedly acted conscientiously.' Let us imitate our
enemies, the rum sellers, who are not foolish
enough to have a rum party and rum candidates. whose defeat would be certain, but ally
themselves with one of the great existing
parties, the nearest in sympathy with them,
namely, the Democratic party, and seek to and
do control its action in the interests of rum. as
the temperance people may the Republican
party iu the interests of temperance; though
there is a small minority of Democrats who
favor temperance, as there is a small minority
of Republicans who favor rum.

$100,000.

announces

Notes

the Crops of Waldo County.

on

County Correspondence.

Hay is about three-fourths a crop. Much of it
it is damaged by wet weather and delay in cutting. Feed is good and stock is coming to the
barns in good shape to winter. Potatoes have

[Deferred from last issue.]
Cruelty to a Mustang. The following
despatch from Bourne to the Boston Evening
Record is of interest in view of recent events
here:

I

IHlRTFlt

1>YFK

OF

SFUINCiFIFFI)

is of the opinion that no individual political action will more certainly promote the cause of
temperance in Massachusetts this fall t ban supporting the Republican party, nominating temperance men for its candidates and electing
them. If. by any means, men are nominated
in Republican caucuses or conventions who are
not friendly to temperance reform or are under obligations to saloonists,it is the temperance
voter’s privilege and duty to vote for better
candidates, if lie can tind them; providing, however, that by so doing he does not injure his
cause rather than aid it.
'l'iie opinions, coming from men w ho have
always been considered as high priests in tin*
temperance party, have been printed over the
signatures of the gentlemen themselves in the
official organ of ilie Law and Order League,
and will he read with interest by cold-water
advocates.
A

NEW

YORK

PROHIBITIONIST.

The lion. L. W. Fiske, one of the most prominent Prohibitionists of New York State, formally announces his return to the Republican
party. He gives as his reasons his friendships
for the veterans who have been so grossly insulted by President Cleveland, and his belief
that at the ratio of increase of the Prohibition
vote it will take it much longer to succeed in
its work of needed reform than if it united with
the predominant temperance element in the
Republican party. He says he has discovered
that the only hope of success of the Prohibition
is “to destroy the Republican party and
party
build on its ruins, and that the same materials
of the old are to be used to build the new.”
Therefore “there is no use to go to this trouble
and expense when the old structure is broad
and deep and high enough to hold every man
whose conceit is not so great that lie cannot
submit to a majority who are as good as he.”

The Volunteer's

Spinnaker.

One of the most memorable sights tlist human eye can feast upon is such a yacht ns the
Volunteer engaged in blowing out that wonderful sail, the spinnaker. As she comes careening up toward the stake-boat, pressed down
for an instant by the gale but promptly lifting
her spire-like figure high into its angry teeth,
she looks like a greyhound in the chase, lint
in another second all is changed. She thrills
from her masthead to the tips of her liowsprit
and boom. She pauses and trembles, like a
frightened horse at the edge of a mountain
chasm. Then, rearing her proud front aloft,
she plunges forward and down, down, down
into the sea. Her great sails flap with fearful
force as if rebellious at the strain put upon
them, and then, rising on the wave’s boiling
crest, she giyes herself to the free, glorious
wind as the sometime coy and timid maiden,
won at last, turns quickly and yields to her
lover’s caress. The glad breeze is" carrying her
steadily along when from a dizzy height a great
spar appears, and dropping to the water’s edge,
reaches out from her side far over the sea. A
little white cloud emerges from her mast like
escaping steam. It grows larger and larger,
and then, with a loud report, the huge spinnaker bursts free and shoots radiantly into place.
Such a vision is too lieautiful to lie forgotten,
and too full of life to yield itself to a painter’s
brush. It must lie secii to lie fully known. IN.
Y. Tribune.

Before Justice Chamberlayne, on Saturday
afternoon, on complaint of the M. S. 1\ C. to
Animals, G. W. and II. B. Avery were convicted of torturing a mustang on the 13th ult.
(by putting a half inch cord around his jaw
and pulling violently upon it), and find £10
and one half costs each. For cruelly beating
the same animal on the 0th lilt.. G. W. Avery
paid a fine of £5 without costs. Total amount
of fines, £53.25.
Castink. The Hancock County Teachers’
Institute is held here this week, beginning

Tuesday. Quite

a
large delegation arrived
Monday by Stinr. Richmond.stinr. Iris, the
buoy boat and lighthouse tender, came in last
week and loaded materials for a barn, to be
built at the lighthouse on Dice’s Head.The
Ladies' Relief Corps entertained the G. A. R.
Cost at their hall one evening last week. A
bountiful supper was the principal feature.

The roof of the* Cnitarian Church edifice has
The Rev. Mr. Locke,
pastor of that church, i> spending a vacation
in Mass.F. A. and B. I>. l’erkius, brothers,
have been drawn to serve as grand and traverse
jurors at the < )etober term of court in Ellsworth.

just been re-shingled.

M'i.i.e. Rhea

Mica

sickness in his family.Air. A. A. Shute's
family have moved to Camden. Aliss Yirgie
< otisii s
accompanied her sister, Airs. Shutc.
Aliss Jennie E. French is in Searsport visiting
friends.Kev. X. s. Harrimanof Providence,
K. L, preached here on last Sunday. Ho was

visiting at his brother's, Air. F. Al. Harriman's
.( apt. A. Black and Airs. J. W. Black, have
both been sick for the past three weeks. Airs,
!*• is quite sick at this time.Airs. F. J. Watts
i- in Belfast for a few weeks at her
son's, Air.
< buries \\ atts.Airs. X. S. French
and family

that every farmer in Waldo County would take
as much interest in the affairs of our government as did this gentleman.

her home in Alass. last week.Air.
home from the Hospital last week,
Tuesday, apparently well and happy.

The Maine brunch of the Woman’.* Christian

field, Prospect: Lydia A. Klee, Box bury. Alass.;
Calvin II. Partridge, Sarah J. Partridge. 1. F.
Would. Alary J. Gould, Prospect; L. W. Partridge. Ernest F. West. A. AL Am* -, Stockton;
*1. E. Libby. Prospect: I*. J. Snell, (
C. How**;
A. S. Bird, Al. D.. Stockton; Orriu Gray, Etta
J. Gray. Prospect; W. L. Hanson, Myra E.
Han-on. *1. L. Thompson, J. W. Staple.-, l.'rbanna Staples, Kufus Mudgett, A.la K. Aludgett. Stockton; J. Shaw. E. G. Clifford, .Sandy
Point; i.. 1L Partridge.Stockton; W. D. Hitch-

born, Hattie Iliehborn. Prospect; Albert Kelley, Harry Harriinan. Henry E. Shutc. Mrs.
II. E. >hut*\ \\
Berry. < ’. Eh»tehcr, Frank
Davis, Eugene Blanchard. Air*. E. Blanchard,
K*)bert Er.-kine. Tryphosa Er-kine. Stockton.
Tim: Soi.id AIkn «»i Buooks. We have rcn-ivi.d from (ito. B. Briggs, collector of taxes
in Brooks, a list of those persons who are as-•■s.-cl a money tax of forty dollars or more
for the current year:
A

..-tin, (. has. 1.4 j
Austin, James \V.* ,s2 .is
lb i.irgS, (b n. 15.
|;;

Hailey. James p.
Helfa-t »V Mmwliead l.ake ( o.
liu-e, Micliavl.
< ha>e, \. I ;.
( illey, Simeon.
( roshv, W in. \
( oilier, Joel T.
1 >0", j. m..
1 >o\v, M. J.
I >avis, ( lia>. I >.
Hodge, Henry ().

en-

..

That is true of a few of the larger
places, l ilt it is not true of the great majority
of the towns in the State. In the great majority of them it is as well enforced as the
other law*. Put how will a Third Party contribute to ii* enforcement in those places where
The trouble in those
it i* now neglected?
places i* that a large number of the people an
inditlenmt to the law. Now the men- collection
of all the Prohi >itioni*t* into a distinct party,
even if that were possible, would not reduce
the number of tin
iudill'erent people. '1 here
would be tie- same obstacles to encounter then
that exist now. Any movement that will increase the friends id' tin
prohibitory law will
strengthen its enforcement. Put a third pard
start*
with
the
avowed
!nt« nti »n of smashty,
ing the other parties, will not do that. Indeed
it will have rather the oppo*ite rll'eet.
The Woman’s Christian Temperance I’nion
of Maine hitherto lias undoubtedly been iniluential in strengthening prohibition. It lias
kept the people alive to the dangers of intemperance and lias been instrumental in educating
both you.»g and old in tin* way that they should
go. It now proposes to embark upon the
stormy sea of politic*. Such a course will inevitably rouse antagonist*., that will be detrimental to its work. The temperance men w ho
are identified with the old parties, must needs
be something more than human to give as cordial support to the I'nion after it has allied itself with a movement which many believe is
inspired as much by the personal ambition of
its leaders as by any desire to promote tin* interest of temperance as while it remained free
from such mie.-tionable alliance.
[Portland
Press.

<

...

Fllis, Joseph.
Fdwards, p.g.
Forbes, A. s.
I orla
( has. II.
Gonhl, Win.
Gibb.-*, John.
Glover. Janie'-.
Gordon. John II.
(Jinn, Josepli \.

Hall, ( dleinan.

II * lb rook A Fane.

Jones, John I).
Join s, Wm. o.
Little lie hi. J. |{.
l.atie, ( F.

Moulton, George,
Prime, F

...

Piehardson.

...

was

then enumerates what lias been domf this season :
The Hazeltinc Public Library, on the corner of
High and Miller streets, and tin*custom house extension, which is nearly as large a* the original

following committee was authorized to solicit
and receive donations for the monument: T.
A. Elliott, \V. L. Lane, E. G. Roberts, J.
Leathers, E. C. Holbrook, A. E. Chase, W. C.

building.

pied by

does not cover the whole ground. The cottage of Miss Alden, the dwelling near the lower bridge and several others should be added to
This

the

new

dwellings,

and the extension of

Dodge’s

clothing factory to the additions. There are also
other improvements, not the least of which arc
those in the vicinity of the railway station; and
each day reveals further indications of the growth
and

prosperityof

ed in the

our

city,

which

are

duly

record-

local columns.
From

Washington Territory.

writes to the Journal from Port Townsend, W. T., under date Sept, 10, as follows: “1
J. W. M.

have

frequently

sent the Port Townsend

Argus

and

the Seattle

Post-Intelligencer, both live Republican
papers, giving the improvements and growth of
Washington Territory, and the wealtli of Puget
Sound, but as 1 have never seen an item copied in

the Journal 1 fancied you did not like to encourage
emigration west. So far as 1 am concerned 1 have
never

encouraged

any

one

to leave Maine that

was

circumstances, but no doubt in
time Puget Sound will be thtf’ga.den of America,
ns the climate is line and the lands productive.
The forests are a mine of wealth, the coal and iron
in comfortable

mines and the fisheries are inexhaustible, and I
sec many indications of a brilliant future.
There
are a large number of Eastern men here and Maine
is well represented. Last week there was a large
licet of ships in the harbor and nine of the number
were Maine ships. This morning the boat that
my son is in towed the Ship Frank Pendleton from
here to Departure Bay, B. C., to load coal for

’Frisco.”

j>
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of Brooks was held in Masonic hall and organized the Brooks Soldiers and Sailors Monument Association. The following o dicers were
chosen: President, J. II. Gordon; See’v. (>.
W. J.ane; Treas., T. A. FJIiott; Executive
Committee, J. If. Gordon, E. C. Holbrook, A.
If. Rose, A. E. Kilgore, J. S. Huxford. The

prospect
good, and

Three stores on Piuenix Row, by Mark Andrews,
I>. L. Peavey and Charles Black, rebuilt since the
late lire.
Additions to the Masonic block and Eli Cook’s
market, and a new drv house in connection with
Mathews Bros.’ sash and blind factory.
Of new dwellings—Frank Whitmore’s double
house, corner Spring and High streets, one by
Capt. Robert Emery on Court street, two over
Primrose Hill, one by Capt. John Jones, and one
just commenced on Northport Avenue by Capt.
Robert Coombs.
Extensive repairs and improvements upon the
residences of Dr. J. lb Brooks, Frank Pierce, the
Alilcn house by Mr. Kenny of Boston, to be occuMayor A. <’. Burgess, and on the Webster
house by Elisha Conant.
That we are to have a new hotel on the Crosby
lot, to be built this fall and wiuter, seems to be almost a positive fact.
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nite was done until last Saturday eve., when a
large and enthusiastic meeting of the citizens

that the

season

J.
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Buooks. For several years past the question of a soldiers’ monument, to he erected in
the square, has been agitated, hut nothing defi-

Room.

spring

the

(

Stimpson, Albert.
Stimpson, W. P.
Stimpson, D. G.
Webber, Geo. (estate'.
Wentworth, A. H.
Works, Joel.

more*

building 'luring

'estate.

I.

Penney, Thos.
Page, i .ben T...
Pooerts, Alpheus.
Poberts, AI011/.0.
i; > nolds, ( has. H.
Key nolds, I. G.
Pose, John <’.
Pose, Albert li.
Pieli, A. W.

building in Belfast the
present season than for the past ten years. All
our local carpenters, joiners and masons have
found employment and many from away have
been engaged. The Belfast correspondent of the
Bangor Commercial recalls in a recent issue a prefor

came

IJ HR!. This order admits both Indies and
gen*
tlemon, through a strict medical examination,
and pays slboo upon the death of a member*
The order was chartered under the laws of
Massachusetts <>t. 1th, l*sO. and is now well
established in Maine. New Hampshire, AIa<sachiD'dts, lMiode Island, and New York. The
following are the chart* r signers of AValdo
Council: Ilosoa B. Littlefield, Clara L. Little-

forced.

diction made cariv in flu*

to

Hall

of 1 nited Fellowship. There are now lttcouwils
in Eastern Maine with a membership of
nearly

Maine with the condition of things that prevails in other States where there have oeen
large Third Parties for years, it is ditlicu't to
see how the women of Maine arrived at the
conclusion that the best way to promote the
interests of prohibition is through a distinct
political organization. Ohio lias had a large
and lively Third Party for many years. Put it
has not succeeded in putting prohibition into
the Constitution or on to the statute book. Tinsame i* true of New York and Mas>achu*c‘t*.
and many other States. Put in Maine, without
a Third Party
large etiotmli to exercise am
considerable inline ice. prohibition has bc» u
placed on the *ta111;e book and in tin- Constitution. How doe* it happen, then, ’hat in the
opinion of the women of Maine a d bird Party
is the best way to promote the .nUrests of

Building

went

Stockton*. Mention was made last week of
the organization of Waldo Council No. 53, order

Temperance.

Temperance I’nion, following the lead of the
National I’nion, endorses the Third Party,
thus declaring in efleet that in the opinion of
the majority of its members the cause of temperance can best be promoted through a distinct political organization. In view of the
fact that there has never been a Third Party in
this State of any considerable dimensions, yet
nevertheless prohibition ha* been the settled
policy of the State for thirty year*, and i- *o
firmly established to-day that neither of the existing parties ever attacks it in its platform,
such a declaration is, to say the least, surprising.
The Third Party in Maine lias seldom been
strong enough to elect a single representative
to the legislature, yet Maine has the most rigorous prohibitory law in the I’nion, and the
most vigorously enforced, and hardly a session
of legislature passes without additions being
made to it to give it more strength. Comparing the situation as regards temperance in

Belfast’s

a

sandy Point. Air. Fred Perkins and wife
arrived on Saturday from Massachusetts for a
visit at his father's, ( apt. E. Perkins.Airs.
dulia Houston returns to her home in Linden,
Alass.. this week.Mrs. H. S. Black has gone
to her son's in Lowell, Alass., on account of

He criticised Jeff Davis' 1 trer to
Hen. Lubbock, saying that ‘‘the leader of the
Confederacy had made a great mistake in the
sunset of hi> life."
A-1 shook hands with him
and hid him good-day, I could not help wishing

There has been

is

groat favorite here socially. On
a verv informal
reception
was given for her
by Airs. Dr. Wheeler of
street,
which
attbrded
all her friends an
Kay
opportunity to greet her before they saw her
on the stage.
Her bright, vivacious manner,
and the foreign accent which she has never
been able to banish cntirelv from her English,
are very bewitching, and the
snap of her dark
eyes, the dimples in her cheeks, are enchanting
watch
as she talks with
eloquent gestures.
jo
There is no doubt that she could have tilled the
opera House for two or three nights, but her
engagements hurry heron.

the saloon."

not

M'lle. Rhea

Saturday afternoon

compromiser hut one of the most eloquent men that ever sat in the Senate Chamber.
Coming down to the political situation of today we found him thoroughly posted. He did
not believe in political prohibition.
"Keep
tills temperance question out of politics," said
he. “and let men of all partic- unite to destroy

temperance?
Put they say the prohibitory law is

Newport.

the Boston Herald:

er. as a

The Women anti

in

appeared in Newport, R. 1.. in “Fairy Fingers,"
Saturday evening Get. 1st, before a crowded
house.
Those who saw this accomplished
actress both on and olf the stage during her
recent stay in Belfast will be interested in the
following from the Newport correspondence of

Waldo County who understand political economy better than this old gentleman, who was
horn during the last half of Thomas Jefferson's
administration. “1 am a Jeffersonian and Jacksonian Democrat," said he with decision, “an 1
the veto of the National Hank Hill by Jackson
in 1*32. and the veto of th* National Hank Hill
in 1*41, by Tyler, were the grandest veto measures in tin* records of the Federal (Jovernment."
He spoke of Henry ( lay, the great Whig lead-

sav>:

It is said that the suits which Attorney General Garland brought against the Bell telephone
patents and has lost have cost the Government

home in

Bepublioan Party.

THE PLACE FOR TEMPERANCE
REPUBLICANS.

The advice of such men as Hon. R. U. Bishop,
ex-president of the Massachusetts Senate, Col.
Edward II. Haskell, member of Gov. Butler’s rotted
badly and there will not be half a crop
council; E. Porter Dyer, of Springfield, Rev. in this vicinity, Crain »s good and threshing
William M. Thayer, of Franklin and Hon. E. machines are in full blast.
Apples, not more
A. Morse of Canton has been sought as to the than one half a
crop. Corn has done quite
course to be pursued by temperance men in the
well, and I think the most of those who plantMassachusetts campaign.
ed for the facto:y at \\ interport have received
ROBERT R. BISHOP’S OPINION.
satisfactory returns for their labor, and that
“A person desirous to promote the cause of j there will be more
planted next year. Stock is
can
vote
for
the
candidates
of
the
temperance
rather low and not much called for unless in
1
third party; but if he does so, he will assist to
good shape for market. September has been
defeat strong and sterling temperance men, a
very pleasant month and most of the farmers
nominees of the Republican party—men who have
improved the opportunity to dear up the
have been for years temperance men, personlow, wet places and get them into grass. The
and
ally,
temperance workers—to such an ex- Monroe butter factory made a very tine display
tent as to jeopardize temperance measures and
of butter at the late fair. They are making
the hope of temperance reform in the Legislavery nice butter which finds a ready sale at a
ture. His vote, if so thrown, will simply be in
A. Stinson.
good figure.
aid of the Democratic party and its measures,
North Searsport, Oct. 3rd.
and will tend to secure the election of its candidates. If last year the Prohibitory party had
(Jen. 15. F. Harris has just returned from a
not, by diverting the temperance vote, elected carriage drive across Waldo and Knox Counseveral Democratic members of the .Senate, the ties. visiting friends in Tliomaston and Itockland on the way. He reports the
crop
public would not have now to lament the failure as very unevenly distributed, someapple
orchards
of admirable and important temperance measbeing well loaded while others are almost desures passed by the House hut defeated in the
titute of fruit, but enough on the whole for
Senate.
home consumption at least. Hut the crop of
“Another thing which temperance men can pumpkins which literally covers tin- numerous
do is to labor for the success of temperance cornfields is simply enormous. What a “feast
principles by means of the Republican party. on pumpkin pie” our Knox and Waldo friends
If the third party men would come back and are enjoying. The drive was a most delightful
put their work to the object they have at heart one, as at no time of year does the face of the
within Republican lines, it would make that country show up to better advantage than durparty still more a ‘temperance party. But ing these beautiful Indian summer days. [Kenwithout them, it is by a large predominance nebec Journal.
composed of temperance men; against the
Democratic party and the third party playing
A Chat With a Veteran.
into the hands of the Democratic party. It
does advance year by year the temperance legProf. F. W. (iovvcn writes to the Journal: A
islation of the State; and it is the only party
few days ago I had a very pleasant chat with
which otters any hope of effective temperance
legislation for the future. Let the temperance an old gentleman whose hair is turning gray.
man, then, unless he prefers the deluge in the
Although a farmer with hardly a common
hope of dry land afterward, do everything in school education, for in his
hoy hoot 1 days
his power to strengthen the temperance sinew
and nerve in the Republican party.”
schooling facilities were not so good as nowaCOL. EDWARD II. HASKELL
days, I venture to say there are not many in

The London clubs and Scotland’s hamlets
are discouraged over the Thistle’s defeat.

ers.

a

Stick to the
THAT IS

Another Scotchman has challenged for the
America's cup.

THE LEE FAMILY BIIiLE.

messenger,

Tiik Mas^i k or Mixstiskls. Rv Two
Brothers.
“The Masque of Minstrels and
Other Pieces, Chiefly in Verse,” is the full title
of a neat volume from the press of B. A. Burr,
Bangor. The authors are Rev. A. J. Lockhart,
a Methodist clergyman of Last Corinth. Me.,
and his brother. Burton W. Lockhart, now of
Sutlield. Ct. The Last port Sentinel says: —Arthur J. Lockhart*s name is not unknown to the
readers of tin* Sentinel, for many a sweet, helpful .'train from his pen has graced our pages.
His songs and poems, together with his brother
Burton's, have been gathered into an unassuming little volume railed the “Masque of Minstrels,” and those who enjoy the good and pure
in poetry will not lie disappointed. This book
will prove a comfort and help to those who
strive to live for both sides of the grave, and a
source of delight
to all lovers of verse.”
A
necessarily hurried look through the volume
assures us that the Sentinel's commendation is
well bestowed, and that those who enjoy true
poetry will tind it here. One of the poems,
“On Islesboro,” lias a local flavor, ami there are
others suggested by the sea. The book may be
had through tin* local booksellers. Price, si.*25.

UOS8IP FROM

NUMBER 41.

Rowe. A subscription paper was first circulated on Wednesday of last week and at the
time of the meeting over three hundred dollaig
had been pledged. It is proposed, if the neep

j

essary amount is raised, and the prospect is
now bright that it
will be, to dedicate the
monument on the fourth of July next.Joseph Ellis is building a large two story building
for II. E. Staples, the lower part to lie used as
blacksmith shop, the upper part for a carriage repository.J. II. Gordon, A. E. Chase
ami wife ami Mrs. 11. 11. I’illey are in Boston
this week.Mr. Chase ami daughter are in

a

Fitchburg, Mass., visiting friends....Mrs. Isaac
Leathers is visiting her son in Lawrence, Mass.
.F. II. A. Boody has lately opened a livery.
sale and boarding stable oil Wall Street. All
wishing a good team can lie supplied at reasonable prices.A good job lias beeu done in
laying tlie sidewalk from the post office to the
depot. This street is always very muddy ill a
wet time and lias caused much complaint In
tlie past. Now those parties who aided in the
work, and it was purely an individual enterprise, will have satisfaction of knowing that
they have benefited all parties except those in
the rubber trade.Will T. White has put up
a sign and says he means business in the furniture line, lie has a good assortment of coffins,
caskets and general furnishings for undertaker’s supplies.Miss Fannie Staples, of Monroe, is in town this week. She is doing a
good business in the millinery line at Monroe.
.M. J. Dow is having a new sign painted
and is putting in a fall stock of goods for tbo
and winter trade.

millinery and
well patronized
and tlie business will be increased.
autumn

dressmaking departments

The

arc

The Pacific fishing interests arc to be systemFisb Commission.

atically investigated by the

1

Trotting
Town Fair.
News pf Belfast and Vicinity.
The fair held at the Town House last Saturday,
trotting at the park of the Waldo County
The Belfast polieeineu have new hats and uniAgricultural Society last Saturday afternoon was t’ie fctli inst. was one of the best ever held in this
BELFAST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER IS, 18*7. j
witnessed l>v sonic Too or sou people. T he trotting town. The siiow of stoek, sheep and horses was forms, which gives them a more metropolitan apwas not exciting, however, the winning horses takin an adjacent Held, belonging to Mrs. T. W. Howe. pearance.
IH'ltUSIIKI) EVERY Till'RSI)AY MORNING 111 THE
ing the races in three straight heats. In the free J The exhibition of farm produce did credit to the
Mr, Daniel Lane has repaired his store house on
fanners.
a horse named Duster, ow ned by John
Flowers, fancy work, yarns, knitted his wharf in this
j for all race
city, and the premises are now in
1
Gibbs, of Ilangor, showed remarkable speed. The goods, «|uilts, rugs, etc. as well as preserves, jellies first -class condition.
CHARLES A. 1’ILslU RY.Editor. horse has been harnessed to a sulky but seven ; nd dairy produets were contributed by the ladies
The repairing of Waterbury watches is a great
1
RUSSELL
DYER. Local Editor. weeks and bids fair to make a trotter. Duster ia tempting array. Seventy head of cattle and 38
annoyance to jewelers. It is cheaper to buy a new
could have beaten Surprise easily had he been
horses and colts were shown on the grounds; all of
one than to have one repaired.
driven to win, but his driver pulled the horse them good and some of them line blooded animals.

R1 IHTRl inAN JOURNAL

at

Belfast

the

Park.

Tbc

Jackson

The iron in the railroad yard in this city has been
Searsmont. Miss Lizzie F. True is visiting in
Jackson. Emerson Paris Stands at the head in
Snrspurt Locals.
replaced by four inch rails.
Haverhill, Mass ...Miss Sadie A. Farrar is spend- (Ids town iu raising big pumpkins, lie exhibited
pects
A yellow kitten has strayed from the Brooks ing a few weeks in Belfast ...Mrs. Margaret Fogg one at the town fair last
■Soli. Itobelt Woodruff is
that measured
haring a new main
Saturday
The contractors have until Nov. *21 st to complete House, and would be welcomed home.
and her daughter Josie, recently arrived in town 3 feet« imhes
mast put in.
around it, and neighed 51 pounds.
the Post Office job, and if the work is tlmn tin.
from
and
will
the
winter
Augusta,
here. Mr. Purls has bought a new top
spend
A partridge alightcdJWednesday morning on the
.Seh. Belle of Bath, Capt. \V. G.
buggy that he
Nichols, arrivctl
finished they will be required to pay the governwindow si 1 of the office of Keating & Field, and Rev. G. M. Stilphen assisted by Itcv. A. I). Morton calls his "lobster pot.”....Mr. E. E. Morton has at Calcutta 11th.
ment $r>rt per day.
of North I’ownal Is holding a series of meetings at harvested :100
bushels of uiee grafted apples this
doubtless was after a life policy.
Ralph 1’. Sawyer has a situation in a jeweller’s
the Grange hall in Belmont....Mr. ibrook Collins
season,
Aurora Degree Lodge, No. 10,1). of It., I. o. o.
lie has a thrifty
young orchard and it is store at Milford, Mass.
r>. P. Paimer, Masonic. Temple, has a full lino of
of Rockland has been in town for a short visit_
him well this year.... I). I). Gould, Collins
F., of t!»is city, was legally incorporated on Tues- fall
paring
hats, fall underwear and gloves. Further par- Our mill
'V. Gtinnell and family left Saturday
property is changing owners. Mr. Frank Puttee, Jr., and li. p. Tasker hare been
day evening, agreeable to a law passed at the re- ticulars will he
by boat
repairing
given in our advertising columns Fuller has sold his interest in the mill at the
cent session of the Grand Lodge.
village and painting their houses and they make a lineup for a short visit to Boston.
next week.
to his partner Mr. L. W. Luce and has bargained pearanee. We
trank Carver left for Boston last week to
Mr. V. B. Paul, of Morrill, has left at the Jour,
hope more will follow in this direcgo
Mr. A. J. Grant, of North port, is on the road for Mr. N. O. Whitten’s mills.
tion.... Mrs. True Cilley Is
nal office some handsome apples which took the
very sick and cannot first officer of bark Wakefield.
with his new threshing machine, and was threshlive but a few days....Elisha Edwards lias been
Swasville. E. C. Murden has arrived from
first premium at the Waldo county agricultural
Hon. Janies G. Pendleton and nifc will
leave
ing last week at the Hind’s and Bead farms, North- North
fair. Mr. Paul is one of tiie best orchardists in
Adelbert E. Brown re- very sick, but Is now better am! aide to go out of to-day fora trip to
Conway, N. il
Philadelphia.
port avenue.

time. The programme called fur a three
years old class, a three minute class and a sweepstakes. In place of the two former a special

every

ment.

race

Maine deer out of season an quoted at s4o0
cat'll, (inly Boston bloods can enjoy so dear a

The

substitutid.

was

stallion

Troutbrook

owned

On the whole
I

what

i

arc

we sec

be

to

I day.

Aii alarm of lire last

they would compare favorably with
ouf county fairs.
No better colts

at

found than

were

The attendance

was

I

shown here last Satur-

largely

increased

department.
chimneys burned out.
out the

by

Adrian Tuttle

by G. .J. Shaw, of ilurtlund, but kept by- 1 our neighboring towns people, who received a
Abner Littlefield, of this city; Kitty D. by George cordial welcome. The
!
entire absence of gambling
*
luxury,
<). Iiailey and Kedah
by Frederick Drown, of this or intoxication, or anything that would intoxicate,
•tv, entered. Troutbrook won in three straight
left a free Held for all to enjoy themselves, nothing
The Mugwumps -aid that Hiira'ins must iro,
heats. Summary
occurring throughout the day to mar the harmony
hut Ifijubn- is apparent!} nurninu the Admii.Troutbrook.
1
i
I
of tin* occasion. We give the premiums awarded
i-t ration.
Kittv H.•_* • 2
l»\ the committees as follows:
Ivedah.;; ;;
Time—_.4o,
N; at Cattlk. Farm stock—C. Y. Kimball, 1st;
^
Voting Harrington, the Vas*alh<jro incendiM. s. stiles Jr., 2d; James G. Kimball, 3d.
In the free for all race there were live entries—
ary, is said to have4 been ruined by leading
Fat oxen—l'. Y. Kimball, 1st; M. S. Stiles Jr.,2d.
Mtrprisc, hy W. G. Morrill; Tommie, by s. A. Nay;
< "ws,
dime novels.
Jerseys—M. S. stiles, Jr., 1st; C. Y. KimDuster, hy John Gibb*: Kitty (
<
2d.
>.
Geo.
ball,
Bailby
Milch cows-C. Y. Kimball, 1st; Jas.G. Kimball,
and
t
G.
•).
bv
siiaw.
ey,
laymont.
I
The Baltimore «V Ohio telegraph lines have
t
In the !ir.-t heat Tommie lead, making the quarter
stock cows—A. K. Davis, 1st: C. Y. Kimball, 2d.
been swallowed up in the Western Union
in
the half mile in 1 it ;a and the thrcc.-quarst*crs.
I test pair 3 vr. olds—J. I!. McKinlev,
ocean, and tin- latter company has
now no
1st; I.c\ i llicli, 2d ; M. C. Kimball, 3d.
ter.- in 1..V1. He showed remarkable speed, but
Pest pair 2 yr. olds—W. F. Cook, 1st and 2d (2
formidable rival.
lacked bottom, for he winded at the three quarters
pairs; : c. V. Kimball, 3d.
Pc.-t pair 1 yr. olds—A. F. Kendall, 1st.
Mr. Katsey, tin Thistle's -aibnaker, savs p »le and was pa—ed by Surprise and Duster. SurPest pair calves—J. II. McKinlev, 1st and 2d, (2
won: Duster second.
prise
that ‘‘about a!! the improvement- in American
1 pairs.)
In the second heat Tommie again lead fl‘ t<* the
P< t pair matched 3 vr. olds—A. F. Kendall, 1st;
ya- lits have lieen borrowed from the Enurli-h."
half mile post in l.V.iar.d then fell back. It was a 1 Geo. C ole. 2d.
Matched
2 yr. olds—Adelbcrt Dodge, 1st.
and that “centre-boarders are mere racing maj cio*e race between surprise and Du -ter, tin- formMatched 1 yr. olds—A. F. Kendall, 1st.
chine.-.*’ Rat-!
! cr coming in a hail neck ahead. Du.-ter was held !
Heifers,:{ vr. old—M. S. Stiles Jr., 1st.
Heifers, 1 yr. old—M. S. Stiles Jr., 1st, C. Y.
back, and the judges proposed punishment, but |
Tin* Maim- Ti mperaime Record -ays that ;
! Kinihall, 2d ; J. G. Kimball, 3d.
Heifer calves—.J. 11. McKinlev, 1st; C- Y. Kim;
rum-sdling ha- dorrva-ed Yu per cent in Waldo | did ii“t act.
ball, 2d.
Uu* third amt la-t heat was a repetition ot the
county since tin <»«..*.} T« inplar-* committee
Pulls—Coleman Hall, 1st; C. Y. Kimball, 2d.
and special constables comtm n
1 work. What’s : others. Duster was held bach and Surprise w on.
l*i LL!N<; oxkn and Stkkks. Class 7 It. and
I
the matter with “decreasing*’ the other ">o per
o\
r— F. Pease, lsi; (»eo. W.
Minimaly
Hasty, 2d.
cent*'
fBiddelord Journal.
< lass under 7 ft—C. Y. Kimball', 1st; K. A. Car|
1 j
Surprise
penter. 2d.
T in; Belfast police court.
Duster.■> j
Kimball, 1st; George Cole,
Toninde .;; ;; ?,
Kitty (. 1
< 'apt. Jack < 'rawford. e\-I 'uited Stales seoui.
Trained
2
old—Adelbcrt
Steers,
Dodge, 1st.
yr.
(. lay in* m.
:>
dr.
Trained steers, 1 yr. old—A. F. Kendall, 1st.
explain- that among scouts and the braves
|
Time —2
g.d.lc, -J.:;:*1,.
>iii:j.i*.
Kwes— C harles Varney, 1st.
wear longhair is considered a mark of deiiauce j
j
This ran was fora purse of £ I7.V- a!!! u i«. first:
PucUs, «*.\ford Down—K. A. Carpenter, 1st: J.
to the enemy and is interpreted as m. ming.
third, ii- W. Clifford ) W Jewett, 2d.
“Ib n is m\ s.-alji. with a conver.ieiit handle £•'*«• to si-*a.nd and ±2'< t
j gave two exhibition heats with
Merinoi s—Gcorgie Cole, 1st; J. W. Wallace, 2d.
a horse owned by
to it. collie and take it if \ou can.**
A >h rtuithdown—A. F. Davis, 1st.
|
hain d mam he savs. i< looked upon as a cow- Trank Smith, of Bclfa-i, in *J.4!».
I'uwi.s.
Coop of Plymouth Hock Fowls—J. W.
j
ard.
Jewett,
Iiaroldson, Mr. Marshall's young stallion, we
Hoitsi.s
and
Colts. Three rears old colts—
A 1-ahl head is a mark that von have been ! given an exhibition heat, out the Inu-e was !anu I;
Frank Fogg, i>t; I). P. Chase, 2d', Mark Pease, 3d.
,*
was
Tv
and
tine
old
not
d.
colts—J.
II. C ook, 1st; F. F. ?Jorscalped.
years
The judges were Capl. I-aat Darks, of Scar.-p* it, j L-n.2d; liohert Miiuthers, 3rd.
die \car old colt.*—Josiah Johnson, 1st: F. II.
Marblehead was painted red last week in
2nd ; Geo. Gould, 3rd.
j I >r. Col-on and .1. D. Tic k* r, of thi- city.
j! Prown,
honor of ilm Volunteer, and Boston gave a
Colts under one year old—M. Stevens, 1st; J. W.
Boston (iamc Poachers i» iiiftiniliy.
\1 Wallace. 2nd; H. Twitchcll, 3rd.
rand ovation in Far.eu.il Had to <b
Bairn |
Mateiied colts—F. II. Hrown, 1st.
mod Mr. Burges--, the owner and dc-iem r of
Fa::m Puodi xts. For the host display of Held
Three Boston men came to Maine during the last
aii*:
-garden crops—Levi Hieh, 1st; T. W. Howe, 2d;
tii' victorious yacht, Tin-,- two men are
days ot Sept --i'. her annt •! and miuipped witli rides W F.
de-j1 and
Cook, 3d.
dogs t« v the avowed purpose of violating tile
erving of ail the onors paid them, and more.
Trace of Held corn—I. W. Jewett, 1st; T. W.
anting deer with ilogs Howe, 2d ; A. F. Davis, 3d.
and we hope the j..
^sed ttstimonial of .>"»<Ij game !:tw> ot tin- Mao.
Trace of sweet corn—M. C. Pease, 1st; M. C.
and sti -.ting de-r old
aon.
They defiantly i\
H.io to Mr. Burgt s- wid rcacii him
t au eariv j
ball, 2 i J. W. Jewett, 3d.
said: ‘*No Maine game wardens are smalt enough
i’ot.Mtoe-—M. .-. Stiles, Jr., 1st; N. C. Vanns .2 1;
ay. *Rah for the Voluut er.
; 1.
F.
I::eh.
to find t:
in the depthsof the forest.'
A' BurlTurnip.— J. W. Jewett, 1st; F. Hieh, 2d; W. F.
<>f tin new sb-amhoat li: <■' started the past j ington iobtained a gi.ide who only on-, and
w. aid
CarroC F. Hieh, DC. W. F. t ook, 2d; A. F.
logo with ilu-m upon the promise dial
season, two—the Bortland a.el K< uncliec, ami i
Davi-, 3 l.
de:cm! him if the y g-.t 'nto dli'h-nity. Tim men
It- Bangor and lackland an in tii" admiralty i
bee!- 1.. Riels, 1st.
Wen! to
afrom Cm hagt. n.
p* i Take. l"ir» i:
Mangolds—|,. Rich, l-t.
»urt.
As to 1 lie faiinr*' of tin lii-t we cannot
Martenocs— L. Rich. l-t.
r«Mumissior.« r Mi'weil, of B.ni.n »r. *\a- ii.p.nucd !
( a 1.1.age—W. I
< ..ok, 1-t.
sp. ak. ••lit the latter reduced tin fares below a
of tire eon*
I raid and despatched game
j
L. Davis, l.-t; M. s. stiles, .Jr., id;
paving basis, and although the Mary M »rgan war it a- Alfud i r- .< h, of idat .ii.t-. and < liai.es J Pumpkins—
W. .Jewell, ;;d.
w a-a great convenience to those living
Welcome oats—1.. Rich, 1-t.
-n tin*
Brim cton. a.lter tin n. l'hc wardens
ihu.tl,
bean— 1.. Rich, 1-t.
bay and river there wa- too great a di-pro .r- found the poachers and tor several night- -:t pi in
Pea-John
1st
*1—two varieties.

day

air.

diaries Baker, of this city, lias brought a
libel suit against tin IP 'publican Journal Pub-

and t

and wiser.

poach:
two a:

tit

:

r>

lid-tie for -aie reminds uthe stories told of the late \V. K.
Travers, the stuttering wit of Wall street. A
friend v.m- about to buy a rat terrier, and
wanted Mr. Travers to see tie* animal. The
terrier wa- placed in a pit with a large rat and
in the contest which ensued tin; rodent came
one

of

oil' victorious. The friend appealed to Mr.
Travers a- to what lie should in, and the'reply

“B-b-uy the r-r-at.** Buy tin* Volunteer
if you want a yacht that can sail, and not the
san juislied Thistle.
was:

The old dispute over the eleeloral e. mil ol
DTb is revived by a chapter in tin* hi.-tor;, of
the Louisiana returns, published by Mr. /. p.
White. That correspondent asserts that in an
after-dinner conversation at which Mr. A. S.
Hewitt was present, (b-neral Dick Taylor a—
-ei'ted that l*e had concluded a bargain -with
tin Louisiana Returning Board by which Hie
vote of that Mate was to be* given to Tilden for
the suin of s-goO.OOO.
The -uni was to
rail'd by Northern lm-im-- men--not. (cm-rai
Taylor earnestly declared. I»v Mr. Tilden. The
cipher despatches -h< w that arrangements
were on foot at the time for the* purchase of
other electoral votes at a mm-ii less price; and
it i- not likely that those in charge of the harr. l vv» n- ready to inve-t a
quart**r of a million
dollars in uniioce-.-a; y corrupt vn. Still this
allegation, in addition to what has ain a iy bet n
made pul die concerning that «*I« * I ioi:.
V-m- to
indicate* that the dealim
of I'-TC-TT are not a
inalthy topic for Deinocrals to -tii* up. [Bitts-

er

wardens

trie

*;iot»::

were

ami

1’.-

are!
i

t-

narrowly

1

a..•< ui.

had killed

they

hi
m.
*i he;,
i.-; oi! e.m! gave a- nii: d
ph ruled guilty am! wa r* line 1 .-Mi caeli and <•-•-1
wili' h they paid, amounting- i:i a.:, to o\.t h'.' <i.
Tl-ey also ]«'-t their rille-. ammunition and dogs,
the 'after very valuable animals, si nee the killing
ei th" game wardens hot year certain poachers

at

j

>th from

b

j

iti.in and without tho

w

think ibex

state

j

violate the game laws with impunity, but- tide.u-e max lead tn in to a different <■ u:. !u-dou.
it

j

iortlsc .nl* *■«'—t ot the peopjo genera::y am! oi
liio lci.e-t sport-ujei; that the law- d.otdd been
forced, ami it i- in! r.ded t » ndu-ee tm m.

an

j

I

j
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:* g 1- sr in ad. 'i ire | n.u ’a wTiki! de tit- \V. D. Drllsbu:

er.

taken hef*

weiv

The Morning News, of Savannah, (borgia.
Democratic, and one of tie- 1.-ailing Southern
dailies say- :

of

slain

wn*=

ami tin-

•>-;,»i-1-

I :!!

en to

-t

in*

HII.!

Ur**.--.

Jlrrst*".
iheir
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mie

have had .several silo- *•; \\;i- horseMain.*. AtCal.d-nj animal- v..

ii: !»el!a.-t
;n

eastern

price-

at

rain/in/ from s'o t" I.; -, tin .average beiu/ ahot::
>7.'; -higher ti/uros than were r< .!:• 1 here. la
ht'-oin/ at < aio.i i.-r.e <iojwa thrown with sueii
violence :*> to hr. ak a h*/ in tv.
and
put the animal
'alai- Times -a;

n\e was

The

<

us**d

to

*•■■

;•

misery.

About tile horses sojd. 'M;ere i a
posit ion p,
make tun o. them and si' the ;a ..a-e;
wenbadh sv. indh.d. lint tin v ’boti/ht v ith tin :r
open, the prices were i;ot extortionate and tne u i
advantages were plainly >.ioun. intelligent hor>emen are of the opini m that tin ani.a.ils are niosth
niueli better than t!a y appear. Tiiere are exeep
tion-of c..;;r.-e, lmt m’osi of them b\ ea re I til and
experience'! hardline will repav their <■-! in a
!urate derive, One prominent dealer said that he
'•>< aid take not
le-s for
of a pair in* ho.i/lit
than a paid for hotli and he w o Id not keep even
liii- oiler Maudin/ a week.
of those boii/ht here ttiere are /einralh t.ivoral»h-

Those

reports.

accustomed

to
iiainthe./
breaking there, but

lmr.-e-' J’n ! little di Hi cully in

tlieir value when broken remain- to be seen. If
the < alai- peoplei bar/aiio at the priee- they

paid, those who b ui/iit her.
complain.

have
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u<a re.a.-i>:i to
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hotel
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Hotel.

.New

lock meii this

room.-

Mr. Lewis

Washiugioii were otli-t ed oy lobbyists and
dead-beat-. We remember one evening that
the late (.eorge W. Adam-, then the Washington correspondent of the N. vv York World, on
his return from tin* Arlington Hotel, where
Tilden‘s agents had rooms, remarked that that
wa- his last visit.
He w:
too much di-gu.-ied
with vvliat he

and heard to go there again.
One of these men, wh » would not he trusted
with S'Y win.*re he wa- known, was sent to
Florida with Manton Marble and
W. Woolley to buy a member of ihe returning board of
that State, and a similar attempt was ma le in
South C arolina. The attempt to secure an
electoral vote from Oregon, revealed through
tin* e.'1 ebrated cypher despatches, is familiar to
saw

everybody.

sliow

to

•

The trial trip of the now electric
motor oil the Cambridge Street Kailway .Monday was a success. The car was run to the
Fair building, and will soon he running regularly between Cambridge and Boston.V New
^ oi k Anarchist endeavored to introduce a resolution Monday in the Knights of l.abor Convention expressing sympathy for the coiidenmyd Anarchists of Chicago, but lie was ingouiiiiiously defeated.Special constables base been
asked for to enforce the liquor law in Oxford
and Sagadahoc counties.Complaint is made
tiiai State Constable Prentiss of Lewiston does
not do his duty, and (fov. Bodwell in
replying
to a letter on the subject, says: “Unfortunately a special constable, when once appointed, is
out of the control of the (fovernor unless some
charges can lie preferred against him and substantiated. It is a wicked shame that such
men will not do their duty.
J can only sav
that anything 1 can do towards the enforcement of the prohibitory law. f shall he
ready
at all times to do.”.No American oilers lo
purchase the Thistle have been made. Captain
Barr and crew are preparing her for the return
voyage to Scotland. She will probably sail the
latter part of the week. Mr. and Mrs." Bell and
Designer Watkins sailed on the Citv of Koine
and foruiture making are
yesterday.Broom
to be added to the industries of the Maine
State prison.dipt. Cyrus Sturtevant, formerly of Portland, ail old shipmaster and
steamboat man, and latterly a missionary and
fbmperauee worker, died Monday in New
Brunswick.The President and party left
M.iineapolis, Tuesday, for Omaha. Ivory
Libby, of West Buxton, is dead.

The first of Messrs,

ltayinmid

A

Whiieoiub’s Cal-

ifornia tourist

parties In tile winter series of Iss7
leave Boston Thursday, November 10, in a
new and magnificent train of vcstiliuled
Pullman
palace cars, which will include a palatial diningcar. These new appointments of travel leave
nothing to lie desired, everything will lie of tin*
most luxurious character. This party will arrive
will

at Pasadena Saturday, November lit,"shortly a brittle opening of the second season at The Raymond
Los Angeles and other Southern California
points
will be reached the same dav. Manv new features
will he introduced into these excursions the coming season. There will lie twelve outward trips,
with a choice of three different routes, and nineteen trips returning, with a choice of five different
routes. The hotel list includes The ICayiiioiul at
Hast Pasadena, the new Hotel del Monte, at Monterey, the Palace Hotel, in San Francisco, The Arlington, at.Santa Barbara, the new Hotel del Corona
do, at San Diego, and a dozen other famous Pacific Coast resorts. Independent tickets are sold
which Include every Incidental expense of the
journey out and back, anil permit the traveler to
exercise liis own preference regarding time mid
place of sojourn in California, and the lime of Ids
return. The return tickets arc good on nil trains
through the winter, spring, and early summer. A
handsome descriptive circular of 192 pages lets
been Issued, and may lie obtained of W. Raymond
29# Washington street, opposite School street, Boston.
The

ocean

May 10th
left New

nice

around

Cape Horn lias ended.

clipper ships Charmer and Seminole
York for San Francisco, at which i>ort

the

Charmer arrived Oct. 5. Her captain reports
of the Seminole from the time
he sailed out of the Narrows. The Charmer was
delayed by baffling winds and rough weather
around Cape Horn. The weather off the cape was
extremely cold and the ship was covered with Ice
tlie

liaving seen nothing

much of the time. Declining the assistance of a
the Charmer came into iiort under full sail.

tug

c•}j.

a

pitched roof ai.d tower.

of bo

sleeping

II

found him at.

pen- :ctci
proposed

This wih

main

give

a

hotel

room-, a

front

and

■

a

around the

noils*

both

ends, and

The hotel i-

to

all the modern

a

driveway

improvement.particular. Mr. Lewis says there vvouM be
in
difficulty
immediately .-tuning the building,
and this is the idea of a majority of the committee*
every

no

summer’s business.

Those Lovely Ladders.
To mi: LiUToit ot-Tm: Joi KNAi.: The bidders
which adorn our lamp posts arc already
beautiful,
if not indeed lovely;
being built upon -tridly Lasliake principle., combining, as they do,

How would these ladders look stained with

A

lovely

effect could bo

•!

product.

with

golf! paint, and draping each with a ladder
scarf of dull red felting cmhrohlcred with daisies
and rosebuds.
Hut perhaps tin* Highest approach to elegant
simplicity would be secured by covering tin* ladders with electric blue
The
There

was

a

plush.

Journal

Supplement.

mistake made in

for the amount.

of the

supplement sent out with this issue
Journal, but the supplement will be found

Thomas J. Todd writes a bright and interesting
letter about President Cleveland’s trip in the west*
illustrated in

an

appropriate

manner.

transcribe in

an

hour and

a

half in

long

Breeding sow— F. A. Lowe, 1st; Kli C.
K. H. Kenniston, 3d.
Boar— K. II. Kenniston, 1st.
Hoar pig—K. II. Kenniston, 2d and 3d.

hand

vvliat it took him three hou-s to write in shorthand.
Walter Wilberly talks about “An Old Art Heviv

ed,” illustrated, and Mary Jane writes

conventions, the Univeisalist
Sunday school convention, an Interview with lion,
1. C. Libby, of P.urnham, the King of Cattle JJuylts, Maim new*, Democratic jobbery at Augusta,

Trunafer*

etc.

Drummond-Chapman.
parents in Portland, Wednesday evening, Oct. 4th, Mi-sTinide A.
Drummond, daughter of lion. J. II. Drummond,
was united in marriage to Wilford CL Chapman,
Ksq., the ceremony being performed by Rev. Dr.
Hill. Many relatives of the bride undgrootn were
present. The oldest was Clark Drummond, of
Winslow, aged 92 years, representing the first of
the four generations of his family that were gathered there.

|

Mechanics

Washington;

Boston.

;

(boo.

Kiel,, the High School teat-in
stumped l)r. Loinl ar ! to take a pick an 1 join

|

r,

began

t

growl

at

and

ton

In

Ileal

i

\icws
the

a

battle

scene

1

Flll.I.OWSllir

MTU!*

IN

Bill.FAST.

war

will

scenes

Mr. W. A.

week for

organization, ami it is expected that the
council will start with
forty or more ladies

j

j

Adams,
a lap-.dead,
thirty, j came to Belfast to attend her brother’s marriage,
four years Gould landed in Nan Francisc and ; is a
very accomplished young lady. >hc is an asS'!*:n fou n< l his cousin.
Mr. Gould recently b light j sistant teacher at
Wellesley college. Another sisa
farm in Norlhport,
c
sent
for his
msin in ; ter. Lila I. Adams, is a teacher in the same town.
< alifornia to ; ay him a visit, and
they were re- Miss Lucy M. Adams, of Castinc, another sister,

diate families.

by

formed

The

Kev.

marriage

Ccorge

M.

ceremony

was

this

tendance upon the :>'.ith s<-ini-uiinuul session of the
Grand I <> Ige of Good Templars. The order re-

about the same, numerically, as at the last
session-The order at large mourn the death of
•John Iv. Finch. Giand Templar of the world. At
the last session of Ike Grand Lodge at Saratoga
the American ordi r and the foreign order were
unite.!, and as a compliment \V. W. Turnbull, of
Gla.scow, Scotland, was elected to the second po-i
tion in tiie united order. By the death of Air.
Finch, M r. Turnbull becomes the head of the order
mains

Mr. Alfred

F. Adams, of (a Mi no, and a voting
promise. -Since he has been a resident of
Belfast he has made many friends by his courteous
manner and enterprising qualities.
The bride is
the youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. baler, an
agreeable young lady who lias a host of friends.
The

Mr. Gorge L. Ilrackett, of
city, Grand Nceretary, is in Watcrville, in at-

Good Tkmim.aus.

per-

Adams, of llolliston,

Mass., who married the groom’s parent.--, Mr. and
-Mrs. Alfred F. Adams, of Castine. The parents
were numerous and costly.
Mr. Adams is a n a of
man

California.

to

way

of

his

keep

of

couple have

gone to housekeeping in the house
of Capt. Joseph S. Thumbs, on Church street. The
Journal extends its congratulations and good

Mary, widow of the late (’apt. John Carle,
re-idenre, in this city, .Monday morn-

Mrs.

died at her

wishes.
Ni;vv lirnuNus.

one

day

ing, aged about 7."> j cars, she had been ill for
time, but Saturday felt better than usual.

last week a-Journal

walked

over Primrose Hill and
representative
noted the improvements in that v icinity. In addition to general repairs three buildings are nearing completion, all within a stone's throw of each

other.

A

short time ago

a

young man-named

of the vest business.
A

won.

man

Mr.

<

'ales Is

and deserves the.

building

a

and

half

dwelling house and will occupy it before
The main house is 24 by 30, the eli if* by
and the stable 22 by 28 feet. There are two

winter.

universally respected. She leaves

was

taken

were

drenaiv:

*200

to mourn

Hampden

to

on

her loss.

tfor.

|

George W. Hurkett, of this city, announces
that he has a new arrival of ready made, garments
for ladies and misses. Also best bargains in all
other goods.J. W. Ferguson A Co., Ilelfast, have
all the novelties and fashions in fall and winter

and fashionable fall and winter

on

Frederick A

John

Fogg,

who

from

IHxuiont, 1- building a
Henry Haves’ lot, of which men-

Capt. Llbridge Uolcrsuu is in
Lillian, in place of Capt. J. W.
Tlie vessel is carrying paving to Boston.

SmiTistj Items.

White.

....The old Man

ledge,

where

steamer

Cambridge

wrecked, will be marked by an iron spindle
forty feet high, llfteen inches at the base and four
at the top-Sell. Annie L. McKecn has loaded
lumber at Bangor for New Bedford... .Sell. Stella
M. Kenyon, which was overhauled on the Marine
was

has chartered to load lumber at

Bangor

for New

York, and was towed up river Sunday....
Vessels have had good runs northward from the
south. Sell. Nettie Laugdon, Capt. I*. W. Bagiev,

and

fancy goods ...Mrs. H. F. Wells,
Belfast, has just returned from Boston with 1. vv

millinery.J. W.
Co., Belfast, have for sale a good

Ham.
chronometer; :sl.->o a ITuo lb-;, anchor...<
ilton, of Scarsport, has three good driving horsefor sale-For lirst class gr<r

ries, see advs. of \.
Co..:W.T.Colburn, Belfast,advertises
great bargains in boots and shoes which our

A. Howes &
some

friends will do welt to notice
Mr. F. L. Crowley
at the Belfast depot is agent for the sale of cheap
excursion tickets to California. Next excursion
...

leaves Nov. 1st-Mr. W. iv.
vertises
ware.

of the

a

closing

Must be closed out by Dec. 1
Waldo County Educational

which meets at
Tills

iv.

Monday
of

Morison, Belfast, ad-

out sale of his stock of hard-

this

I*.

..

.See notice

Association

Belfast, Oet. J1 and 22.
AND

I. <).

O.

Morrill.

The

was

in town

on

“Texas’ horses at tin* recent sale
U

Win

Ks r

ikrrort.

The

day

weiv

at

Scholars

the Uniformed Bank

city, made

an

Knights

excursion

to

of

On

Pythias,

Bangor

on

Canton Pallas, No. 4, Patriarchs Militant, 1. O. <■. F., accompanied the
Knights as invited guests. The Newlmrg Cornet
steamer Silver Star.

Band furnished music.
the band escorted the

Just before

eight o’clock
Knights, about thirty In

absent

and

below S5 per

cent,

Stockton.

ton, Mass.,

arc

on a

Mr. and Mrs. Geo.

discharged a

load of soft coal for Ben Hnzeltine

and the Mathews

Bros.Sch. Sandy Point has

discharged :i
Bros—Capt.

cargo of coal for Swan & Sibley
T. W. Warren will go to New York
and take command of sell. St. Johns on her trip to

Boston.

Capt. Gilmore is obliged to he at Boston
on a certain day to attend a trial
Brig Ned
White has chartered at New York for Port Elizabeth, general cargo, private terms.Sch. St.
.Johns will load coal at liondout for Boston, eighty
cents and discharge.... Bark Investigator, 581) tons,
built in Searsport In lt?57, now at New York, lias
been sold for Boston account at $2,500 and will be
converted into a coal barge.Sch. We Ink a has
been chartered to load hay, potatoes and apples at
—

Bangor

for Charleston.

Sho is

the railway.

front of odd Fellows Hall and the band escorted them past the Knights when a halt was made.
The line

was formed with the band in front, folby the Knights, with the Odd Fellows in the
rear.
A number of invited guests, including
many ladies, accompanied the excursion, the
party numbering about 140. The sail up the river
was pleasant although the weather was threaten
ing. The boat arrived at llangor about noon.
Dinner was served at the Windsor House, after
which the two companies paraded the streets. The

lowed

boat arrived

here

on

her return

about

seven

o’clock, I*, m. At nine o’clock the Knights, accompanied by the band, marched to Odd Fellows Hall
and escorted the Canton to Pierce's Parlor Theatre
where the company danced. Excellent music was
furnished by Sanborn’s orchestra, and oysters and
ice cream were served about midnight. This was
the first appearance of the Knights of Pythias in
their

new

uniforms and

they

made

a

very

credit-

owners

able appearance. There is a very friendly feeling
between the two bodies, and this is true of all the
secret societies in Belfast. Dr. K. Small command-

been metalled at New York anti is churtcrcdto load
for Port Klizalictli, Cape of Good Hope.

of the Belfast Division K. P., wishes on the part
of his command to extend thanks to Col. C. F.
Bragg, Mayor; <J. W. Whitney, City Marshal for
a detachment of police; Landlord Chase of the
Windsor House; D. 0. Smith for perfecting local
araugcincnts, and to the local-organizations K. of P.
for courtesies ami attentions received at Bangor.

now on

schr. Florida was transferred to her new
in Portland last week, who paid $5,000 for
the vessel. ...Sch. William Frederick will load
bay at Belfast for Charleston.Sch. Penobscot
now at New York will load coal for nil eastern
port and will then go to Bangor and load hay am!
shocks for Jacksonville.Brig Ned White has
.The

er

see

ball will be

!

in

nine.

We learn that the

interesting
Park

dotn

the bronch

Admission
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Pltosi'KCT.

Hit-kings have bee:

week in this section.
of ;;t; all

\

an

told,

men, women

a

Mr.

could till
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corn

and

was

yvas

stalks had to be
yyork.

room

to

wilieh

we

in the

hauled

to

pitched

lield
the
on

Kveryhody

extend thanks

the

tyvi

Costigan

eek_Mrs. Hosea
returned to spend the

Mr. Keller’s house....Mrs. Albert Coiconl is to
s|*end the week with her mother in Portland.
Mrs. Horace Grittin has returned from an extended visit in New York ...Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ellis
are making a brief visit in town.
Tlie number of hours work fora

day

factory has been reduced to nine, and

day.Tcter

—

parties

Boston last week. Among them
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. II. II. Tilley,
and Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Chase....Mrs. A. E. Dow
visited

were

U. G.

is in

Bangor this week on business in connection
her millinery and dressmaking_The Sun-

with

lingers

in the mill last week.
of the first heavy tax payers

indebtedness in full. The
year....Your correspondent visited the Jackson town fair and found
it a very creditable gathering of farmers, while the
stock and farm products exhibited were worthy of
examination. The contest between the big oxen
bard this

f**r New
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same,
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J Clara Haley.
Sue. born ;
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!b*.

at

Orland last week at the

by
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antiquarian

supper

was

and the draft teams

were

The hall

was

vegetables ami fruit, while on the ladies side of
mats, rugs, quilts, and almost every

the house

of coarse, line and ornamental needle
displayed. Much criticism prevailed at
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In-

ing
aptain Jr -ir < arv rr, id rhr \ met i« ,.n -Mp l.\
k, while loading coal at I'.nt Wrlliiigi. n.
■:. w r I-lam I, went into the woods h
(t a
pine tree bu a main top-ail yard. and. Imvi-.g
made Ills -rlrrtion by barking’the tree, -at down
under it to 11-i. lie i- a very large man. weigh
"‘g J-" p umd-.
Slav ing in ral ly oiitii been tear
'•’I tor tin- mini-tiy hi- parent-, alter y, a: in tr>.
mg tot
amr hi- mind
u
then Ind all., r-.
av
him up in despair. .-•• sent him
-ra a-ro.jg
mate.
Ml tho-r m.a b
with w I noil young Jr :.
-ailed -ay In- ii'-v er d i-| »:.i rd a ny pat a ,r l.a Ml
el J t i I! an
In t
Up! u a ma.tr III Inin tnl ti tip. w
n
>h;:iigha: harbor in honor o: l.’aid:
got up
Brooke, tin* >ultan ot tin strait- whohatlat ,i'
r\p.-n-e rt -rmd Jrs-ir I r«»ni an Arab -lavrltold.
in tin- in tenor, having been w n rkr I and t:n u -oid
1" mi agent ot tin- Miitan id
Vm
oi.rhchitty
ta mm nt was o\ rr. the Hr tish \\ In. r;
rompliim-ntetl him on hi- dramatic h r, ami .do
that Hi- promotion was iap:d. To g,» ark t«>
ty
•ur.-torv.
The captain sat amt als.. ,-U pt, dual,
ing «d hi-iomi ami loved oiu
ainl hi- r'dr.-t gr!
h i.-srd him ami he aw okr.
But, terroi it vv a iml
his daughter, hut a monster female bran --, w ith
hr: iibs, that hail licked hi- tare. Hr It ok, d h<
in ti.'- rye and h!ic looked him in tin- teeth, and
smelling oner or twice, struck th -aptain a terrilir
blow, .-ending him ten fret, on recovering from
the blow Jr--ic's dander w a.- np. and !.. went hu
her. The battle ragetl for twenty minute.-, the
bvare-s. getting her work in.
Jes.-ie had hiclothes torn, hi- stomach rent, and the prr.-piru
lion was pouring tlown in beruls
But hi- natural
rriirage and sagacity came to his n-rue. lake
flash he tore open Ins vest, and with a shake to [i
breeze, la-lied a ropy of the City Front (.a/r tie
hrr fare. The bran .-.- fainted on lirai ing him read
the article stating that he was the middleman in
thr t liapman ,V Moody Min-trrl>hc n. d.
Jessie took the >-ubs umler hi.- arm ami man-bed to
(lie ship. (>ii iiis arrival here he pre-euted m..
I" John i-'
li ipman, at JJ California street, who
i- now -tailing a zoological garden at hi.- In.iu.
Ihr other hear was given to t apt. J. K. Kt-IU,
who ,-arrir- n to Boston to Mrs. Carver
( apt
arv ei'.- eye gli-trn- w hen
relating hi- advent urr.
and no doubt vv ill lla.-li vv hen he reads this a,-fount
as his iuoile-t\
rt-trains him from seeking newpaper notoriety
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“high lived” animal but by kind treatment soon besafe family horse. Mr. Atwood frequently
of George Hasty and those of Ellphalet Tease
oil paintings there that do credit to any artist.
dove her 70 or 80 miles on a summer day, and for
was very interesting in that department. The men
One of Allamoosic was recognized by parties I
weeks would average 200 miles a week. She was
showed themselves good teamsters. There was no
from Brewer who had not seen the place for several
to her home and surroundings.
hradding or slashing but a clear test of strength. years, which is proof of the correctness of his ! very much attached
When the dinner or supper bell rang if not hitched
Ladles did justice to themselves In the exhibit in
w»rk... Mr. I. L. Brown late of this place has
taten to himself a wife, Miss Agnes Hill being she would start for the stable for her rations, and
the hall.
We propose to put more time in there
the happy bride. They were quietly married with !! would express her thanks by lifting her foot when
next season.A very interesting meeting was
st iemr friends present.
They received many useful iI
If anything was wrong or
was given her.
lield at Union Church last Sunday afternoon.
and costly presents—one was a nice carpet. Irvin grain
did lit up brown in treating^ nil the I toys. Their; gave out about harness or carriage she would stop
Friend Thomas Nichols and wife, of Vassnlboro,
| many friends wish them a long and happy life. and
whinney. For the last year she has been used
were the s|»eakers, and temperance and other mor.
j They have gone to keeping house ...Mrs. Kd. !
:il questions were happily discussed. James Cook | J'wricer was seen Sunday with n cluster uf ripe |I but little, being entitled to rest for her past faithand wife, of Unity, accompanied them.
ful services. Peace to her ashes.
raspberries just picked.
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apples, the first apple trader of the season.
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Excursions to Boston on the B. & B. s. S. Co.
line begin to-day, and the line w ill he well patron
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was 28 years old last .June,
she was
by the late W. II. sawtelle of Hunger who
sold her to C. U. Merrill of w hom Mr. Atwood
bought her in 1870. At that time she was a very

last.

and among tiie portraits was one of beamier
Page, late of Orland. The likeness was perfect
and the work finely executed. The appreciation
of the work was shown by his getting j«i\ orders
while attending the fair. SI Partridge exhibited

the

building",

aw.:

ate
Wintcrport corn will
canning apples at the factory.-‘Dolly,” a
favorite horse in the family of lion, h ied Atwood
for many years, departed tins life on Saturday
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now

baby show*, where two little shepherd pups
were, exhibited but were “counted out.”
Smith
the

A (

plated by Mr \\ av r:
Tbr log- for the mill

been admitted to Cooper Institute.Mis.- Lottie
Spencer has returned from her visit to MaehiasMr. Georye A. Pollister and Mr. ( harle.- Maple-.
,Jr., F. S. steamboat Inspectors were iu town last
week ami inspected the steam yacht “Lizzie
Grcyy” formerly the Alert, now owned by Mr.
Fred AtAvooil. They tested her boiler to Iso lb.-.,
hydraulic pressure and licensed her. They went
from hereto Bangor and took the Flying V'inkei
west.... Mr. F. L. Bridyhain, Treas., of the I'nion
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Miss Llvena Grant has yone home t<> Pro.-pect.
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tield has returned from Dexter and will

Whighting, not Whitney as reported
The birange fair held at Orland the 4th inst. was
well attended but owing to the bad weather in the
morning it was continued on Thursday, which
proved to be a good day. The stock was excellent
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Mrs. \nnis have returned to their home at North
Haven.Mrs. Peter Chadwick of Holden and

whole town....The A. <». I' \\ are e\
jtoeting to attend the Jbth anniversary of the order
at Augusta the 2i’>th inst. Parker spollbrd. our
Master Workman, will have charge of the nn cling.
A banquet will be given—The Brewer nine came
down river last Saturday, Sth, and struggled hard
to win hack the laurels lost in two previous games
with the Bueksport nine, hut instead lost the third
game, evidence that the “Boys” of I*, are not citi-
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lie i- a young man ot marked ability.
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Havener for an in
vitation to he present at the dedication of the 1
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A. (iymnasium at Worcester. Mass.
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Partridge la-t Saturday-The
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and saving the buildings.
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p;t\iny for New Y .rk. Seli.Harv.--te: arriv
‘ton with yoods: seh. Volunteer vv i.ii
hay forthe Granite company: seh. Gcorye Lawn

Clark, y. ith one of the be-t of voire- t«> -big and
entertain, yvas listened to and enjoyed ..Frida
evening there yvas a husking at Mr. Nathaniel
Littlefield's and Saturday evening some tons-em
bled at t!it* barn of ( apt. Win. D. lliehhorn and
busked <>iit lii- rni ii.
A good treat of rake, er-iiVe
Ac. yvas provided by Mrs. Hichhorn after the
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We sent *27 bids. Harvey Greenings to Amos
Keyes A Co. and consider them the best. The others
named are good ones. Blit the farmer- got bit
I once on James W. Harris A Co. We are waiting
few weeks longer-Mrs. Mary A. Grittin starts
; yet for return of $40.
for Portland Monday and after visiting relatives
Buckspoict. A very lint* furnace from Kinerv’s
in that city will go to her home in Westboro, Mass.
sieve store has been put into the new library.
-This town voted to raise money to send Mr.
Levi Lanplier to the Maine General Hospital for This building contains the best work of any like
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We notice-state Con-table Mirehell in town. We
are Jilvvav s plea.-ed to see him, and will exert our
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to the utmost to assist him in Ids noble ntfs.
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short visit.

Monroe has gone to work with Lot Jones in his
blacksmith shop
Isaac Staples is having a nice
shop built.Fit/. II. A. Boody has opened a livery stable ami keeps some good teams_Several

Bueki, now at this port, has chartered to load hence
Georgetown, S. C. She will take out laths and
hay. From thence she will load lumber forCurrora.aiul from thence to Maracaibo and load fustic
and cedar for Boston.Sch. John C. Smith has

calling

Bough A Ready-, made up mostly of

C

rililiei i

(.

Moor

_..

-everal

game of ba-c
la-t Saturday

old time

Ml!-

at

t,.nd

arrivet I at. New \ ork la t Mom I
ft
-,
Mr- iM.nl.itr i\e.. q, d to arrive here this
vv.
I ’> -'tamer l.m v H. M.ilci at,
I ( api |,m ... u

Mr. Damon, of Portland, was very
last trip, hciny confined to his bed

ir man

-i.-k here

gather-

selves the

dinar

nil

Treat., of New

thus less work will be done in

to

of the

t-lii

ti;;v

us

this is

Society In |<l

-hall

more.

...

apples.

as

I•

«•

tin

us

■s!'»r William Met dlvery, ('apt. Normv. !»

Libert;, and play a uiatehed yam-, --i baL next satrd.ty ...The upper bridge i- m.vv e mph ;i d ami
is a \m ikmanlike j..b_Mi-s L-tclia In.dye and
< harlottc
>ild<-y have yon<‘ mi a visit t<» Loviil
Mr. William W-.*; mouth is very sick ...• Mir genial

Elman Dickey is at home fora few weeks.... Mrs. I 'I'he tanners have their favorite commis.-iou mer
James Blanchard and child and Miss Mildred I chants to
ship to, and among them are 11 vole A*
Blanchard have returned to their home in Brook- 1 Wheeler, Clough A Co., Atwood A Co., smith A

lyn.

Io-ers

lay c.eniny, alter which then- vva- a -oriable toi
llic henelit of Ha* base ballehib. < »ur bov< y> to

H ,'I St.

busy gathering

are

ri_

set this fall-C. K. Nickerson ral-ed IS bushel*
"f ears of corn from
of an acre ...In the Jour-

Pallas, to the number of about, thirty, im
tier command of Cco. A. Hutchins, was in line in

days from .Jacksonville to New York...Sell. Charley

people

has been owned in this b.yvn

and who

where the command halted and dressed in line.
Canton

usual-The

Come and

Sumner

and sch.

nine

as

Tli'' 1

»M.

'Cry public

1'

mlmm

last Mondav
morning. \ the handle i- worthless to the limit
they will no doubt he as glad t.. return i* as tl..

this week

:is'

«

Harney

foundry bttsiuc-- a t the .>!>!
an early dav.

(.

.Me-.-i-.
tli. ir hark

day
T UKKi*<
'<

bronchos, two of them ju-t imported, and
which came from the Belfast lot, owned by Dr.
Crooker and Chas. Porrv respectively.
The third

one

in Cordon’s

was

was a -ue.

< orps
of the <‘th inst.

evening

for lown

in ids oflice.

<

of the

four

or

one."

no, not

< .»i a.

«

|;

Ames who has tl.nige o| the
heavy
( hieago Heef ( ... at.ler-ev
ciu ha"furnished » nip lovimm fora large uuml .r .•! < 1.1
citizens, andivv rites iliat he has p< sitiotis f,.r thru
team

was

-ta.it

tween the

to

!•'. Larrabee has been at borne

in the

ear

A

i,

in power at

put

Mr. H.

Bu/./oll has gom-t ( in.'-.
wa- -nan what unexpected
well a- his friend-.... Mi-- Jennie

red

.Maim-

village.

east

departure

wa-n't a

hung up

pictures of tl

t

of

s.awi r, who ha- liv.d
vcnleeu v ears
hieUsou house m ar the hotel, ha- rented
and moved into tl. I
residence i., the

i-ivtt

.\

la.- cabiia

department

North

in tiie

l'lie ap] 1c mop i.-

than

turned Brookside Park at Albion last Saturday in
about *2.30. There will also be a running rare be.

regular in attendance, i Mplomas were award
Clarence, George, Alvin and Vonle Clark,
Helen, Carrie and Edith Mae Ham, Mary Cun
iiiugham, Clara and Mae York, and Chester Trendy. Edith Mae Ham, aged o years, had a mile to
walk and was absent only one day....Sanford (Adson is doing unite a business butchering... Mr. E.
ed

there

Some good horses will be pre-cut. and take part in
the races, including Wellington*- lolanthe and
Crosby's Prince C., of Albion. Thc-c tyvo horses

District

number, under command of Dr. E. Small, to a
point on High street opposite Masonic Temple

Penobscot, Capt. G. K. Carter,

at

the

on

Georges Valley Trotting

Mon-

Philadelphia on the 4th, four days from
Fcrnandina; soli. Palatka, Capt. II. .1. Chaplcs, at
New York on the *>th, six days from .St. Simons,
arrived at

K. Post and ladies of the Belief

.There will boa very

Fisher. Nora llowc was absent a .'hurt time on
account of sickness. School in District gj, Frankfort, closed the same. day. At the beginning of
the term a diploma was ottered to all those whose
was not

wile
tram

\
II... About twenty live ‘young men and
maidens round about
nu t at W.V lb bertson'Tue<day night ami enjoyed an old -fashioned husk
mg. Tin y had a good time and a g >od supper, but

its

composed of the hairy laced hoys

Belfast.

not

1

simum r
at

W. H.

and

Marsha I

b r.

given by the G. A.

the height
ing season.i>u:ta an intcro-ting
ball was played at the trotting park
between the Liberty nine and a nine

three of the

Plummer

Mary, Bertha, Sidney

average rank

...

to Boston.
Miss Kay gave a party
Tuesday evening, at which manyol h.-r friends
g"od’oyt* good time."-Fred ( urti« has
started west again. Hi-sister. Mr-. Laura ledlin-,
accompanied him a far as her home in Manehe-

more.

The entertainment

around, at iea-d,

Miss Bertha Doe, of Winterport,
school, taught
i closed the t by
inst. .Miss Doe is an experienced
and sucres.-fiil teacher.

Mors,-

la-t
!*•' I

are getting about as many as they can work
up from day to day with no surplus. This would
seem to indicate that the
crop is light, for ten miles

Quarterly meetOsgood, will be
present, and preach in the morning.Mr. Fiveman Sheldon, of Olainon, w as in town several
days

bought

M-’NIP*!..
ban
His

hiin-ell aKav has gone

they

IV\t. Romans 14 7.Methodist
ing next Sunday, Presiding Elder.

week.Robie Mcars

B.
visit

mi a

an<l will

p;. l

cart V

lilac k

the

-Messrs. W. <>. &
Mill continue the

chimneys

b

This crop appears to be rather erthis year. Some few per-on-are g«
ting very good crops, while others range all the
way from fair to mere nothing. Tlie apples come
in very slowly at. the Kvaporators at Montville, lmt

Sewing Circle meets at
the Grange llall, this Thursday evening_Oscar
ami Della storcr have lately made a visit to friends
at the E. M. C. Seminary, Bucksport... Mrs. Sarah
Jackson and Nellie Hatch and daughter Lillie, of
the Morrill Baptist church, attended the state Con\cation at Bangor last week.Rev. Mr. Payson
of Camden preached at the church last Sunday.

la-i

•

t<

George

ratic with

Ladies

treatment and Mr.

F. AFFIUATK.

and may take

acres

cess,
their

v ere

Mr.

twelve feet with

Nearly opposite,

Herehil

Fred A. and John

millinery

trees.

The remains

Wednesday.

24,
projections from the main house each four by

coin fort

large

a

of the land that the property yv.. tie I up
parties from buying it this season, so as

LlliKUTV.

thly— Mr. Thomas W. Lothrop, of Buffalo. N. V..
is visiting relatives in Belfast.

a

Carle, in business in
Belfast; Mrs. Mary, wife of A. 1*. Mansfield, also
in trade here: and Mr. Andrew 1*. Carle, of llan

an

distance above Capt. John
very handsome story and a

found

condition, having received

paralysis

<

circle of friends

success

short

was

She

from which -ho never rallied.
Mrs. Carle formerly lived in llampden, hut for
many years past, has been a resident of this city,

engaged in the manufacture of vests and
was so successful that he soon outgrew his «piarters.
He is now building on the lot owned by Mrs.
Isaac 1to wen, and lias nearly completed, a simp
twenty by thirty feet and two stories high, it is a
well finished building. The lirst story is fitted
with sewing machines and other machinery for the

carrying

hen she

a moment w

unconscious

an

stroke

Cates

on

left alone for

was

in

some

Porter, of Bangor,

a<

and making some changes inside.
Bryant, wlm has been sick some three
weeks, is getting ipiite -mart.

give another land company in the vicinity of Bar
Harbor a start, the same party being interested in
both places. Some shore farm oyvner.s had an op.
portunity of selling during the summer at a
better price than liondcd at and arc i.oyv indignant. Others are glad for they can hold tbetter prices. Tlie whole cost of the land honied
was $i0o,000.
The party bonding has bought -ome

also present at the wedding_Mrs. A. (
Pole, of Boston, is Lecturer on Perfect Art at the
Portland School of Elocution and Expression.
ol. T. W

tish

of

framed and

Mamie

o\vn<*rs

was

<

Boston

to

gone

new

an

—

>

on

an

W.

oil iters

building

Sherman's Point ami other valuable shore land
fronting Camden harbor, October 1st, winch unmost important. The opinion prevails among the

|

now

ha\o

on

-.

Mr. Dinsmore is

.Mr. .).

-••

j

united last week.

Mosman, who has spent the
the >oursport House, left for his hfinc
Heading, Mass, last week.

...

and

..

'*

Mr. David

a

nearly hanr-ted and i- larger
expected.. .Tlie Irm-b-cs of tin Park
in the rib was taken out, but the others wi re left,
j *mipany mel la-t >atiir<ia> at tin- town ball ami
the doctor thinking best not to disturb them. ^ .»ung
| !•’. L. l’aimer, the treasurer, is now ready to pn\
Mood the lire well. No blame is attached
Early the premitinis awarded a.- I'a-t a- .-aih-.i for.
last spring and later on in the earlier -iimmer, i
a-iiington Mooivba- been d; aw u a grand jur\
man and <
A. MeKenncy a- tra\i
some twenty hundred acres of shore front land in
jury to -erve
j
at the October term of court.. .This sea-on baCamden harbor, Penobscot Ray, betut en ( amden
and Lineolnvdllo, was bonded in the intcre-t of il'd been a profitable one e>r L es to make hourin tl;:-section-Hunting trips are now in order.
Boston parties obviously for the purpose
f form
M. Conant ami
Ki-lier
ing a large land company, but the options \|dred Jell'. N< alley,

•.

Journal acknowledges an invitation from Mr. and Mrs. Jo-cph II. Kaier, of this
city, to the marriage of their daughter Annie to
Mr. Samuel Adams, of ti•
linn of Thayer A
Adams.
The ceremony took place on Monday
evening at the residence of the bride’s parents and
was witnessed, by a few friends outride the imme-

Where?... .Wm.

answer--

Francis M. Young, ..f ( amden, in
a gentleman from Rhode l.-lan-l.
company
both crack marksmen, were out shooting Oct. f»t!i.
near Bold Rock Mountain, on the Ih lf i-t iv.t.i
When about -evenly.live feet apart, and imt know
ing his companion was so near, the Rhode Island
man tired at a woodcock and
Young received the
oll’cct of the charge of number eight -hot.
me
was imbedded in the muscle, one was (kittened on
a rib, one lodged in the neck near tin*
jugular vein,
two in the face, and other.- in his clothing. The one

j

The

present and took

Mel,rath’-

Selwyn V MrUilvory will go as Jir.-t oilierr
ship Henry It. Hyde n.»w 1\ ing i:i a; New bn k

for San Francisco.

part in the meeting. There have been nine
or feu conversions and a
goodly number came forward at the close of the meeting and knelt for

with

Mr.)

vk.mal.

holding

to

Mr.
<»f

at the Howe-' school
well attended and a good

p:a\er-.... Where is

'1 he mill there i> about rcadv

at

Khier Brown is

was

spool mill boys will leave for Pix

s. Crowell and wife are
making
visit in town while Ids bark, the
Wakelield, is
loading at Uoston.

religious meetings

Washington,

streets, having
Soldiers’ iloine at

more on our

fun the

Cnpt. \\ iutiirop

ti-’e

Dampen.

—

but after

.In.-if

e

try.

!

was

Montvii.u:.

in

seen no

a

house. The meetings are
interest manifested. Last Sunday Bro. Geo. Lin-

ear

a

forth has ..I home from Pitt-indd where she
has been visiting her daughter Mrs. Nelson Vick

Deputy .supreme Director, is meeting with
good success iu obtaining charter members fora
council of the I'nited Fellowship. The
signers
will probably be called
together the first of next
new

hand

was on a

as fireman on tin* Me. < entral.
engine cleaner for the past car_
Josiali Hamilton shipped a double deck car load of
lambs to Lowell Tuesday.Mr- Malinda < orn

Rice.

<

h. IL

series of

situation

a

He has been

was

and decisive battle of the

a

obtained

painter and

Gettysburg

canvas.

begin business

is

depaituru

tils

several of the
liehl next week.

..

panoramic view of its stirring
appreciated.

be

others, of this city, bought

on Common street next t
Henry Wy
man*-, and the building near the Maine Central dopet occupied by Mr. Charles Lancaster as an egg

large
important

amount of

most

and

(

the store

painted by

were

0(H):

sanioru

taken

the doctor thinks that he can save it. lie ha a
ha.- gone to Boston to look for
employ nent
w ife and is a
'-ewell
very much respected citi/.en
Mis.
dby has made unite extensive n pairs on
'V. Evans of Augusta is
visiting her niece Mrs. r. | bis duelling house, adding a new eli, clapboard
M. Ames and other friends. ..Frank Faruell has
ing and -liiugling the main house anew,

shall look

season.

apt.

cover a

Tog us.

><u

loaded with ties
coining
steep grade, lie stepped nfl* from
the ear and bent forward to remove a
trig which
w as in front of the car.and in
doing so fell through
a small culvert and the car
passed over him. break
ing his leg in two places and breaking his collar
besides
bone,
cutting and brui-ing one linger. At
lirst it was thought thu! lie would lose his
leg, but

-.

command of sell.

I

we

ter—Mr. Merrill I*. Hinckley has
bought of Kugene Blanchard, of I'rospeet, a tine Knox llamlde
tonian colt three years
old—During the year end
ing Oct. «s bricks have been manufactured by the
linns named as follows: Leach A:
Sellers, 1,000,-

Roscoc E. Bradford, of this

badly injured on Thursday afternoon.
employed as a spare section band on the

down

-•

grocery store on
tion was made last week.

do.

good results next

Mr.

was

w as

railroad, and

j

recently moved

Deborah

He

j

fruit

Hunt,

town,

to

gentlemen. The order has threebenelit classes
each of whieh when full will
pay $2000 on the
death of a member. The social features arc
very
Mr. .! -se s. Reynolds, of Burnham, dropped in
attractive, a portion of each meeting being devotthe bay in the yacht Zephyr, with Cap;. William
ti» see us Saturday and had with him a ratio which ! ed to
entertainment of some sort. The cost of beHowe, of Linrolnville. They went to the Lagged his viand father used as a walking stick on his rea
barter member is about $t>.70, while the
turn from th
Revolutionary war. It is related’ coming
islands and I-do an ilaut, ami at the latter place that in
passing through a Vermont town he was at- expense of carrying the benefits are very small in
•bund plenty of sea fowl, but the weather was tacked by a vicious bull, and Used this trusty .-.tick
comparison with many orders.
to successfully <1 fend himself.
It i.- a very’to.igh
too rough to permit of
shooting. On the return ! piece
of wood, apparently walnut,and shows sign-,
1 hi: V. Ai nu WoiiKs. The water
company are
trip a stop was made at tin.v's Harbor.
«•;' the encounter with the blood-thirsty bovine.
now carrying out a work which
promises to enMr.
values
the
relie
Naturally
Reynolds
highlv.
Oi l. full the Shaw Stocking company of Lowell,
sure a supply of pure water.
PittsliOld Advertiser.
Their plans includMass., gave it- operators. -1A;» girls, a free ox cur- |
ed a second dam some distance
up the stream, and
sjo « !-.Sf*i- ri.< M’I.ka mx.
Miss Inez, the yotingMon to the Winnipo-uukec region, in New Hampabove
the
salt
water
marsh. A tile pipe has now
(daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ('. W. Ilanev of this
shire, a distance oi ovei bun miles. Tiiis firm givebeen laid from the
pumping station to this upper
was successfully operated upon by Dr. Jefit employees u tree entertainment every three city,
reservoir, and the water can be used from it while
!.•!
in Boston, last week, for a difficulty of the
months, hut this excursion w.a something out of
the
main
reservoir is purifying itself. The larger
eye. The child was affected with what is known
the usual ord-T. Mb
Sadie Locke, of Belfast, is
body of water is equally available in ease of
as *ov(‘r-sightedncs> and in a short time would
employed by this company and writes that the exemergency, as for lire purposes; but as the
have been blind. The eye is now straight, the
cursion was a most enjoyable one.
sources of supply are ail above the
sight nearly perfect, and in
proposed
very short time the
A Hut Pl.Ai i:. Mr. s. II. Mathews, of the linn
up’.HV dam, an ample supply for all purposes
cun- will be perfect.
of Mathew.- Pro.-.
la-t
a-k,
week
1
the
day
should be drawn from that point
Mr. liallidav,
The Curtis-Wilrox Comedy Company is playing
Journal representative to step into their new brick
one of the contractors for
laying pipe, says he will
t » good bruises at the Belfast Opera House this
house
ami
test
the
heat
of
the
The
dry
have his part of the work done by the 20fh of
place.
week, am! the acting of Miss Camille Townsend,
thermometer on the in-ide door registered 17u deNovember next... .The scene of operations at Litthe star, i
warmly commended by our theatre- tle River
“It was up to l.-l yesterday,“ said
grees.
are visited daily by numbers of our citiMathews. W c stepped inside and the door was goers. The bill for the remainder of the week
zens and much interest is manifested in the work
will be—Thursday night, “Article 17:” Friday
closed. It was a- hot as an oven and we bore the •
in progress there—Twenty-lour Italians from
torture but a few moments. -We can kiln dry our night, “Last Lynne;” Saturday night, “Lnder the
Braintree, Mass., arrived last week, making the
lumber in one-third le-- time than in the old dry Ga- Light.” There will la* a matinee Saturday
digging* torec about 117. Forty more will arrive
afteniomi with an attractive programme.
house,” said M r. M
this week.
The B >nr 1 of Health lu-t week opened the drain
Some time since the Journal gave an account of
Personal. Mr. Augustus Perry, late money
B'.uu Masonic Temple across the land of Arnold
li;e wonderful eieeirieal power of Dr. William
order dork at the lieifast Postottiee, is absent on a
Harris and others and pronounced tike same a
the cures he
Knight. of ti:i.- city, ami ..f
vacation... .< apt. Thomas W. Warren, late of sell.
nuisance. The secretary of the board lias notified
has eiieeied. A lady in this eily who is a sutierer
Florida, is at home-Mr. and Mrs. J. W. lvnowlth.•sc using the drain that the fouling thereof is
from rheumatism is relieved in
somewhat ret m arrived home
Saturday from a visit to Augus[•■tri nentfi! to health. There are a dozen priv ies
markable manner. Dr. Knight carries in his pocket
ta, Readlield, and vicinity. The trip was made
on the '’rain ami it is tin* opinion of this board that
for three day an ordinary hamlkercuief, which is
across the country in a wagon_Mr. and Mrs. A.
then bound about the patient’s limb. I his gives le- tii p. should be d:-continued an ! that all interested
C. Sibley and son, and Mrs. Mark Andrews and
d. ufi i unite in laying a pipe drain
itli traps.
iiet. Dr. Knight lias ihe-e ha ml kerchiefs about
children, left by the morning train last Thursday
his per-: <n all the time ami they become- surcharged
Tiie new narkeniinc Frances, now approaching f>»r
Boston.. .Miss Minnie llall and Miss Isa Cowith electricity.
completion in the yard ot George W\ Cottrell, this ! nanl left Monday for Portsmouth, Va., where
they
is
visit*1'! daily by large numbers of people,
V* IH spend the winter.
The Mathews Pros, of this city, manufacturers city,
Mr. Ralph H. Howes acwho admire her graceful lines and faithful conof doors, sash, etc., as usual are overrun with
companied them as far as Boston.... Mrs. J. 11.
struction. Her spars are all in the yard but will
work and their forty men are kept busy. “Styles
Quimby and Mrs. J. W. Frederick left by Monday
mu be put in place until after the vessel is launchmorning's train fora visit to Boston. ...Mrs. Fred
change so frequently,” said Mr. Mathews, “that
ed.
The lower masts are of Oregon pine. The
J. P.iatlier, of Portland, is
the work is double wluit it used to be. A lew
visiting in Belfast, the
Frances will have all the modern improvements
y ears ago we could run out thousands of feet of
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Jones-Mrs. Granand will he a notable addition to Baltimore’s fleet
it
ville
and
would oil. lmt now each house
Paul and son, of this city, arc visiting in
moulding
of coffee clip pci
has a new and different moulding. No two houses
Portland and Boston ...Mr. and Mrs. W. II.
Mr.
William
Gould
are finished alike, each architect
of
Dinsmore,
California, Quimby are in Boston-Dr. and Mrs. Daughtry
getting up new
designs.” The Mathews Pros, buy large quan- was here i >.<t week, visiting a relative who lives leave Bella to-day for their home in Portsmouth,
tities of moulding irons in the blank, as they are in Norlhport. Thirty-six years ago, two cousins
Va
Mr. Geo. W. Burkett and Mr. W. K. Morison
termed, untempered planing iron. These are taken William Din-more Could and William Could Dina- returned home last week from their western trip.
left
on the emery wheel and ground out in the
home, the former going to Australia, ....The family of John Taber left Tuesday mornshape more,
the latter t
California. Noon after each hoard ing for California.Miss Louise I).
of the new moulding inquired.
who

railway,

E.

<

harles Llliot estate, in Knox,
three piece of prop; rty in Belfast- the house and
!«•; on Pleasant street opposite the shoe factory:

the way he handled Ids pick
went in search <;•' a hoot-

and convenience. Capt. Jones lias six
acres of land extending from
High street to
Waldo avenue, and on which there are sixty young

Kstalr.

Kelly, same town. Charles
Islesboro, to Betsey Dodge, same town.

and

.'Ir. Charles it. Coomb-, of this city, returned
home last week from a duck shooting trip down

j

j

next

Iasi week from the

black.

j

supplied

X. F. Hou

works gang on Church -trect. No soom-r
s;.id than done, and two new liands were at work
in the trenches. But when the boss came along
the doctor str a-k

for

He builds it

—

Tiiounpike.

Chase, of this city, prides himself on
early vegetables, and usually conics out ahead.
He has given up his hot beds and is now
building
a hot house, !4
by 22 feet, which will be heated by
steam from tlie boiler in the cellar.
gratify bis taste for gardening and

Sell. Lackawanna, Capt. Alfred
Closson, arrived
Monday night with a cargo of coal for Lane.

The

feet in diainc

—

Col. Hiram

re-

Sunday by Rev. S. P. Smith, of
Preaching morning and evening. A
full attendance of the parish is earnestly desired.
-!.*•*.. R. T. .'lack, of th.* North Church, gave a
vc**y interesting account last Sunday evening of
the meetings of the American Board. Mr. Hack
attended the meeting*.

j

Oct.

years ago.

East Boston

water

and

interested in

sixty

....

Brainhall bad at his market Monday a boiloffered the day before at Laity, and the latter was
ed lobster that weighed eight
pounds, the largest
as closely competed for as the f.o mer.
one seen here for some time.
It was caught near
The October term of the s. J. Court begins in j Mesboro. Mr.J. F. Wilson, of
thi.-city, who was on
this city on Tuesday next, Judge Libby
presiding. the committee on ii>h and game of the Maine legisL will be an important term. The salmon
fishery lature last winter, bought the lobster and expresson
ed it to the chairman of the above committee.
Penobscot Bay will come to trial.
question
*' .me
liquor cases will be heard, but the more imThomas II. Marshall Post G. A. R. has
engaged
portant one—those convicted lor seem id offence- Gen. M. ( lair A. Mulholland and his
panoramic
have not yet got back from the law court.
view
the battle of Gettysburg which will be exhibited .here on Monday evening Oct. .‘51. These
Cm uni Xo*n>. The Cniversalist pulpit will
be

Albion K. P. Moore, Belfast.

Past week Mr.

for

C.

Fair in

Lauretta,

gable roof. There are six rooms
the lirst floor and six above. A cellar extends
under the whole building. Everything is fitted

West, 2d;

Hill, Colorado, to Win. B. Cammett ft als., Wal
Elisha Hopkins, Searsport, to Cynthia W.
Visitors to Boston should not fail to go to the M. Hopkins, same town. Elizabeth E. Knowlton,
C. M. A. lair on Huntington Avenue. There may Belfast, to Lewis A. Knowlton, same town. Daniel
be seen the weaving of silk fabric, the making of U. Maddocks, Belfast, to Sarah J. Flanders, same
pottery, and of kid gloves—the “Castle of Beauty,” town. George Peirce ft als., Frnnkfort, to Daniel
mid a striking illustration of what can be done M. Dockham, Prospect. Wesley W.
Peavcy, Wal.
with paper. But as the exhibits cover six acres of do, to E. II. Nickerson, Swanvlllc. G. II.
Rich,
lloor space it would of course l>c impossible to Thorndike, to Mira E. Wheeler,
Phillips. James
name them in detail.
A. Robertson, Swanvllie, to Edwin II. Nickerson,
same town.
Emily II. Sylvester, Freedom, to
In these
of
doubt
and
district
when
so
days
Frank W. Sylvester, same town. Deborah Treat,
many enterprises are being scrutinized, we are I
glad to be able to call the attention of our readers Frankfort, will, to Henry Trent A als., same town,
to a solid New England Investment. Tldsdesider- Hosea B. Thomas,
Morrill, will, to Henry Thomas
atum may l»o found in the Bath Water Bonds deA als., same town. Henry Thayer, Belfast, to
scribed in another column and offered by Basset,
Whitney & Co., Bankers, of Boston, as also by the Sarah E. Bean, Boston. John Warren, Isleslmro^
First National Bank of Bath, Me.
to Mark Pendleton, same town.
The

follows

women

*20 to $30.

commonly

Per order.

a

eireuinferer.ee.

circle

over a

short call in town last week.

a

Soli. Sallte I’D.i, Capt. W. il. West, will load
here with hay for Charleston, s. c.

Bowden, b'ieO.Ouo; Hutchings & Son,
400,000; Martin A: True Leach, 050,000; Grindal &
Marks, Timuioo; Hubert B. Gray, 400,000. Total 4,
Lewis place] to Mr. Wright, of Belfast
Rev. .'500,(i00... M:iv iHe*
Saulsbury, aged twelve years, an
Albion Fogg will preach at the church next Sun
adopted son of Mr. Lewis Hutchings, while lending
G. T. Nickerson is delivering brick for the a cow became
day
entangled in the rope. The row ran,
Engine House at Little River for Belfast watei i throwing him down and dragging him about
forty
works... David Piper has mined to North Scar- I rod-, inflicting such wounds
about the head and
ciic~t as to cause his death in ten minutes.
port.

eat, originated in Belfast about eighteen

coon

branches extend

Fred Cunningham
Mrs. Frank Swett, of
East Corinth, is in town for a few weeks_Elisha
W. Ellis has sold his farm [ known as the James

We noticed a box of coon kittens at the Belfast
express ofUce on Monday, which were being forwarded to Lawrence, Mass. Some
persons claim
that, the long haired cat,
known as the

Waldo County Agricultural Society will
out wh«.K-on its recent fair in Belfast. A
number of the horse men say the purses are too
high. As an illustration, a purse of ^17"> was offered in the sweepstake rata*, while but £sf> was

is. Who stole the

Poundy, Clinton, original;
pounds, deceased, Clinton; Parzillai IL Spear,
I took port; John A. Bisbeo, Last Cnion; Jno. Paebeldor, Prooks; Horatio A. Thurston, < itv Point;
Tlios. s. Powd.cn, alias (ieo. Me.Mastin, West

j
I

following arc tlic transfers In real estate, in
Waldo county, for Hie week ending Oct. 11th:
Geo. O. Bailey, Belfast, to Geo. II. Ferguson, same
town. Estate <if Hugh G. Carley, Prospect, to L.
I.. Arnes. Albert M. Carter, Belfast, to
Henry
Thayer, same town. Betsey Dodge, Islesboro, to
Clinrles E. Hunt, sumc town. Estate of Charles
Elliot, Knox, to N. F. Houston A nls., Belfast.
Beni. F. Fuller, Searsmont, to Leonard W. Lure,
same town. Andrew Goodnow ft als.,
Wlntcrport,
to Frank W.

granted as

ail

to

< Miami

teen feet and two incite* in

Phillips is

Monday.... Frank Chase, of Monroe, is !
stylish and commodious dwelling house

for

societies.

The

< *.

Jones is

’J'lu-

At the icsidence of the bride’s

now

work.

building

1

come

engine company, sent in a bill
boys indignantly denied the
hoycot the place and demanded

widow of Leo. A.

he hits

premiums as follows :
A. J. Kenniston, 1st; Mrs. IL M. Kenniston,2d;
c. J. Moore, 3d; James
Bickford, 4th.

list and Cnitariau

England base ball pen-

f>

enterprising young

POULTRY.
There were no premiums offered on the different
breeds of fowl, and as a natural
consequence the
display was limited to a few’ breeders. Then?
were only four exhibitors who wcj-o, awarded

newsy and
classical letter from the other side of the water.
Of local interest are reports of the recent Hap
a

formatory

The

Pensions have been

COLTS.

swine.

II. M. Hoke tells of the trials and tribulations of
the man who wrestles with pot hooks and who has

tation is extended

from

was

Mrs. II. F. M.

—

trict No. 3

Milliken, of this city, will lecture
2<>th, at l’cnohscot the 27th, South
enobseot the 28tli, ami at Bucksport Centre the
2uth. The lectures are for the benefit of
Methodist
in

A cordial invi

parlors.

price pai.l

an

made

Daniel T.

I). Mclveen arrived home
from Maine Central Institute, Pitt.-iield, last .Saturday, and began the winter term of school in Dis-

lion. Seth L.

change the day of meeting of
Thursday at 2.JO r. m.. standard,

the W. C. T. L. to
the Lunarian church

I des ?

^Fat

2d

timely and interesting.

the New

charge, voted to
an apology.
The question

Ill

Best Hock—W. II. F. Twombly, 1st.
Best buck—.las. A. Dodge, 1st; Walter Bartlett,
; W. B. F. Tv.ombly, 3d; Jus. A. Dodge, 4tli.
Flock thoroughbred sheep—Amos Hatch, 1st; M.
K. iiartlctt, *1.
Thoroughbred buck—Amos Hatch, 1st; W. B. F.
Twnmblcy, 2d ; M. K. Bartlett, 3d; A. J. Kenniston,
4th.

contents of the

The

t<.

at

enjoyable one
visiting in Unity....H.
be

Stephen Goffe, of New Hampshire, was recently in this vicinity buying cows, and Mr.
Thomas Storev of Morrill, bought twenty cows for
him w hich were shipped from this
city on Monday.

are

ing
thought advisable

ing
Oakland, Cal., where she will spend the
winter with her sister, Mrs. II. Carlton. Although
it seems quite a journey for a lady over
seventy
years of age, if no accident befall her the trip will

in

Itallroad Commissioner Mortland of Kockland

i’FNonscor. There is standing on the farm of
Wardwell a willow tree planted by his
father July 4, lsi.j. The tree is about
sixty feet
Two
feet above the ground the trunk is thir
high.

morn,

for

Mr.

several church societies whose sewcircles meet on Wednesday afternoon it is

A. M.
won

there

As

from

members of No.

AWARDS.

KIIKKI* AND LAMItM.

announcing the

to

doors iu pleasant weather.

week_Mrs.

Tuesday

on

Newell, of Boston, who spent the sumBelfast, has given his impressions of the
and
place
people in a letter to The Watchman, the
Baptist paper published in Boston. Mr. Newell is
unite complimentary.

diaries W. Ilaney of this city, Grand Master
the Grand Council of Maine,—Masonic—was

of

to North Jay the first of the
| turned
the train
Abigail Nickerson left

Mr. John

mer

|

stallion without stock.
Trotting stallions—C. II. Thurlow, 2d.
Four year old stallions—Win. Marshall, 2d.
Three year old stallions—Win. Marshall, 1st; K.
A. Hussey, 2d; Dr. Hopkins, 3d.
Breeding mare—IL M. Prentiss, 1st; W. B. Kills,
2d; G. F. Batchelder, 3d.
Colts; 3 yr old—A. A. Clark, 1st; C. F. Fogg, 2d;
<
M. Simpson, 3d; 2 yr old. It. M. Prentiss, 1st; K.
<
lloodv, 2d; S. K. Bird, 3d; I yrold, J.W. Benjamin, 1st; Fred Leonard, 2d; W. II. Kills, 3d; under
I yr of age, G. T. Batchelder, 1st; S. II.Colson,2d;
H. M. Leonard, 3d.

by gilding them

important

The

A saloon in this city lo»t a number of pies one
•light last week and the proprietor suspecting the

Fair.

horses-Dearborn & Mavo, 1st; ivory
Grant, 2d; Mrs. A. S. Bay, 3d.
Family carriage horses—Chas. Bobinson, 1st; It.
W. Mayo, 2d; K. J*. Dearborn, 3d.
Draft, stallion—W. It. Kills, 2d.
Stallions for driving and general use—C. M. Conant, 1st; W. II. Ferguson, 2d; Ivory Grant showed

oak.

ma-

ters.”

Matched

rose-

of Odd Fellows.

and full of

Mr.

that the oilier

HORSES AND

wood, and finished olV with a wax polish? Or, the
side pieces might he cherry and the slab antique

Jeffries

a

ably effective delivery, especially to heavy bat-

—

sturdy
strength with chaste simplicity. It is truly a supererogatory act t. paint the lily or to gild r. lined
gold, and consequently the following art suggestions arc advanced with a cere, in degree of hi*-i
tancy;

Belfast,

pitcher, played his first professional season with
Bell'asts. The Herald says: “He has a remark

yro’ld,

lie say- the building can be ended and covered
in lids fall, finished in the winter and be ready for

."> of

Lodge

Portland on Monday, to visit Portland
Council and to witness their work. A supper was
served and the visit made a most enjoyable one.

the

Fat 3 yr old—C. A. McKenney, 1st.
Draft o\en;7 led or under—J. II. Bailee, 1st;
K lwin Jenkins, 2d; F. Kmery, 3d.
Draft oxen: any size—C. A. McKennev, 1st; J.
B. Bailey, 2d; Kdwin Jenkins, 3d.
< >xen : J
yr old—Greenlcaf Gould, 1st.
steers; 3 yr old—John Goodwin, 1st; 2 vr old,
Sanford Kmery, 1st; L. Carleton, 2d; I
W.
!l. F. Twomhh, 1st; John Goodwin, 2d ; W. 11. F.
Twombly, 3d; Calves, W. s. York, 1st.
Town teams—Monroe, 1st.
1 arm stock—John Goodwin, 1st; C. A. McKenney. 2d ; W. 11. F. Twombly, 3d.
Milch cows-W. It. F. Twombly, 1st; ('. M. C’onaut. 2d.
stock cows
John Goodwin, 1st; W. B. F.
Twombly, 2d; Kli C. West, 3d.
Heifers; 2 yr old—W. li. F. Twombly, 1st; L. I.
Bickford, 2d; 1 yr old, Washington Moon?, 1st;
call, I. K. Gould, 1st; John Goodwin, 2d; C. M. Conan!, 3d.
Draft horses—Terrv Bowen, 1st; C. A. McKenney, id; J. K. Littleileld, 3d.

in* fitted up with
< lass in

.and first

neatly printed

called

ant, and the Boston Herald of Friday gave portraits of the victorious team. H. M. Burns, the

|

•

^

Washington

Bowell has

Grade bull calf—M. K. Bartlett, 1st; S. Chase, 2d.
lining room
by 10
l at ealile—F. A. Lowe, 1st; John Goodwin, 2d;
which will seat lee people, a private iiini■ g room
J. II. Bailey, 3d.
seating twei:t> live or thirty, a main parlor on the
Fat calf—I. F. Gould, 1-t: same, 2d; M. K. Bart
first tloor and a ladies' parlor on the second door. Jett, 3d.
2 yr old—Sanford Kmery, 1st: Leon Carleton,
There wili .••• a pi..//.a tin* entire length on the

i-.i-.

Messrs, liaymonii A Whitcomb's Winter Tries to
California.

air;

not sttilicien; :y
Mr. Lewis* i• i,• a of t! c

j

He

Bangor Whig launched the barkentine Frantheyard of G. W. Cottrell in this city, last
Monday; but she is still on the stocks. The date
set for the launching is next Monday the 17th, at

Thoroughbred stock; best herd—C. A. McKcn1m; Kli C. West. 2d; K. .1. ll.c kford, 3d.
Durham; best row—Kli C. West, 1st; one year
"Id heifer, same, 1-t; bull, Kli < West, 1st; W'. 11.
idli.-, 2d; W. 11. V. Twomblv, 3d; bull calf, Kli C.
Wc-t, 1st.
Hereford: best ow—C. A. McKennev, 1st; same,
-'I;
dd: heifer calf, C. A. McKcnncv, 1st;
-am.
2 1; bu’l, C. A.
McKenney, 1st; Ira K. Clark,
2 I; bull calf, (.A.
M'Kcnney, 1st. I. F. Gould, 2d.
Jer.-cy; best cow— J. K. Downs, 1st; K. 1. Bickit'd, 2d; 2 yr heiitr, I.. I. llickford, 1st; same, 2d;
1 yr heifer, G. M. Stevenson, 1st; J. I\.
Downs, 2d;
A. 11. Kllii ft, 3d; bull, Column Hall, 1st: K. .J.
Bickford, 2 1; <M. (Vmant, 3d.
IloDteiu: bull- C. F. Uich, 1st.
Grade bull—11. D. Newcomb, 1st; John Goodwin,

the extreme, but thi- width will not be carried t!ie
entire length of the building, two -'ones high with

to

ss

i;11

iiousi

ere

were

marine loss.

The

ces

nm..

building is somewhat different from tin- p-ans submitted
a previous meeting of the
kliolders.
Ilis building \v ill he pi(i feet long, T.l feet wide in

next

In 11 i:

the Hex

at

of the Grand

discovered too late for correction in the Journal.

tin?
.STOCK

days ar.-I wii! submit his plans at the meting.
Wednesday a Journal representative called upon

work, hut the plans

are

f*i incor-

era!

That is true, and the wonder i- that
they
-hould stir it up. Tildrn's headquarters in

Penobscot

proceedings
The book is

printed

premium h>t of tiu? recent fair at Monroe as
t week was necessarily incomplete.
The

following

-:

biirgh Despatcli.

and

a

local matter of interest, crow ded out last
week, will be found on the first page. The correspondence includes an account of the organization
cf a soldiers monument association in Brooks.
Some

information to members of the Order.

Boston Marine Insurance

a

—

J

county.

officers of the Waldo County Agricultural
Society were not elected at the fair last week. A
meeting of the members for the purpose of electing
Mr. Beamier H. Baker, of Chcnore, 111., Mr. I officers will be held at Equity Grange hall, Belfast,
Isaac .1. Baker and Mrs. Etta J. Rolerson, of Bel- on
Saturday afternoon, Oct 22d, at *2 o’clock.
last, were in Camden this week to be present at the
Waldo county court opens the Lsh. T. P. Pierce,
marriage of their brother. William 11. Baker, of
Belfast, to Miss Isa B. Hall, of this place. I Cam- esq., attorney for Fish Warden Thompson in the
den Herald.
important salmon cases to be tried there, informs
us that notice has been given for tin trial of the
The appointment of a postmistress last week was case of John L.
Thompson vs. Levi A. Dow. This
1'hc interest in the result of
for Islesford (Cranberry Isle*), and not for l.sles- will be the test case.
the trial is very great. ( Bock land Courier Gazette.
in all the dailies. The error was
boro, as

given la

Mr. L. 1.. Lewi.-,an
1 •*c*n in town for

Oardi, hr.

Mir

Waldo

sprained.

to settle

interest of

of

We have received from Joshua Davis, Portiand,
tin* printed proceedings of the forty-fourth annual

chine, is a model of beauty/’ says the Bath Times
in its report of the recent firemen’s muster in that
city.

Waitt.
and
Puili, Flow Kits, kt<
Largest eolleetiott ol
apples— L. L. Morton, 1st; L. A. Carpenter, *1.
!!■ I
arieties—W. F. Cook, 1-t; Mrs. 1.. W.
b \» e, * \. i 1. Twitcliell, :>d.
Pc ar- and grapes—Levi Rich, l-t.
F: kies— Mrs. Amos Hatch, 1-t; Ida Kimball, -d.
.1. dies—Ida Kimball, 1st.
Pre-er\e?—Mrs. Jacob Page, l-t; Mrs. (ieneva
JewCil. 'ill.
butter—Mrs. Cieneva Jewett, 1st.
Icollection i»f flowers—Mr-. I.evi Rich, 1st;
d
M. Me Kinley, .d.
best oil*.t ion of dahlias—Mrs. F. S. Ridley, 1st.
!' .-t di-piay of dried grasses—Mrs. F. *v R'idlev,
1st.
Domlstp
Mam ai tckks.
Silk patchwork
• uilt—Mi-s Hattie stile-. 1st.
Print patchwork <|uilt—Mrs. Lizzie J. Stile.-, 1st;
Mi" Ida Kimball,*!; Mrs. (Jeneva Jewett, del.
I looked rug —Mrs. A. lliiteh, 1st.
braid-. ! rug- Mrs. II. Twitcliell, 1 si; Mrs. Amol a tell, 'id.
arn rug—Mrs. J. II. Wright, 1st.
Knitted rug -Mr-. <>. A. < base, 1st.
1 >• nc -tie yarn— Mrs. T. W. Rowe, 1st.
M.
-locking?—Mrs. Ruth Wright. 1st: Mrs.
;enc\a Jewett, id : M;
Amos Hated), .Id.
i. idle •-* hc»se--Ida K’mball. 1st.
Mittens—Mrs. (ieneva Jewett. 1st; Mrs Amos
ib.teii, id.
Ladies’ mittens—Mrs. Lllen Llwell, 1-t.
( hild's mitten?—Mrs. A. Hatch, l-t.
Lap Re.bc -Mr-. L. A. ( arju nter, 1st.
•.cut's scarf—Mrs. Lllen Llwell, 1st; (Jcneva
Jewett, il:d.
Knitted shawl—Mr.-. Jo-htia (Jmild. 1st.
1am
AiiTici.rs. Darned net tidy—Lura JohnSiil, 1 -t
Darned m pillow sluini—Lura Johnson, 1st.
Uidline .-tiic li tidy—Mis- Rebecca M. Rich, 1st;
Mr.-. \ esta V. D. Roberts, id.
Lmbroideied A pmn—Miss Lura Johnson, l-t.
Darned net trimming apron—Mr.-.J. !I. Wright,
1st.
Knit luce trimming apron—Mrs. Ruth Wright.
I -T.
Table scarf—Mrs. V. V. D. Roberts, l.-t.
< hair .-carf—Mrs. V. V. D.
Roberts, i.-t.
F.i-eLmtor— Mrs. Ruth Wright, 1-t.
Holder—Mrs. V. V. !>. Roberts, 1-t.
Vase mat—Mrs. Ruth Wright, 1st; Mrs. V. V. i>.
Roberts, id.
Tidy, Kensington work—Mr-. Ruth Wright, 1st.
>having case—Mrs. V. V. D. Roberts, 1st.
Court piaster ea.-e—Mrs. V. V. D. Roberts, 1st.
Thermometer ease—Mrs. Julia brown, 1st.
Match case—Mrs. Julia brown, 1st.
brush ladder—Mrs. Mcda ( base, 1st.
Kcii-ington painting—Miss Mary C. Pease, 1st.
Lustra painting—Mary C. Pease*, 1st.
Lamp mat—Mrs. Mar\ J. Twitcliell, 1st.
Lmb’d jewel 1 c ase—Mrs. Vesta Roberts, 1st.
Toilet -et- Mi-s R. M. Rich, 1st.
Worsted sofa pillow—Mrs. Vesta Roberts, 1-t.
"ilk M.fa pillow—Mrs. \ esta V. D. Roberts.
Worsted tidy, Miss Hattie* Parkhurst, 1st.
Tray <*iot!i and doyles—Miss R. M. Rich, 1st.
Table cover, Mrs. J. H. Wright, 1st.

Tin- war a.-tili nn
escape). with ii. 1 r
-<en.lt it the w-ods ..nd jwo.a .-.led Jo Bmk.-p: rt,
where warrant.'e obtained for tin anv
of the

liave been acting wholly in the
public interest am! for tin- public good.

alteuipt to evade the Maine iavv by i;.iporting liquors and selling them in the original
packages will probably fail, as it ought to
A man in Augu-ta ha- ju-t b.-.n convicted «d
“maintaining a common mii-ancc** who wacarrying on the business. The case wid i.i
earii.-d to tie- Federal court-, but th< v will
hardly interfere with the Mat-*- attempt to
carry out its laws by :» strnii-o interpretation
«»f the Federal revenue law-. The ea-e will be
watched with intere-t.

were

so'-ond

twe.-n t!m

>

Tin-

pna.-hei

when t!o

lishing Company, claiming lo.ono 1 image-.
The writ is returnable at the January :• nn of
eouri. The company ha-engage-! mms'.l. and
of coiiM1 does not prepo-c to tr\ t!
ea-«
hi
the newspaper, hut claim to haw a good defence

The

Harrington,

for

“The

|

<

Waldo

linn.

<

the open air m ar their camp nd ken*, eh -a wateli
oxer their mo\tm< n;-.
The warden-were ncaT.x
>«
frozen a> they had
pn t etiou from the night

cut and his ankle

went in the

..

Jim;.

by a hose carriage at
Thursday evening. Ilis head

Capt. Robert T. Emery, of this city, left .Satur-

^PullingSieers—W.C.

\p

damage.

Company, ot this city, are
now working oft men, and the quarry will he kept
open as long as the weather will permit.

..

tion between her receipts ami her
for a business sm e

No

The Oak Ilill Granite

.,

'•

badly

called

One of the Revere House

was run over

the lire alarm last
was

Thursday evening

pair

to sell

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

The Sultan of Morocco is dead, hut lie left a
hid, l«i years old, who has assumed the govern-

Bailey left Monday for Boston, with
trotters, Kitty B. and Kitty C. lie exthem in Massachusetts.

Mr. Geo. O.

ids

The

I

took

two

prizes

tin*

with

Rockland Conritn tinzcttc

one

hal»y

at

the recent Kno\

beauty ami second for weight.
The proud papa Is both handsome .ami heavy him
Co. fair—1st for
self.
The Kennebec Journal announces that on N<*'
ember 1st it will appear in a new dross of type a: •'
in

an

enlarged

1

j

I

form,

it also

promises

its

rentiers

improvements in other lines. We an'
glatl to note those evidences of progress and pros
perky tm the part of a staunch Republican new
substantial

paper.

|p.

Tlso North
H

Waldo

annual tail of
held
l he attend

'•

bn

i;

t-. w.-r.

ad
t

good

1. i-reditabh-1

‘j

<l;.ugi

!it-;

made the hall show

in.Following

Having spent the past week in Boston pure ha sing
Goods, we are prepared to show the LARGEST
and MOST HE.SIKAIILK stock of
Milliner}- to lie
found in Belfast or vicinity. Ladies wishing a

of

one

arc some

hormlike, stnlihm,

of

FashionaWe Bonnet

It

V,

will do well to call

where,

<

We have added

The importance of purifying the blood cannot be overestimated, for without pure
blood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
the Mood, and Hood's Sarsaparilla is
worthy
vor.r confidence.
It is peculiar in that it
strengtl.ens and builds up the system,creates
:i'i appetite, and tones the
digestion, while
s disease,
t < r
(live it a trial.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists,
n pared byC. I. Hood &
Co., Lowvil, Mass.
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F. \ o-e. Klio\,
loan year- old oxen. *2ml
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price

The

A.

«‘I.

-.

is

——Also

a

CO.

full line of-
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sell Fair Deaiei, ( apt W B Hammett, of and
from Kllsworth for Boston, with lumber, went
•'-lu re Sunday night on Folly Island, Cape Porl-oise, and is a total wrec!:. Crew and cargo Saved.
\ later account states that the Fair Dealer lies
m:k in Western passage ;uk! may be raised. The
deckload washed off.
Kukp.hts. The Freight Circular of Snow &
Burgess, New York, reports for the week ending
{let. s ; To the Biver Plate a fair business inis been
‘•ompleted, though the greater portion consisted of
••rders held over awaiting desirable vessels. The
•imitations for lumber are £(>§$‘.*.50 from Kastcrn
ports, and fl3'j$14 from South Atlantic (as to the
*B'.e of vessels) to Buenos Ayres. The Brazil trade
B slack with rates nominal.
The West India department is doing slightly better. Outward freight
t" < ulm
appears more plentiful, and the windward
business snows some increase, while rales are
'parted
Coast® ise lumber tonnage has of
h red n ore
liberally this week, but shippers have
-mv.-red their urgent requirements and are now inr*ined to hold off; rates are a trifle weaker. Colliers are only In moderate demand, owing to the.
momentary scarcity of Coal; the Imshiesg passing
is limited.

steady.

a

Belfast.

TEA for 30c.
Ibullakes Ibr rake.

no ires

i.

,t

co.

WaUo Co. Teachers Association.
Till] annual cun vent inn of the Walilo Co. Teach1 ers Association will Ik: held at Belfast, Friday
and Saturday, Oct. *21st aad 22d.
Mr. I.ucc, state Superintendent of Schools, will
he present thr ough the meetings, and on Friday
evening the teachers will he addressed by Prof.
W. .1. ( oiThell, of flu* Corliam Normal School.
other exercises will be given, consisting of reports of work done, discussion of educational subjects and essays on topics of interest to those engaged in this work, to be read by Miss Nellie >1.
Pierce, of Belfast, M. J. Dow, of Brooks, Edward
Evans, of Waldo, and .lames Harding, of Waldo.
Regular excursion rates will be granted to those
attending the convention, by the Boston boats and
by the Belfast Branch of the M. C. It. IL
Free entertainment will Ik* furnished l»y those
attending from towns outside of Belfast.
PEIt ORDER.
•_*\v41

1’oiiobseot,

Dunbar, al New York from
a
Im*;i\\ gale when oil' ( ape
"i»*| <•!'«•.
■! II pc, ami lo.-l ami split sail-.
Sell. Wm. Tell, of Buck-port, w uich was.-uppo! to bo lost ini the fishing Banks Sr. the gale of
ug.-Jo. arrived at Bu* ks| ;•? oth last., ati right,
Wm. MeCih

.1.

•

than tin*

mns.

Birk Headache and relieve all the troubles incident. to u bill e:a slate of the system, such as Dis-

zincs*. Naun^a, Drowsiness. Distress after eating.
Pain in the Side. Ac.
While their most remarkable

success

has boon shown in

curing

SICK

Ilcadachc.yct Cartel

sLittic Liver Pillsarc equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
this annoying complaint, while they also comm
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
aui regulate the bowels. E\ on if they only cured

preventing

HEAD

and Churns!
JugsLOW.

Stone Wars,

SCIiD

Howes

tfc

Co.

Out Sale !

Closing

K. MORIXOk & 10., Hardware, Palate and
rr •
lllle, are srlllng oat. aad offer their retire
Must be
etork ill 0RKITL1 RKIMTKIt PRIOKX.
Mild brlorr llrr. let. bee full particulars ant
livll
wrek. 10 rent, prrdleroual lor cash.
IIT

t'OLIXKlIM, 47 Milk STREET.

Ache they would be almost priceleso to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness doos not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little
able in so many way6 that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

pills vari-

100 Dz. Brooms,
at

wholesale

or

Customers who furor

pills

H owes db co.

1

yr43nrm

Three Good

Driving Horses.

-APPLY TO-

s,

Seiil-Kport,

Oct.

10,1WL—8w4l*

$ if lie member ire have one man in themarkel nearly all of the. liner pinking up yraal
trader, aiul our eurtomer* yet the benefit.
A. A.

with a call

SX

and

Beys"

Suits.

T,,U» «*'• lEV&.lXrT'.A.XjOOKrSJ.
THE

FIXE ST

STOCK

\ r> i >

OF

BOYS

HOWES A CO.. BELFAST.

CJr/tfri

All lit Nolly Styles Of SOFT k STIFF MTS.

ISS7—:i‘->

|.t.

The eery lowest prices iu the State and no need for bantering,
article is marked in TL.IIX FIGURES at

Sinking Fund

as

Our Hub Suits for

RAYMOND’S

&.

CO.,

All Traveling Expenses Included.

CALIFORNIA.

FIRST
BAKU
NATIONAL
OF BATH, IHAIKE.
REPORT

season

will leave BOSTON

TliriESDAY, November 10, in a
New and Magnificent Train of Veslibuled Pullman Palace Pars, with Pullman Palace
Dining-Par Attached,

Searsport National Bank,

the Pacific

11

LIAMIJTIES.

Capital stock paid in. $50,000 00
5,500 00
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
National Rank notes outstanding.
Dividends
Individual

unpaid.

deposits subject to chock.

Total.

8,525 24

44,440 00
502 00
75,007 87

Dates of Other Pallfornia Excursions.—December 5 and X ; January 2, 12, Id and *23; February 2,
2w4l
7, and 20; March 8 and 1*2.
I. A. WHITCOMB.
W. RAYMOND.

STATE

OF.

MAINE, COUNTY

OF

WALDO,

88.

1, CIIAS. F. CORDON, Cashier of the above
named hank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
CHA8. F. CORDON, Cashier.
belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this loth clay
CHARLES E. ADAM8,
of October, 1887.
Correct—Attest:
Notary Public.
JAMES C. PENDLETON, )
J. C. NICKELS,
J Directors.
J. II. LANE,
)

Best St. Louis Shorts
-BY-

Howes dta Co.

are

selling

at

Andalusia,
and Ball Yarn.
We buy (he REST quality that

Watch, iky My

A

COOl}

CHRONOMETER /
-ALSO—

An Anchor weighing about 1,700 Pounds.
-APPLY

Of
can

be found in the market, and do not
intend to keep any other kind.
Please remember that it is poor
economy and a waste of time in

knitting

a

cheap

yarn.

TO—

J. W. FREDERICK & CO., Belfast.
Oct. 13,1887.—3w41*

RICHARDSONS
DROPS
each drop.

M.

1\

C. II. U.
Im40

MILLINERY.
J.

C.

CATES.

Ati Oil I’astr.

FOR BUCKING BOOTS £ SHOES!

WOODCOCK <f
BELFAST, MATNE,
AliKXTH

Freil'k

H.

SUNSHINE!

BELFAST.

Flowers! Flowers!!
sox,

A this 20 Per Cent.
The place to yet your entire memorandum filled and yet yood
TO THE I TEAR OF A SHOE !
yoods and low prices is at
Softens tlio Leather. Brilliant Shine.

A.

A.

HOWES

fOlt

Moses, Decorative Florist,

BUOK.SFORT, MAINE.
Every style of Floral Decoration supplied at short
notice, at as low prices as the quality of the work
will allow. We solicit your orders.

Improved

MBS.

Any Skin or Scalp disease can he quickly cured
hv Palmer's skin->ucccs*.
Soap and ointnn.nP
Sold at drug store f |j. II. Moody, ltelfust. lyr.'o

23,18S7.—lyrlols

entering upon their sixth season of doing
good. Gaining and holding the esteem of the public wherever Introduced. Palatable, wholesome,
Ask your dealer for them.

j

At druggists, ‘Skin-Success’
2Tk\ & 75c. ‘Skin-Success Soap’
*J5c. 1’ulmer CIiunnealCo.,It.Y.

ADAMS,

HIGH STREET,

arc now

llcHnat, Oct. 5,1887.-t-3w40

fj

THAYER &

THE

FOR rough or scaly
Skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

rail kinds arc selling nl ihc

-AT——

Feb.

Belfast, Aug. 18,1887.—33

on

DY

Medical Profession.

^JEWELERS, ^

33. P. WELLS.

stamped

HIGHLY ENDORSED

VERY * LOWEST * PRICES

Yours Respectfully,

NEW FALL ft WINTER

For Bale.

maixe.

Saxony,

effective.

Oo.

Belfast,

non,

Germantown,

COUGH

LOW PRICES by

Howes cfc

Youths & Men’s,

AaamxusrOT's,

ALL or THE POPULAR

Patent Medicines!

BIG LINE OF

Buffalo Rohes and Horse Blankets.-

-Lap

vikf.xix

Hiy-Send for descriptive circulars.
W. RAYMOND,
*2‘.ni Washington St. (oppositeSchool St.), BOSTON.

$182,005 II

A

All to be sel l at the l.o\V 1>T PHD Ms; Don't spend a dollar f.»r ir«'ods in my line until you
have seen my stork. Please call and be r.mviured that this is the plaee to buy.

_

Total.$182,005

from 4 to 14 \ears, at-—

Spanish,

Coast.

At Searsport, In the State ot Maine, nt the rlosc or
Many new features will In* introduced in our
business October 5, 18*7.
Excursions this season. Trains of Elegant and
Luxurious VcM I billed Pars will be run Across the
Pontlnrnl for the first lime. Flrst-Plass Meals In
RESOURCESthe Finest Dlnlng-Par* ever Built. Special Trains
Loans and discounts. $04,175 52, with Special Facilities for Sight-Seeing. A Choice
of
Three Routes in the Outward Journey and Five
IT. s. Ronds to secure circulation.
50,000 00
0.511 00 Routes Returning. Nineteen Returning Parties,
Ollier stocks, bonds and mortgages.
and
the Tickets also good oil all Trains up to July
Due from approved reserve agents. 22,550 40
424 01) I, 1888. Independent Tickets, covering all exCurrent expenses and taxes paid.
items.
05
Checks and other rash
penses both ways, and allowing Entire Freedom in
2,054
Rills of other Ranks.
824 00 California and returning. Hotel coupons supplied
for long or short sojourns at all the Leading Pacific
nickels
and
Fractional paper currency,
4 74 Poasl Resorts, including The Raymond, East Pascents.
54
The Arlington, at Santa Barbara, the new
adena,
4,750
Specie.
Hotel del Monte, and the Palace Hotel, San FranRedemption fund with l\ s. Treasurer
cisco.
00
of
cent,
1,000
circulation).
(5 )»er

au.es

Overcoats, Suits, Pants, Hats, Gaps, Boa Is, Shoes & Rubbers.
Ladies, Childrens, and Gents’ Fins Underwear.

Scotch,

Foil Pasadena, Los Asot.i.ks, Santa Barbara,
San Dieho, San Francisco, Monterey,
ani> tiii: Other Famocs Resorts on

OF THE CONDITION OF TIIE

All Wool Tailor Made

s* i. 8* i.r>o, smui s*o.

Ml-

The first Partv of the

ImlI

nire line of Boys’ Suits,

Childrens, Boys,

St., Belfast.<-

Yarn

Knitting

A WINTER

7‘J Devonshire Street, Boston.
Or to the

->H ay ford Block, Church

VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Or.

WHITAEY

a

ALSO

—at mi:—

BASSET,

are

sBQ.rso,

Issued by the Ruth Water Supply Co. of the t'iiy
«r Rath, Maine, In $500 pieces.

These bonds arc issued under tlu* authority of
special acts of tlie Legislature of Maine. The Comin operation
pany's works arc fully completed
with a large list of consumers and a Hydrant
Rental from the City of Rath. The bonds are confidently recommended as a conservative investment.
For further information apply to

Boys

This is something entirely XKW, ami I have tim < \--Iu<ive sale for 111iCount\. These Suits
A<k lo >ee them. Priee s>.on pci Suit!
are made with" Double Knee Extension Wai-tban !•*'.
-Also

Coupons payable June and December

'J/t>'/.

Suits !
every

DUE 1916.

C. C. HAMILTON.

gripe

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
Mew York City.

us

Masonio rIVm{>l«'.

retail, by

For Sale!
la the banc of 60 many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure It while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills aro very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
or
They are strictly vegetable and do not
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
uae them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for tl. Bold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

i:v

A. P. MANSFIELD,

on

Jwl I

per lb.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and w holesnmcness. More economical
ordinary hinds, and cannot Ik* sold in com i
petition with the multitude of tin* low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in

call

particulars

Agent B5. C. R. R

Absolutely Pure.

OVERCOATS!

all purchases they wish to male.

Cal-

OK O W LET,

K.

I:!, 1S'7.

to

leave Tuesday, Nov. I.

For full

i.

POWDER

MTS,

A. IN 1>

will be well satisjic-d with any and

Ilelfast, < >4*t. 13, !*S7.-t ft 1

"THE HUE

1X

:LA TEST STYLES

Childrens

TlllMMF.il OR INTRIMMKII, SELLIM* CHEAP.

Mi

sx

Suits !

! A aiety

WINTER

THE

Hats,-

First Mortgage
Time!

Personally Conducted Excursions
ifornia.

s.

t.
\
17 \:T!\ e.| bar A ti^i:-tine Kobbo.
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Street* Belfast.

Clothing.

attuactioxs

Fine

FALL AND

LARGEE ASSORTMENT at LESS price
than you can jiml elsev’hore.

,,

••.

cxntecedexv/:i>

city.

to sell VERY CIIEA J\

AND-

<M.

in the

Exits: ESS

Rates

.orham.

i

found

Fall & Winter
TVTen’s

HOWES & CO.

Arrived l ark *!. oi.ii
-I
"I, Mo.
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Millinery!
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81 & 83 Main

grades dlrm fmm Ibc Mills, by

All

|

toll.

COMPLETE &
To be

Call and be conduced that tee

will prevent Heartburn, or any disorders of the
stomach, and correct, all conditions which lead to
hyspepsut and Indigestion. “Take a I), lv. and be:
<»! Iv." lias heroine almost a world-wide maxim.
They cost only ."»0 cents for a large box (trial box
for 2‘» cents,, and w ill be sent by mail to any part
of the t s. on receipt of price, by
Itoolittb A: Smith, Ji and ‘JI5 Tremont St., Boston.

a..

j■

are so sure.
never fall.

permanenth cured. An occasional use of
Dr. Mark S. Woodbnry’s Dyspepsia. Killers,

<

.irk

•.

-1

They

DYSPEPSIA AMD INDIGESTION,
and have gained no relief until they used
D. K/S
when they received immediate benefit, and

••

v

They

This is tint record, and these are the endorseof thousands who have suffered from the
variety of Stomach Troubles caused by
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Every Department of

IS Tim MOST

methods of growing roses, etc., and
large additions to the growing stock enable Mr.
Moses to offer a greater variety and better llowers
than ever before.
The reputation for artistic composition is well
established, and every effort will lie made to sustain it.
tfd Floral emblems of Societies and Orders a
.’m40
special feature.

Portland
The oldest
the State.

in

enmstiiD,
sad all lbs

CO.’S.

&

FOll S.u.l: 1IY

F. A. SHAW,

iusiness

W. A. SWIFT, Jr.,

institution of
Thorough in-

lOotteepinf

E. II. HANEY.

collateral

Cohh.it>

■tjarssaa

For fuitbav
L. A. liraj, A.M

Information,
Finland.
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Get ready for Whiter and buy your \
GLASS «V PUTTY !
-Of the

A.

HOWES

<e

co.

CUP

OF-

COFFEE
In the

parties who sell the CHEAPEST.-

A.

GOOD

A.

morning will keep a man $ood matured all
day. We have that kind.

A.

HOWES

Ac CO.

[For the Journal.]
The Traveller.

Scratched 28 Years.

Backward swing, oh mystic gate,
To the Traveller, weary, late,
Let the old-time visions come
< )f the early, peaceful home.
Traveller, on the march of life.
Weary with the ceaseless strife.
Stop, and enter at the gate
Closed so long
by time and late.
Brush the mould from oil' the thatch.
Lift the rusty iron latch.
Scale the ancient garden wall
Grown with weeds and briars tall,
Tread once more the pathway old
l'aved with memories pure as gold.
Drop thy burden and thy staff,
Hear in thought the old-time laugh.
Lav aside the weary load.
Walk once more the early road.
Smooth the furrows from thy brow.
Printed there by sorrow’s plough.
Look once more on bill and stream
Fairer than a poet's dream.
Think on purpling mountains grand.
Meadows green, and fallow land.
Hear once more the brooklet fall
O'er the moss-grown garden wall.
Note the hum of busy bees
'Neath the gnarling apple trees.
Watch the sunset shallow* play
On the mountains old and grey.
Call the cows at set of sun.
When the days loim task is done;
And the night, in holy bush,
Comes when day lias ceased to blush.
Take thv way. my time worn friend,
Where the nodding alders bend
O'er the road so old, yet strange
After years of weary change.
In the moonlight clear and bright,
Stands a village, gleaming white.
Here, they say, in peaceful calm
Dwell thy kindred, free from harm.
Marble doors gleam still and white,
In the moonbeam's amber light.
Waving trees their vigils keep
Where the night dews softly weep.
Traveller, pause, so weary, lone.
Closed the doors, the steps grass-grown.
Bow thy head in silent grief.
Bitter tears wMI bring relief.
Stretch thy arms in anguish there,
Clasping only empt y air.
Friends of \oiith re sleeping here
still and free from earthly fear.
Voices hushed in silence sweet,
Daisies white o’er head and feet.
Hid from vi* \v in led of green
V. ith the eotHn lid between.
Traveller, stop, and ask thy sou!—
‘‘i nn this be the final
goal?
Must we live, and toil and die.

Skin Disease with
Endless Suffering Cured by Outicura Remedies.

Scaly, Itching,

A

ha.l known of the tiTici iiA Remedies
twenty-eight vears ago it would have saved n»e
$-200.00 (two hundred dollars) and an immense
amount of suffering. My disease (Psoriasis) commenced on my head in a spot not larger than a cent.
.ill over my laxly and got under
It spread
my nails. The scales would drop-off of me all the
time, and my suffering was endless, and without
relief. One thousand dollars would not tempt me
1 am a poor man,
to have this disease over again.
l»ut feel rich to lie relieved of what some of the
doctors said was leprosy, some ring worm, psoSarsaparillas over
riasis, etc. I took-and
I went to two or
one year and a half, but no cure.
three doctors and no cure. I cannot praise the
CnirriM Rkmkdiks too much. They have made
my skin as dear and free from scales as a baby’s.
All I used of them was three boxes of C itk ka,
and three bottles ot ( t ru t ka Riisoi.vkm, and
If you had been
two cakes of U TK'i ka Sou
here and said you would have cured me for $200.00
1
looked like tin
had
the
have
money.
you would
picture in your book of Psoriasis (picture number
but now I am
to
Cure
Skin
diseases”),
“How
two,
as clear as any person ever was. Through lorce oi
habit 1 rub my hands over my anus and legs to
scratch once in a while, but to no purpose. 1 am
all well. 1 scratched twenty eight years, and ii
got to be a kind of second nature to me. I thank
you a thousand time*. Anything more that von
want to know write me, or any one who reads this
m.'iv write to me and 1 will answer it.
DKNNIS DOWN INC.
Wai kkhi io Vt., .Jail. 20, 1S.*7.
!

If

rapidly

—

[

Psoriasis, Kezema, Tetter, Ringworm, Lichen,
Pruritus, Scald Head. Milk Crust, Dandruff, Barbers’, Bakers’, Crocers’ and Washerwoman’s Itch,
and every species of Itching, Burning, Scaly, Pimply Humors of the Skin and Scalp and Blood, with
Loss of Hair, arc positively cured by Ct'TK't'KA.
the great skin Cure, amt ( inn ka Sovr, an ex
•
piisite skin Bcautilier externally, and < TTKTH.i
Rksoi.yknt, the new ltlood Purilier, internally,
when physicians ami all other remedies fail.
Sold everywhere. Price, Ci' K't'UA, 50e.; So.vr.
i. $1.
25c.; Ri;soi.\
Prepared by the I’oTTKK
Dut <; AM* Ciu.mu ai. Co.. Boston, Slass.
Jtf^-Send l'or “How to Cure Skin Diseases,’’ 04
pages, 50 illustrations, and ilHi testimonials.
black-head.*, eliapped ami oily skin
prevented hy Cinet ka Mkhh atki* so.u\

Dl M 1*1
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Dangers.

Catarrhal

To ‘<e freed from the da: gets of suth-cation
while lying down; to breathe freely, sleep sound-

ly and undisturbed;

to

rise

brain active and free from
that

poisonous, putrid

no

retre.-lied, hea 1 dear,
pain or ache '.o know

Only

smell,
and rots avvav
•hiut-ry
ta<U: and hearing; to feel that the system does
not, through its veins and arteries, suck up the
is
p lison that is sure to undermine and destroy,
indeed a Jdessing bcvond all oilier human enjoy
To purchase immunity from such a fate
incuts.
Ib:t those
should be the object ol all a 111 'ted.
* physicians
who have tried many remedies
despair

relief

ol

of

ma

or cure.

sankoud’s Kadi-

vi. <

UK meets

every phase

sleep

for

IVe shall close out our entire stock of S. Newcomb «C
Co.’s Ladles Fine Roots at

following prices
MASONIC

Hair Pins, Necklaces,Scarf Pin, 4c.,

.nvnkoiid's Radical C'rui: consi-t.- of <>nc bottle of the Radical < rut;, one box of t v awuhai.
solvent, and one Imkeoved Iniialeu, al! wrapped in one package, with treatise and directions,
and sold by all druggists for c'l.OO.
I’OTTEU hurt; A CHEMIi VI.C'o., Boston.

Rheumatiz

The (utifura Anil-Pain Plaster relieves Rheumatic. Sciatic, sudden,
sharj* and Nervous Pains, Strains
lirst and oiilv
I
JV and Weaknesses. TheNow,
original.
pain-killing plaster.
A
instantaneous,
infallible, safe.
marvellous Antidote t<» l’ain, Inflammation and
Weakness, t'ttcrlv unlike ami vastly superior t<*
all other plasters. At all druggists, tin cent.- ; live
for si .no; or, postage free, of I'otteu l>ur<; and
Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
m

^^S^F

»

“Did n’t Know’t
Loaded”
May <lo for

Produces

stupid boy's

r\

S

N*«tlian S. Cleveland, 27 E. Canton -t..
Boston, writes:
My daughter. : ow 21
years old, wa>‘in perfect health until a
year ago v> hen she began to eomplaiii o]
fatigue, headache, debility. di//iness.
imligestion. and loss of ap;>« tile. I concluded that all her complaints originated
in impure blood, and induced her to take
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. This medicine soon
restored her blood-making organs n
healthy action, and in due time reestablished her former health. I find Ayer's
Sarsaparilla a mosi valuable remedy bathe lassitude and dcbilii\ incident to
spring time.”
J. Castright, Brooklyn Power Co.,
Brooklyn, N. V.. says j *\\s a Spring
Medicine, I timl a splendid substitute
for the old-time compounds in Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, with a few doses of Ayer’s
Pills. After their use, I feel fresher ami
stronger to go tli 'otigli the summer.”

•••—■

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
ritEI'AKKD

1JY

Dr. J. C.

Ayer Sc Co., Lowell, Mass.
$1; six bottles,
Worth $5 a bottle.

Price

lyi-27

p^\0-PHO%

““

'-—Pus— /
are
a<lufcK> fi*
and

{

Cure

for

dis-J

ordered
or

livery
sTomac.^,

in d,qe'Ji on ydfe-

fiepsi&jCcnzfi paifbn f Vierv'ous"-'
or^eneral debility, headache

lassitude, diseases cf v/omen,
%c. Neatly pufup lOOforSOt.,
Athlohhoros Remedies are sold by
'all druqgistsA Send, o cents for
colored
the
,
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SIXTEENTH TRIENNIAL EXHIBITION.

Mass. Charitable Mechanic

Association,
Admission

25 Cents.

WEAK LUNGS, SLITTING of
RLOOD, and the early stage of
CONSUMPTIONshould use

we

All chance and change his love shall
grand!v
overrule.
Havkkcal.

and

Priee 10 c., 35 c., and 75

A $1.60 Kid

Solid ‘Truth!

-And others

TV? Is
THE

Belfast, Sept. 8,

incut.—Athol

True Friend
to the sick and
suffering, is Dr. Kaufinann's great
Medical Work, finely illustrated. Send three *2
cent stamps, to pay postage, to A. P.
Ordway &
Co., Boston, Mass., and receive a copy free.
A

5

GREAT REDUCTION.

Suggestions

Also

The undersigned would announce to their
patrons
and the public generallj’, the
great reduction they
have made on

yards.

as

Tlorse Cars pass the door.

Do not carry your gun by the muzzle. Unguns cannot discriminate. They
don’t know their masters from ordinary mortals.

fortunately,

Never use the tail of your hunting dog for a
as he is liable to
wag
it at the critical moment and spoil your shot.
A. A. HOWES has just returned from the
West where he has arranged with two of the
When you rise a bird don’t lire too hurriedly.
prominent mills to furnish us with Flour at MILL Take good aim. Guns are like domestics In
PRICES. We are now enabled to sell you Flour some tilings. They kick when discharged sudat Boston rates, and guarantee it to give satisfae- denly.
If some one else gets more game than you,
-tion.don't despair, lie is probably an old hand at
the business, and you will be old, too, some
day—if you live. |N. Y. Evening Sun.

sight when lie is pointing,

A. A. HOWES A CO.

aldngles,

Agtuine
Hd

we

think the

-WE KEEP-

PAINTS and

OILS,

and In fact most

every tliinp usually kept in
country store, and sell at LOW PRICES.

shall sell my farm, situated In South Brooks, at
auction to the highest bidder on Saturday, the

93-Come and see us and
do just as we advertise.

*28d day of October, 1 SS7,at 8 o’clock P. M„ it my

residence in said Brooks. Said farm consists of MB
acres of good land, about 35 acres of
mowing and
tillage, free from rocks. Two good wells of water,
never failing springs and brook in the
pasture.
Enough wood for fires; 150 apple trees in good
bearing condition; cuts about 20 tons of hay; buildin
ings
good repair; two barns 40x40 each. Also 2
good work horses, 1 brood mare and colt, 1 mowing machine, 1 horse rake, 1 wheel harrow, 1 open
«>uggy, harnesses, plows, and all other farming
tools. This farm and stock will be sold at the
above time and place without reserve, as I am
obliged to sell on account of mv health.
L. W. WHITTAKER.

YOURS

we

will show you that

Scarsmont, April 27,1887—12tf

Co.,

The time to doctor

a cold is upon its
lirstappcarDo not wait until it becomes settled upon
you. If you feel that you have taken cold during
the day a dose of Keystone Pain Cure just before
retiring at night will break it up and you will be
all right in the morning. “A stitch in time saves
nine.”

Geo. H. Wcstgate, TProp.,
LOWELL, MASS.
Betties 21.id SO reals.
FOR SALE

lyris
11V

CO., Belfast.

palate tickler free PLOWS!
Srtta’ul o" lSte«^??a«7?Ve
.ir!!!1^!V^'/Su*?'

BOSTON CEREAL MFG. CO., Potter*

‘■made
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tottoM]adSSf(^

Wriiflhtinaton, Gen.Aflt*., 125AUantio Ave., Boston.
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WHO IS U'lACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OP THiJ
COUNTRY WILL REE Rr EXAMINING THIS MAP THAT THE

DYES.

Marichy the Zimmerman Mfy. Co.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Portable, durable and lire proof, made of galvanized iron in ."> sizes, Nos. 1,
I and ,j.
Nos. |
and i are family dryers and are excellent bakers
for bread pies, meats and poultry, with three times
the capacity of a stove or range' Evaporates berries ol all kinds, and vegetables, sweet corn, green
peas, strings beans, tomatoes, pumpkins, squash,
«!fce., better than canned goods, and much cheaper.
Procure one at once, and dry your surplus vegetables and berries for winter and spring use good
as new from Held or garden, and save vour
early
perishable apples. Call at Monroe carding mill
and see one with samples of dried fruit.
ttv Write for catalogue and price list free.
&i) •Custom evaporating done at fair rates.

.T. BAILEY,
Agent for Waldo County.

Surgeon,

BEARSPORT,

MAINE.

Yours

G. P.

LOMBARD,

BELFAST.

MAINE.

Itf

WEAK MEN

W Lftll IH fcll lng \ Itullty, I.o*t A!anil 00(1 from youthful error*. Ac., quietly at home. •*«
ltook on All Private Diseases sent free,
(sealed.) Perfectly reliable. 30 years experience. llr. 11. II. LOW E, W ius.tcd, < ouu.
E

I

M
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Pills never tail, 'fry them.
Relieve |*iuf uaurc regularity;
safe ansi effectual} far superior to Tansy,
lVnnvrciyal ur tl\ulo. l'« .■isesnu woivlv maii.-.i on
re-eint of 91.00. t'orresponiloiifi* eoiiliilential.
Address HU. H. II. LOWE. W iusted, Conn-

mowing

marhine. The mare is after Black Hawk
is a valuable breeding animal. For terms
to
L. .J. HOAG.
tf‘K»
West Miller St., Belfast, Me.

and

bit

El. Y'S CUEAM BALM
Is not a lirjvid, $n off or rpoird, r. ApplhA
into vodrils is r/tti. /.L?/ tr :■> rhut. It cltansts
the lead. A ■laps infunumotoni. Hal* the
sores. Bestort s /he senses of t r.de on d smell.
50 ccnfs at
ri.\/s; ?-// via i\ rr .-.t, rr % <iO <v.<

ELV BRQ7MER3, i)ruargists,Owego,NV.
!
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Cures

Liniment.

L\>lKNKSS'fjtnil^SGUKVKSN,
NHr,U(.ll. lOOTUALlfh.
nilLHLAM.H. c*lc.

KI!M VM
I'll.Kv

Chicken
Cholera.

One
pure and highly concentrated.
is worth a pound of any other kind.
It is
a medicine to he given with food.
Nothing
on earth will make liens lay like it.
It cures chicken cholera and all diseases of hens.
Is worth its
weight in gold.
Illustrated hook by mail free.
Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 rents in
stamps. 2 1-4 lb. air-tight tin cans, $1.00; by mail,
$1.20. Six cans l»y express, prepaid, for $5.00,

absolutely

ounce

strictly

!

The First :tn<l (tniv Xtarch put up !>v men
who have si practical knowledge of I In*
It requires
laundry profession.
.king,
kerpstiu!iron iromttieking and lin-. n from!'!
rim:
while ironing, and gives shirts, cuds and co! .<:■• t!. •■.•
stiffness and beaut.!ul polish they have \v:. ", n. w.
which everybody knows keeps tiiem clean twin
long. Beware of imitations. See that th' ran:
J. C. HUBINCJER A: BROS., New Haven, C 'nr
on every pi-km-e.
SOLD BY ALL GROCFRS.
IN CONNECTION WITH THIS STARCH USE

DR. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

The Beat Stable Liniment in the World

■

lyr42

For

BLEACHING BLUING

respectfully,

Hall tSi

The Famous Albert Lea Route

Is tl’.P (1;! ".■*
apoMs and St
Trains run >1 •;I
1 '-ahties
Minin
int> r: -L
v

pace

Mare for Sale.

Rout©

—

Corner Church and Spring Streets,

THE subscriber has for sale a valuable breeding
1 marc in foal by Hamhlctonian Chief. The
mare
weighs 1100 pounds, sound, gentle, and
will stand without hitching. Extra worker with
a
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ChiraL-Ui'!.i„u:i and K*. i.-us City—restful
lice 1 in.H_f 'nrur ( ias.

DENTIST,

Ollie Main Street, formerly occupied by Pr
Stepenson. Office hours, *2 to* 4 and 7 to 0 1*. M.,
and other hours in the day when not otherwise proGEO. C. HORN'.
fessionally engaged.
Searsport, March 8,1887.—tf 10-
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CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND Si> PACIFIC RAILWAY
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Thanking our customers for their patronage in
the past, we hope for a continuance of the same in

Latest. Cheapest and Eostpreparat: >n
ere
for bleaching linen. It invariably
clothes snowy white. Ask your grocer
he

Cooper.

Hotei
the

Meeting.

\

for.
Dated this twenty seventh day of September, A.
D. 18S7.
11. (-HENEUY,
A. If. BKADI'.ITItY,
< 1IERVEY,
N. F. HOUSTON,
A. 1). CHASE,
.1. T. POTTLE,
1. \V. PARh'l*,,‘
A. C. SI ISLE Y.

MILLIlvEN.

N

spavins. Splints, Curbs, Kinifhom
all I nnalural i nlur^rmn ts,
iiil

J

.vnt

staii.p fid fi^'lu pirtiiiv

N. A. GILBERT & CO

yet disc
your
i.
it.'
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aril*.

Proprietor*,

FALLS, IT.
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that

they

arc now

pre-

Plain and Fancy Baking
every day In the week, and
Brown Bread aiul Beans
SITSX1A V. Free delivery to any part of the city.
Our bread eait will drive to Searsport op Weil
nesdays and Fridays, and at Norlhport on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

We are going to close our present
stock regardless of cost.
Come
early and make your selection.
W. K. MOR1SON
CO.,
Coliseum, 47 Main St.

Orders left at the store on Main street or with the
cart will receive prompt attention.

Full line of Meats as usual.

|

Prices reasonable

F. A. JONES «C- CO.
Belfast, Aug. IS, 18,87_S3tf

Contractors anil Hers.
THEto undersigned
build
repair

are prepared to make contracts
or
buildings of every description. Competent workmen and designers fund hcd at short notice, in addition to lundier of
every
description we are prepared to furnish workmen,
staging, ami everything needed in building and re-

for Young
Aim.

r.nu

COMPLEXION

all

a Brilliant Transparency to the Skin.
Removes
Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations. For Sale by
First-Class Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers.

jils>i

1

OWD

i*

Than Our .Million Copies Sold.

b trents upon Nervous mid Physical l>ebi! ty, Brora iu
i>eciine, Errors Mf Youth, Exhausted’ Vitality,
»' .'i oiiiMxl. Impaired Vigor and Inuuinties of the
{ooi|. nn*l tin* untold miseries consequent thereon.
1 ’lit.1111
pages, snbsrautial eiuboss. ij binding fa !
Warranted tie best popular niedieal
11■h'le'it in the E:ig!i-,h language.
I’m* nn'\ *|bv
tied in a plain wrilpp> r.
post {• ml, oidc.
Sl1 *
.Ml send low.
Uip e live ;•
B
l!! !»' tin* I'lHIdllM MEDICAL
*
■ I
>
I*riMir:e-.■*»!.Ito^io;i, >|n*»s
I* *t u H I li. .»!. i>., ( onsuli in o | *|| v
I. II
-»'*• •<
vhont :il! ardors .• huulil hr addressed.

1
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BAKER’S

Jroaffi Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from w hich the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has thn ■■
times the. strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economiless than one eat a
cal,

Is a combination of the most potent remedies known to Medical Science for preserving the
fluidity
and PUllITY of the Blood, ami the Integrity of the Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dizziness
or Pressure in Head, Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of Heart, Pain in
Region of Heart
with feeling of Suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or Prickly Sensation of Limbs,
especially the Arm, Pain between Shoulders and InSide, Dry Cough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffer
ing from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, procure a l»ottlc of Anti Ai>oplectinc, it not only

costing
It Is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
Sadmirably adapted for invalids aa
cup.

Prevents

■ well
B

as

for persons in health.

Sold by

™

Apoplexy, but cures Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney and Bladder trouble Dyspepsia, Ac., Ac.
For Side by all Druggists. Price 91.00 a bottle, six bottles for 93.00. Send to DU. F s
HDTCHT'-SON & CO., Emosbuboo Falls, Vt„ U. S. A., for circulars, testimonials anil a treatise on

—Apoplexy!—
lyrM

pairing.

racers

everywhere.

BftKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

Mads

a

Specialty.

Best St. Louis Shorts
-FOR SALE BY-

HOWES £ GO.

FOB SALE

F. A. KSOWLTON,
M. R. KNOWLTON,

IN

BELFAST

UY

3m40

F. A. JONES «8 CO.,
ELLIS dt GINN.

f\\PTIVATI\« !
USEFUL!
Eloquent
t 'seutfsiou*. mill Diplomatic Papers on the
< real Public tpicsiions of the Past and Present,
JAMES
BI.AIXE.
n>nhracin" his masterly imminent^ on the vital Issues
la tin* A r,ti-Slaver)/ Struggle, the All ltni>ortunt
l.uhor Ouention, Prohibition, Irish Home Rule, etc.,
etc. gar-A Fortune for Hook Canvassers
Appucations for Territory Comixo in with a.Rush!
TUE UENRY BILL PUBLISHING CO., Norwich,Ct.
6ml<;

LEAD,

u#c PIPE and SHEET LEiO.
°>ir manufacturer*

j

j
j

are fully warranted, ai d are
Ivr4
unsurpassed by any in the market.
Lowest market prices tor goods of equal
quality

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
F. A.

Bkown, Trees.,

SALEM MASS.

EFFERVESCENT,

MARVELS OF THE fcEW WEST.

A vivid portrayal of the stupendous marvels in
the vast wonder laud west of the >1 iswmri Ri.. r. si x
1 looks in one VoL. comprising Marvels of Nature.
Marvels of Race. Marvels of Enterprise. Marvels
of Mining, Marvels of Stock Raising, .Marvels ot
Agriculture. Over 1150 original Hue t-'ugrav
A perfect Picture Gallery.
It hits more
Inst.
selling qualities than any other book.
AtJEVTK \\ AVI'Elfe. A rare chance for live
make
once.
to
at
Terms very
money. Apply
agents
liberal.
THE HENRY BILL PUBLISHING CO., Norwich, Ct.

“A BOOK FOR THE PEOPLE.”

hall a cooper.
Belfast, Sept. 15,1887.—37

HE WHITE

StteowSS

4m40

Shingling

j

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS. 1S7S.

City Bakery & Market
announce

Work

ImpflHs

Notice is hereby given to the foregoing signers
and their associates that their first meeting w ill la*
held on TIU RSDAY, THE THIRTEENTH DAY
OF OCTOBER, A. D. 1887, at seven o’clock in the
evening, at the Aldermen’s room in Belfast, to organize into a corporation, adopt a corporate name,
define the purposes of the corporation, fix the
amount of the capital stock, divide it into shares,
and elect a president, not less than three directors,
a clerk, treasurer, and any other
necessary oflicers,
ami adopt a code of by-laws.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of September, A.
D. 1887.
3w3»
C. IIERVEY, One of said Signers.

proprietors

.llrdirnl

MEDICATED

all

pared to do all kinds of

ance.

Searsport, Sept. 30, 1887.—3w40

°*er' wMch*b^*“

Physician

Is

still find us at our old stand on EIJo.NT
we have a large stock of lumber,
will sell the same quality CHE A PE It than
other
concern
on the Penobscot Hay.
any

The

COLDS.

leading from the main road to the Merithew wharf
is in condition detrimental to health caused
by
the collection of filth allowed to be thrown and
drained from adjoining lots. And notice is
hereby
to
all
given
parties above referred to that they
must desist from allowing to be thrown or drained
on to said land of estate of J. Merithew
anything
detrimental to the health of the public.
J. C. NICKELS, Admr.

on a

keep all kinds of

on

To Whom it May Concern.
BOARD
has given notice
THEthat the landOFofHEALTH
the estate of J. Merithew,

forw"

a

we

RESPECTFULLY,

E. L. BEAN &

3w40_

To every lady in this Mate who will write her
MARI, NUHBII and 8IUIT. TOWM
” a COT
1 the
ylth_the like FPLL ADDRESS of her UBOCER..od

SSgSSgS^°ggg»g

5S hwenSJwSSSd

PLOWS
And

it,-past

\\ I

ia t;N I! \M
a.m. p in.
pm. _
i >11 i111a 111.s ',
,m
in
'I -17 I ,o< iiia 11 :*s
»
i,|
■>
p_> | M,n .;i j.i

Waldo.7

Me.

Boarders Wanted.

GEORGE E. RING,^

!

Host Horse Rake.

A. A, HOWES cC

OF COST !
■JIT-T. "Y0.1 j

Carpeting

IIILL

~t

Point.

>>\

I

arc

will Dye everything. They are sold everywhere.
Price I Of. a package—10 colors. They
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount iii
Packages or for fastness of Color, or Non-fading
Qualities. They do not crook or smut. For sale by
R. II. MOODY, Druggist,
lyr3
Cor. Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me.

undersigned, hereby associate ourselves
tt
together for the purpose of forming a corporation to erect and maintain a hotel in the city of
llclfast, and to purchase, hold, lease and sell such
real and personal estate as may be necessary there

STOCK of

there Is in the market.

on

I-.I II \S|
a-in.
.7 nr*

LADIES !

tlie Depot,

can

TITE,

PAPERS!-

GOOD

I it-j f:*

train- on tin
»it«• t..I....\ m- tinn-

Sept.

l.l. V> I.

lour Own Dyeing, at Home, with

management »>f

we

3

yard, 1'4 yards, 1vards, and 2
Price 25c., 33c. and 3Sc. square yard.

SIDE

Respectfully,
HALL Jt COOPER.

You

10

—-WE SEM, AS GOOD-

Xn. 2 Spruce Clapboards formerly sold
for iill, #12 and #12, reduced to
#2, #!» and #10 per M.

I

2.50 to 2.00.

TIME I

Belfast, Aug. 2 1S87.—3ni31

In widths of 1

Auction.

If you shoot sit u bird and miss it, don’t blame
the bird. It is not bis fault.

a

Oil %■ Cloth %

CLAPBOARDS and SHINGLES.

for Hunters.

pairs

4

-ROOM

Belfast, Sept. 81,1887.—4yv38

Seasonable

3.00 to 1.00.

OF

Belfast.
Boston.
Boston.

..

S I M i :-TA
tin and after
liianrh will run

POWDEB!

SHINGLES A SPECIALTY.

the future.

pairs 2.50 to 1.75. 3 pairs 2.50 lo 1.50. 0
pairs 2.00 to 1.50. 3 pairs 2.00 lo 1.25.
40 pairs 1.25 to 1.00. s pairs 1.25
to 75c. 3 pairs 1.25 lo 05c. 10
pairs 1.00 to 75c. 3 pairs
1.00 to 05c.
We have received our SPUING STOCK of

Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

Yours

follows:

MaiiftKcr-

Maine Central R. R.

CONDITION

Lumber and Masons’ Materials!

pairs from *4.50 lo *3.40. 4 Pairs 4.50 lo 3.17.
I pair 4.50 to 3.00. 2 pairs 4.50 to 2.25.
4

pairs

AT-

Uo (.'all and sec our great bargains in
too numerous to be mentioned here.

as

CHANGE

Dryer and Baker Combined,

apply

YARD!

noai*

I'mler the

and will

and

pairs 4.25 to 3.III. 3 pairs 4.00 lo 2.IIO.
3 pairs 4.00 lu 2.75. 11 pairs 4.00 to
to 2.05. 1 pair 4.00 lo 2.50. 2
pairs 3.50 to 2.00. I pair 3.50
to 2.50. 4 pairs 3.00 to 2.50.
2 pairs 3.00 to 2.25. 2 pairs 3.00 lo 2.00.

NEW AND RICH STYLES

glasses

In twenty are free from some little ailment caused by inaction of the liter. Cse Carter’s
I Attic Liver Pills. The result will he a
pleasant
surprise. They give positive relief.

marked down

CUFF 4 COLLAR BUTTONS.
RECEIVED

at my store.

STItEET, where

NEST THIItTV DATS

138 Prs. iif Men & Beys’ Pants

scarf * PINS,

Jersey City’s water supply was cut off by an accident tiie other day, but none of the citizens found
it out until a little was needed to wash the
one

bought

WE HAVE OPENED A

Watch Chains, Breaches,
-JUST

Styles.

Your initials in GOLD LETTERS put on all Stiff Hats

IS TIIE PLACE TO MO TO FIND

(Mass,) Transcript.

A sack for a Canadian girl is to be made entire
ly of cat skin. It will be rather awkward if she
shall feel the hack of her new garment
rising
whenever she calls her pug for a walk.

All the Latest

New Yard

We shall offer for the

Fruit & Vegetable Evaporator

n.

( HAS. A. ELLIS, at the House,
Or L. STAPLES, Sanborn House, Belfast, Me.

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Ms

AN UNPARALLELED MARK DOWN.

F'HKU W. I’OTK, Agent
til1. IN US! IN .Agent
milhVi ii. HILl.Jr ,lii

I'll

1887.—Omlf>

6ni39

Scar-port.

THE ZIIIERM4H

Belfast, Sept. 5, 1887.—3ra3ti*

-IN-

MAEINoMm LUMBER

Ladies and Gents’

<

Pungs,

House, Lincolnvilie Beach,

COLBURN, Dwight P. Palmer,

Prime Goods with Prices Low

Froi I*. -Hi! daih except simdav. at
v ,\i
From Hi-i kland ;•
.Mia at < aindcn ami North
port. 'lailv c\
pt M.a «•;»». at :•.!••• it •. \ m or upon arri\ al from
Ito.-ton.
From ltanjror. daily r\-cpt S;i.,.jay, at 11 v \t.,
at
touching
t and
Ilampd.ii. Wii u rpot i, fit.H

SALE.

BRANCH

WORLD-RENOWNED

has the

subscriber has leased the Capt. WM. O.
ALPEX HOUSE at the corner of Washington
and Bridge Streets, and is prepared to receive permanent or transient boarders. Good stable attached to the house. The premises overlook the beautiful harbor, and the situation is unsurpassed in
the city. Good board at reasonable rates. Give
me a trial.
A. S. KELLEY.

$1.25. HATS AND CAPS

McOlintock's Block, High St.

THAN

dm In

-OR-

THE

selling very fast.

W. T.

For Salo by all Druggists. Prleo 25 eta. per box;
3 boxes for 65 eta.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. II. Schenck & Son, Philad'a.

We are willing to hear personal
testimony to the
efficacy and value of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
we have been advertising sonic
years in our paper,
having used it for blood impurities with great success.
It is a preparation of standard merit, made
of perfectly pure ingredients, and
thoroughly effective in cleansing and purifying the system.* For
eruptions, boils, etc., it can lie relied upon every
time. Our own experience with it has been most
gratifying, and we are glad to give it this endorse

HATS and CAPS!

^^DRA^EpiLLS E.L. Bean’s -m

Rumselling.

of prosecution for the violation of the
prohibitory law. Ik* was a clerk in the West
End drug store and pleaded guiltv to an indictment containing 20*0 counts, at the same time
as did Herman, the
proprietor of the place.
The latter cannot he found, and it is
thought
that he lias left the countrv. The punishment
imposed upon Stewart is the heaviest ever given
in the State for violation of the
liquor laws.

are

CO.,

man.

PEERLESS

tom Brices.

>gC1E^’s

1

they

&

Sept. 12, iss7.— lyrlO

They

All other Boots and Shoes at Bot-

No BetterCathartic
No Better LI VE R-

MEPICINE

as

BISHOP

Saturday, July 2, 1887,

will leave Pelfn^t as follows
For Nortliport, ( aimlen. P**rkinml ami post or.,
daily, except Sunday at ab**i,t J ..‘. lock r. m or
upon arrival of steamer from Paupu'.
For Searsnort. Fort Point, Itm ksport. Winter
port, Hampden and Itan^or. dailv, except M..ndav
o'* 1« fk a. M .or upon arrival tr<*m I;... k
at about
land.
steamers

B^lSTG-OIR..

Howes' Block, Main St., Belfast.

GEORGE 0. HORN, M. D~
CtLildrcn’s
and

as

WOOD.

Comi. encing

IiY

IS House is pleasantly situated near the beach,
only (» miles from Camden on the main travelled road to Belfast and Rockland, on the shore of
the beautiful bay of the Penobscot. A line chance
for sailing and fishing. Also fine riding, one of
the most magnificent being on the celebrated turnpike road to Camden. House always full of summer hoarders. Cood stable connected with House.
House all in good repair and all furnished. For
further particulars enquire of

Boys tfc

cheap.These are genu hie IIAXD SE WED goods
and arc very soft and easy to the feet. Call
quick

re >i

equally

MAXITAriTUKD AND log SAI.K

Valuable Until Proprly

Mens,

$1.15,

surf

Service, 1887.

tlie

liETUBNINU TO BELFAST.

Staples,

and

( 'o.

35tf

Opera Slipper for $1.00
to

Wilson.

At last, ten years after the*
body of Vicedrill Wilson was laid at rest in his native
t»wn, the people* of Xatiek have bestirred
themselves and are endeavoring to raise funds
for a monument to the
memory of the great
anti-slavcrv agitator. Through the efforts of
(ieo. C. Fairbanks. Editor of The Natick Bulletin. who for three years lias agitated the matter from time to time, a
plan has taken shape
which will result in the erection of a suitable
memorial. The plan of the incorporators of
the association is to erect a statue in
preference
to a shaft, and should the fund
permit, a memorial building is advocated, in which could he
gathered the numerous relics of Hcnrv Wilson's time.

A $1.75 Kid (Word Tie lor

safe and

Summer

FURNACE

tor Durability, Simmarket,
plicity, Economy, ami Healthy, pure, warm
air it has noerpial. All the jointsare cup-joints,
ami are perfect l> gas-tight. It is self-eleaiiing,
has anti-clinker grate, patent dust-tiue, up
right shaker, sifting grate, ami double water
pans. If combine' the greatest improvements
ever embodied in a heatinp furnace.
If not for sale in vour vicinity, please send for
testimonials and price list.
on

kept In stork.
Ilrooks, Sept, la, lss7.—:hn.°>7*

Opera Slippers!

1 in as

a

Now

POPULAR

for yourself.
Carriages and Wagons manufartured and

R.

N.

I ( ALL YOLK ATTENTION TO MY

c.

_^r,;_

1 he conflict between baseball
players and
baseball managers promises to be
decidedly interesting. 'i he right of the players to organize
in order to advance their own interests and
redress their grievances i>
recognized by everybody except the managers, who have put the
recently formed Brotherhood under a ban and
refused to have any dealings with it. The
players justly vent their indignation at this
treatment. It is in the interest of what has
come to bn known as our
National game that
fair dealing and fair play should be the rule all
around. The members of a baseball club
are
not slaves or chattels, and in
insisting upon
legitimate demands they will have public sympathy behind them and be sure of gainin- their
point. [N. Y. Tribune.

Seventeen Years for

2,

other

Which is the LAEGEST in the City.

Selling less than it costs to make them.
These goods are manufactured samples,
and are all good style, fresh Shoes, and
are 3 1-3, 4 and 4 1-3 in size. Any Lady
wearing these sizes can get a Hoot worth
from $3.00 to $3.50, for $3.35 to $3.75.

CCHE is

MOST

by any manufacturer in Waldo Co., and
can and will give better terms than any

Do

TIES

fc«i»t*ship

tii) Come anil see

Hats £ Caps!

-—AND-

system and purifies the blood.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.

Managers.

Henry

OXFORD

It has astonished most of the
skilled Physicians.
While it
cures the Cough it
strengthens the

school;

Players

KjD

prove the fact that

na

MOST SUCCESSFUL

F. H. Francis & Co.,

McDonald.

B.

I

BUTTON BOOTS,

COHN

1S87.

Would call attention to the fact that he
largest and best line of

-OF-

Adamson s
Botanic
Balsam.

If you shoot a farmer’s dog by mistake, don’t
Immense collection or Mechanics In operation. wait to
explain matters. Farmers arc powerNovelties and nroeesses In all departments or In- fully strong, as a rule.
dustry. Extensive galleries tilled with choice
If your gun misses lire don’t look down the
works or Art. Band Concerts Afternoon and Eve- barrel
to see if the charge has started. It is a
nings.
6w39
dangerous practice. If you don’t believe it, try

FLOURI FLOURII

———.

Ladies’ Fine Haai Sewed

The great sales <»f the Ki
it is the

& \TDon't foyt/td that FoHSYTH'S

llllOOKS VILLAGE,

NEW FALL STOCK!

Coughs

see,
The mysteries of sorrow deep and
long,
The dark enigmas of permitted
wrong,
Have all one key;
'iliis strange, sad world, is lnit our Father's

Not

HUNTINGrON AVENUE. BOSTON.
NOWOPEN.

H.

I

RECOMMENDED BY-

Boots £ Shoes

Severe

JBffi

SLEIGHS & JUMPERS.

Beach

$20,800

BLES

June

FOU

costs

FIRST

Itollast,

THE WORST COMPLEXION IS IMPROVED BY ITS DAILY USE.

James A. Stewart, of Wichita, Kansas, has
been sentenced to seventeen years and four
months in the county jail and lined
with

\couges,S

E.

H.

Mdme ADELINA PATTlM-sLANGTRY,HissFGRTESQJE&

Sufferers

FURNACE Boston and Ban/ror

repaired at the LOWKST prices, In
thorough and workmanlike manner.

Sleighs, Jumpers

'Tis not the wide phylactery.
Nor stubborn fasti nor stated pravers.
That makes us saints; we judge tlie’tree
By what it bears.
A lick Cakey.

1 \'3fiiirm

IIAVE COME AND GONE SINCE ■
TEE SUE
b’ERERsl
from
COLDS
tA N d!
LUNG

a

fpKESS§l\Ol/GJ^ESS,

SAMPLE

to examine.

cleaned and

shown
that he

;

you

lor *iO rents a pair less than regular prices,
must have the room for winter gumis.

^Watches, Clocks and Jewelry^

KEEPS THE SKIN SOFT AS VELVET,

-STRONCLY

CUTTERSK

Shoe that will pay

as we

"

of every description. I make a speciality of
(.lasses and give particular attention to fitting
the eye. My prices will be O.NK'HALF lower
than peddlers charge for same goods.

S. THE HANDS IN NICE CONDITION.

This I moreover hold, and dare
Allirm, where’er my rhyme may go;
Whatever things be sweet and fair.
Love makes them so.

Ball

u

Wen's Oxford Ties find lew Shoes

Spsclacies id Eye Glasses

--

free from all

hold that Christian grace abounds
N\ here charity is seen; then when
\\ e climb to heaven, 'tis on the rounds
Of love to men.

i

sure

Hollow Ware

It is matchless
Complexion,"'^
b

I

A Monument to

bleasan^iafe \U|

1

..

another, fairer shore
lasping hands shall meet once more.
Hi i.kn a. Pa< k a iti».

The ills

This Is

-ALL or It-

SILVER WARE.

Beautiful Hands

AND

aye?”

I know there are no errors
In the great eternal plan
And all things work together,
For the final good of man.
And I know when my soul speeds onward
In the grand eternal quest.
I shall say. as I look earthward.
N\ hatever is. is best.
Ella Wiikklkk Wilcox.

u.s«- :

^STONE *

lyrH*

AND

Soft, White

Sometimes, by the heart’s unrest.
And to grow, means often to sutler;
But whatever is, is best.

but
vvluit ran be said for the parent who
sees h;s child languishing
daily and fails
to recognize the, want of a tonic and
blond-puritier ? Forinc. l v. a course of
hitters, or sulphur and n.olassrs, was tbe
rub? in wc!I-rcgulat< d families ; but now
all intelligent households Keep Ayer’s
once peasant
Sarsaparilla, which is
to the taste, and the most searching and
effective blood medicine ever dis. ee ered.
a

-$1.20.-

-AND-

brings

was

Tap Standard Nailed Lacs Boots,

Also

@Ms^3Melry;»)

I know that ea< h sinful action,
As sure as the night
shade.
Is sometime, soim wherei
punished;
I ho' the hour be
long delayed.
1 know that the soul is aided

\g J^^F%

city nt BOTTOM Plllt'KS, nnd
buy the Imitation of American

make of peddlers.

know as my iife grows older.
And mine eyes have clearer sight.
That under each rank wrong, somewhere.
There lies tin* root of right.
That each sorrow has its purpose.
By the sorrowing oft unguessed;
But as sure as the sun brings morning.
Whatever is, is best.

IX OXE MIXL'TE
*

The only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a first class medal at the
New Orleans Exposition.
Guaranteed absolutely pure, and for general
household purposes is the very best

OUR LEADER!

OF AMERICAN MAKE,
ever offered In this
as cheap as you can

[Selected for the Journal.]
Gems of Poetry.

About Me.

—

(Johlf Silver Witts Mea’s SoMInnersolfi, Ontersoles and

I

No

2.75
2.50
2.25

This is a rare chance as the above are
.Standard Goods, mill we are offering them
20 per cent, less than you can buy else-

them.

Ladies & Gent’s

>u

<

see

93.00

«

where.

THE FINEST SELECTION OF

—

Kindly sleep
perfect, peace,
W lien the ebbing tide shall cease.
Marble doors shall outward swing.
Birds and (lowers shall comfort bring.
<

ol

a

3.25
3.00
2.75

OF-

Selling cheap. Something new. Call and

:

93.50 Boots Closing <it

TKMPLK,

-CONSISTING

in

simple head ••■■Id to the most loathit is local Jin' consome and destructive stages.
Instant in relieving, pennant» t in
stitutional.
curing, safe, economical and never failing.
Catarrh, from

to

I

A Fine Selection at

Traveller. He who knows our need,
Will not let us vainly plead.
Leave thy loved ones safe in trust
God shad guard the precious dust.
Leave the little village white.
Bathed in floods of lender light.
Tread once more the beaten road
With thy burden and thy load.
< lose and lock the
mystic gate.
Leave behind no name, no dale.
Soon for thee shall dawn sweet rest.
D<iiet hours in slumber blest.

dclile.- tin* breath

matter

tin* dedicate

here

Amber Jewelry j

\

ECONOMICAL,
EFFICACIOUS.
Beware of fnilir/estion'x pain
And ('onstipatinn'g cruel reign:
For often in their wake proceed
The salde pall and mourner's weed;
Then check these troubles ere an hour,
In TARRIXT'S MKLTZKK lies the power.

PENNYROYAL
FILLS
“CHICHESTER'S
ENGLISH."

The Original and Only Genuine.
always Reliable. Ik-ware of worthlcM Imitations.
Ask your Drsgfiit for
Indispensable to LADIES.
Chichester** E.njcll*h**and take no other, ar inclose 4c.
'stamp*) to us for particulars in letter by rctara as all.
NAME PAPER. < Mcheatrr ( heialral C*.
8818 MuiIIhoii square, Phllada., P*.
Bold by Dragrlsts every whera Ask for “Chlelier
ter*a Eacllah** Pea ay royal Pill*. Take no other.
Geo. C. Goodwin A Co., Boston, Wholesale Agts
Safe and

lyr2

Republican
VOLUME 59.

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1887.
black broad cloth, with a Prlnco Albert coat,
which ho buttons tightly around him. Mrs.
(Move-land travels in the brown silk surah,
with whito polka dots, which sljo wore at
Philadelphia, and whi'-h is both plain and
simple in its make. She looked very well
as she stoppi'd into the ear with the
president
on the morning of d<
part a; >•. and she made
the group a pretty one as sin* laughed and
chatted with Secretary Whitney and Lawyer
Missel! before the table in the drawing room.
Some one Ini just given her a bunch <>f roses
and she was speaking of them, when
Secretary
Whitney made a funny remark, at which Mr.
Missell laughed heart ii\\

THE PRESIDENTS TOUR.
THE SCENES OF HIS CAR SKETCHED
IN
PEN AND PENCIL.
'I’ll*

Traveling

Uootn— !1cr

Palneo— .Mrs.

Cleveland’*

Traveling Suit—Something

About the I’rosidotitial Cue«ts—Strward

Crump**

Hines* and

l>r.

lilis*’

Health.

| Sju i n I C<tm•s]‘>on<l<-n<*\]
•<

\\ APUIXOToX,

Tr
v

< )ct

11.

V1S1TKD the president's train early

Friday morning before the boyinnin^
of the trij) nn<l
rnndu

a

closo in-

hV

L

spf»»*tif)n of its

'd

B

y:

8

forts for the presidcntinl party. Superintendent Barof the
I'ullry
man Car company

'4t:\

PJ

was

ni;h

coin-

his capita, and n very fluetuntiag one it
IIo must work incessantly to earn enough
to pay necessary help and have left a competence. His amanuensis, in turn, must toil
at transcribing the dry d>-tails of law cases
from morning till late at night at low wages.
If the reporter is robust, he may endure the
strain upon his vitality long enough to save
something, but the compensation is not sufficiently large to grow wealthy up«,n before
his physical capital is lost in a corporeal
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brass such as would In* used for the fenders of
a millionaire's
palace and the platforms arc
inclosed by i!<»»rs and windows made of
many little squares of beveled Trench plate
glass, imbedded in richly polished cherry
frames and looking somewhat like the costliest of modern mnnU i tops which have mir*
rors set into their barks.
On the inside heavy velvet carpets of delicate col -rs cover the floors and your footfalls
noiselessly as you pass through the several
rooms of wkieh the car is
composed. The
drawing room proper looks like a long,
narrow
It
has
no
parlor.
stationary >
and
the
chairs
seats,
are
scattered
about the room.
There is a wide divan
at one side covered with a rich cherry
colored plush which is ns soft as a feather
UhI, and there arc easy chairs of all descriptions. Rome of this furniture is wicker with
velvet cushions, and other pieces arc of white
wood, made to correspond with tie* finish of
the room, wiiich Is of gnarled maple, beauti- j
fully inlaid. At one end of the room stands ,
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velvet pedals for the foot of the player
it.? t *p arc t ropieal plants in china
p* >:>.
opposit th> there is a writing desk.
Tir-i is a large =>piaro table in tho center of
tin room, a.i i on this there isn richly
polished
lamp, the flame of which is a golden hook of
electne wire.
The l»edroom which the president and Mrs.
Cleveland occupy, and which is now known
rs Mrs. Cleveland*#
room, is in fro:it. of the
parlor. It i«= roomy and airy, and I noted that
its linen was of the finest Irish make.
A fmo
lace spread covers the bed. There is a little
dressing room which opens into llio bedroom
with a lavatory in it, and the window of tho
h'-dr »>in is s.» arranged that one can lie upon
the l*o 1 and enjoy tho scenery at case.
Spcaking of the windows of this car they
arn immense ones of plat/' gins-. and when
the curtains aro not drawn the presi h t can
the country ns well as when In is outdoors. The country can see him Too, and ail
the op rations of the party within the cars
wiii lie visible to tho crowds at. t in stations,
There arc, however, two sets of curtains, one
of a heavy cherry color which corresponds
witii the furnishings of the room, and tho
other light yellow blinds which slide up and
down on spring rollers.
Tin car has also a bath room and barlwr
sl'op, hut t hese arc connected, and tho barber
has t<> vacate when any of the party wants to
bathe. Tho other car, which is used more ns
a smoking
apartment, is ono of the finest of
the modern Tollmans, and it has a library
connected with :t. It is supplied with pipes
of all kinds, and I noticed two Turkish linolitt i«•
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kalis upon t lie shelves above tho books. This
car is used at night for sleeping by tho newspaper correspondents and the other guests of
the president. The third car is that devoted
to the healing, storage and baggage apparatus
of tho train. Under both of the cars there are
great refrigerators filled with ice and provisions, mid tho smoking car has a buffet connected with it. Thero is a reserve engine on
tho baggage car which will provide the electrie light in case tho other machinery should
break down, and the baggage of tho party is
so arranged that it can be got at en route.
Mrs. Cleveland has a big Saratoga among her
trunks.
The president’s traveling suit is bis usual
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j
He is expected to p rform impossibilities;
Hands.
the words of half n dozen wrung- t
! Sped al Com 'spondence, j
ling lawyer.--. and if he omits a remark one of
New \ oitiv, Get. 11.—Who does not rethem remembers making bo is an “incompe- i
member that one of the entertainments of
tent” and lias “ruined the case.” I reported
childhood was making silhouettes? A lamp,
some years in tho courts of a western
city, a white wall and
an ingenious pair of hands
where many of tho witnesses were hardy, hot
constitute tho
paraphernalia of tho enheady Germans, each determined to win tho
tertainment..
(Nats, dogs, rabbits, scoldcase by the vchenvnoo of bis own
testimony. ing old women
and
angry old men
The judge, jury and counsel would passively
come forth, are visible
for a little time,
allow a witness to rim out a string of
jargon, and then givo place to other
figures
three-quarters or more of it utterly unintelliA certain limited stock
gible, and when the Teuton had run down equally amusing.
of
shadows
is
known
to
company
the judge would say:
every one,
hut it remained for M. Trewey, an ingenious
“Mr. Stenographer, read what tho witness
in
who
gentleman
looks
Paris,
said.”
astonishingly
like an Irishman, and is one, perhaps, to make
Now, ‘‘Mr. Stenograph*'!*” is no more ablo
a popular art of the manufacture of silto
at
to masticate su«*h
compared
Bun^an’s Pilgrim, standing
linguistic hash than any houettes, lie lias invented
more than three
first with book in hand, then encountering
other hearer, blit he is expected to understand
hundred new .silhouettes of men and animals,
manifold troubles and dangers; and only he,
all languages and all conglomerations of
to which he gives the movements,
who has experienced the cares and disappointsounds in any wise resembling language. He is
attitudes,
ments of stenographic work, knows how np>t
regarded as a machine into whose auricular and an astonishing expression of life and
in tho comparison.
hoppers, so to speak, any mass of words may naturalness. At the Alcazar of tho Champs
I ho us" of stenography in all branches of
Elysees ho has been giving entertainments,
bo poured, and it will issue from his
digital which have been attended
business has marvelously spread in tho last
outlets in decipherable stenography; or as a
by largo and delighted audiences.
few years, and it is now, or soon will be, tho
sort of photographic
camera, which takes an
M.
was
heretofore
famous as an
ease that a practical
Trewey
instantaneous impression of language, howknowledgo of tho art
and prestidigitafcour.
The idea of
will be a requisite qualification of the appliever rapid,
ambiguous, obscure, involved or equilibrist
tho
old
wall
shadows and
cant for a clerkship.
taking
up
nursery
YVliiio this insures cm- ( indistinct it may be. But the fact is “Mr,
ploynient of stenographers, it will ultimately j Stenogra pbor” is human, very human, with making a show of them which would be alike
reduce the compensation of tho specialist in
all humanity’s pitiful limitations. Ho must amusing to tho young and the old, is purely
his own, and it demonstrates that in simplicthe work and add to his duties. In addition
hear the words clearly to write
MR. BISSELL.
them, and
MRS. CLEVELAND.
to his regular stenographic services, ho is
there is a decided limit to his speed. Two ity there is always success. It is a platform
Bissell is fully six foot t ill. lie is the heavy
now required to
perform other clerical work, j hundred and fifty words a minute is a high upon which all can meet and understand
man of the crowd, and he would weigh, I
alike.
which is usually odds and ends left over by I speed, but over 400 can bo
spoken in that everything
judg", 350 pounds. He has a big head on
Hero is tho oat. She used to show only her
the other clerks, or insignificant jobs that
time. Besides, bis speed varies.
Indigestion head. Now, under
big shoulders, and is full of life and jollity.
cannot bo assigned to any particular desk.
or some other
complaint may draw a film
The two newspaper men who accompanied
the influence of M.
This increases tho labor of preparation, and,
over the brain and the
stenographic forms
tho presidential party are among tho oldest
as it is done in tho few odd moments when
will not co mo jus quickly as bidden; but no acTrewey’s
genius,
of the Washington
correspondents. Mr.
not taking dictations or transcribing notes,
count is taken of that.
If ho is not able to she appears entire,
Bickford has been for years with the Assoeven
to
the
he cannot acquire by it such detailed knowlread Ins notes on request, or makes errors in
tail,
ciated Press and ho is the correspondent who
edge of tho business as will lit him to manage
transcribing what no one understood on de- which, though
has charge of its news in the United States
somewhat
abbreviany special department, or to develop any
livery, care is taken to let him know he is an
senate.
Bickford is tall, thin and refined
other t han his stenographic ability. The unated, is still a re- ^
“incompetent.”
looking. He has gray hair and mustache,
is
that
the
thereforo,
happy result,
stenogMany inaccuracies or indiscretions in spectable although
and he is a man of considerable culture and
rapher becomes a sort of utility man, to bo
speeches, which arc unnoticed when the lan- somewhat scuffed
an able writer.
Tho other newspaper man is
used for anything, when not transcribing
appendage. Hie accessories for these pictures
guage is glowing with oratorical fire, are
Mr. P. V. I) Graw, who is tin1 manager of the
notes.
It being difficult to determine his
glaring when presented in the cold tangi- are very simple. A little scrap of paper cut in
United Press at Washington.
exact station, whom ho is under or over, ho
bility of type. But the reporter gets all tho the shape represented forms the toque of the
I see that William T. Crump, who was Garblame if they creep in through haste or lack judge and the miter of the priest, whose pulgenerally ccmcs to be ordered to do this or
field's steward, is very sick in one of tho littlo
that by everybody; very painfully in tho
of knowledge of tho subject, and if he at- pit is made by a cube of wood suspended to
villages near Washington. Crump ruined
manner of an office boy.
A short time ago I
tempts to correct, may make worse blunders, the arm. The goose is represented as dressing
his health in taking care of Garfield, and tho
or
overheard an employer inquire of a stenochange the stylo to the chagrin of the ora- its feathers with its bill; the elephant when
government cut down his bill for extra sertor. So he is in a strait; he is liable to decontracting his trunk. The jockey is comgraphic applicant for a position: “Have you
vices rendered from $3,000 to $300. He told
ever had any experience at wrapping
pleted by moans of
censure whether he transcribes as
pressing
up
me today that 1 .*• was beside Garfield
day and
a bit of paper for
the scope of tho phonogdelivered or tries to correct.
packages?”
Surely
his
last
and.
that
ho
hurt
night during
illness,
his cap and a string
raphers duties is extending with tho spread j
Very vague ideas prevail as to the capahis back in lifting the president.
He had to
for his bridle. The
of his art!
bilities of tho stenographer. One noon a lawlay off work n ac e unit of his ill health, ami
female tight rope
It has been said that phonography is a
came to mo and said:
“I want a transince then helms had to wear a wide hand
j yer
walker is one of the
stepping stone to something higher. True, i script of this morning’s testimony.” “When?”
around his abdomen and’has not been able to
most ingenious of
i I inquired. “By tho time court
ono may riso from something lower to it, and
bend over and pick up anything. IIis shoes
opens this
all tho figures. She
it may obtain situations from which tho
afternoon.”
I was expected to transcribe
have to be put. on for him, and his nervous
is in tho act of sainto longhand in one hour and a
stenographer, through influence secured
half, tho
system is such that the least excitement
there, can advance. But reaching this higher i length of the recess, what it bad taken three Hiring me j none, ana ruDDing ine cnauc on
brings on a lit of sickness. lie received
her feet bo fore starting forth on her short bnt
elevation requires a square determination to j hours to write in shorthand. And yet
my
$1 *00 a year as steward and he served under
abandon stenography. This is hard to do.
j reply, “W hat would bo the use of writing perilous pilgrimage on the rope.
Hayes and Garfield. Ho told mo once ho did
There was a time when silhouettes were the
The more skillful ho is the more reluctant
shorthand if I could write longhand twice ns
not like Arthur because he sat at tho table
will tho employer bo to part with him or ! rapidly?” was regarded as impudence and as popular portraits. Most of us have some idea
till 13 and 1 o’clock of a night, and it took the
how our grandfather looked as a shadow, bopromote him to some other work. Ho sees ; incontestable evidence of my incompetence.
servants till daylight
to got tho dishes
other clerks advanced for appreciated busiConstantly writing tho thoughts of others, cause wo have a diminutive silhouette of him
washed. During GnrfiGd's administration
ness ability,
while the appreciation of his
preserved in an old fashioned black
lie
j tho stenographer has little opportunity for safely
kept notes of all the prominent
frame. Silhouettes
skill tends to keep him where he is. Employ- ! originality in his own. Yet to bo successful
people who came to th White Hons,', and
ers come to expect
requires much information on various sub- wore known to the
nothing from him but
lie has the bills of faro of every dinner which
shorthand, except trifling tasks, and lie thus j jects, and if that were used in some original ancients, and
occurred during his administration. I doubt
reached a high deworks under the shadow of men who have J line of thought and action, the return in
not h<- is sorry ho over entered the White
*
not devoted 100th of tho time and labor ho I money, and perhaps fame, might he far sugree of perfection
House. Few of the men connected with Garwith them, ns is
to his highest compensation in stenoghas
to preparation.
So
the
shorthand
sticks
i
perior
fl Id’s sickness made anything out o£ it. Dr.
to him, holding him down to one position by
i raphy.
proven by the
Bliss estimat* s that his attendance cost him
monochromes on the Etruscan vases. Rut the
fetters lie has forged by his dexterity.
People erroneously suppose that, by tho
from $3u.0(Ki to $50,000.
He had a practice
I once read an article in which it was j writing of so much matter, the stenographer name silhouette comes from about the middle
at the time which was second to none in
stated that if tho same time, energy and ea- ! must lay up a vast store of valuable informa- of the last century. Etienne Silhouette was a
Washington ami h s income must have been
tion. Tho words flash so rapidly
liabilities, which the attainment of stenotwic<- that of a supreme judge. Garfield's
through his French minister of finance in 1759. His
graphic speed requires, were devoted to al- j brain that the thoughts have not time to treasury had been exhausted by costly wars
illness took Uk v hole of his time, and at its
He tries to get the words and lets and foolish prodigalities. He set to work to
most any other promising pursuit, tho returns j lodge.
close he was so worn down that lie looked
would be far greater. With tho resentment j the thoughts take care of themselves. If stray replenish it by inaugurating the strictest
like a ghost and lie had to take a vacation to
IT-* was prudent to penurionsness,
of an enthusiastic stu lent, I declared that ! items of information are caught he has no
economy.
recover his health.
lie estimated his sertime to assigji them to a particular place, which brought down upon him both wrath
tho statement was the untimely offspring of
vices to Garfield very low when h-» put them
a mind soured by failure and disappointment.
! consequently ho may accumulate a mass of and ridicule. Anything that was plain and
at $15,000, hut th<' auditing hoard cut. him
unconnected facts not classified to be of ready
The same may possibly be said of this article,
cheap was styled
down to $3,000, and he came hack to find
•‘a la Silhouette.'’
The
but after several years of experience, meeting j accessibility.
thoughts represented
that his patients were pretty well scattered
Shadow profiles
such success as tho calling affords, I am | by the words the stenographer writes so
among tho other doctors, llo has not been
were then much in
constrained to say that tho writer knew ; rapidly wear no deep courses in the memory.
in good health since Garfield’s illness and his
p
vogue, ami, being
whereof he spoke, and that the statement was
The}' aro like leaves scurrying across a dusty
condition was so hail last year that his life
the cheapest order
the legitimate offspring of a mind not soured j road, they leave faint traces which are soon
This year lie is bettor
was almost in danger.
of
likenesses
An experienced law reporter
but saddened by disappointment. Who over i obliterated.
and his eyes are bright, though his hair is
once told mo that he
known, got the
heard of a stenographer scribbling himself
firmly believed tho
gray.
name of silhouettes,
Dickens
practice of stenography weakened rather
I dropped into tho treasury yesterday and \ into great wealth or distinction?
and have kept it
was a shorthand writer, but that did not win
j than strengthened tho memory. This may
looked at the workmen who are engaged in
have been somewhat strong, but, ns tho ever since. (u making profiles of a reduced
his fame. Who knows of any brown stone
constructing the new vault. The treasury
size the pantograph was used. Some persons
front gracing a fashionable neighborhood ; memory is not required to hold the thought
itself looks like a tomb. It has great somber
solely because a man trailed pot hooks in a ! more than an instant, in which it must recall haven talent for making a perfect miniature
columns down each side <>' it, and the doors
the peculiar forms to represent the spoken profile by in- r dy looking at the features and
note book? But there is a mansion whoso
of its basement are so cut that they look as
then cult ng them out with a pair of scissors.
very shadows are beautiful that rose from tho i words, the tendency certainly is not to inthough they were dug out o' a solid rock.
Almost every one will be astonished at his
crease its retentiveness or to cultivate the
homely butter, eggs and lard of yonder
Everything about it is massive, and it makes
own
shadow.
grocery, and there are scores of others whoso | faculty of orderly reasoning.
ino think more of the Hank of England than
Shadows on the wall have always a poetic
There arc, of course, some lino situations—
foundations sprang from equally humble purother
I
have
scon.
It
is
mado
any
building
interest. In stories they are good stock, and
suits. Tho stenographer may build stately j particularly in the political field—to which
in tho shape of a hollow square, with wide
1
air castles upon possible speculations or some
stenography is tho “open sesame,” but its always nave been
tiers of granite walls running around a court
magical power lies in long and liar. 1 experi- and always will
independent business, but ho hasn’t time to
in tho center. It is in this court that the new
bo used effectively
ence, a reputation for faithfulness and accuperfectly plan his projects or to work up his
vault is being built. Thick wails of brick
for thrill making
racy, and ready information on many subdetermination, so ho keeps on plying his pen,
and cement riso within, and the vault will bo
the opportunities pass, his courage to branch
jects, and tho situations are not, as is gener- incidents. And no- ?
above and not below ground. Its interior
out for himself wanes, and tho castles, demaally supposed, smooth and pleasant paths, tice how big a
will be cut up into cells walled with iron latchild’s eyes will
adorned by perennial flowers of ease and enterialized, stand before him in tantalizing
tice work, ami the workmen are now riveting
grow when you
joyment.
grandeur.
tho iron bars con posing it together. Tlieso
If it be said that these trials are no worse tell him a story
The general belief seems to bo that a shortbars must bo very strong, as the weight of
wim a souaow in it.
than thoso of other vocations, and aro to bo
hand writer is equal to any amount of labor.
notning nut a near
the silver which is to bo put in tho vault will
Because lie can record languago at a high
courageously met and overcome as tho ob- climbing rapidly up a tree after a boy will
Ik> immense. There was a portable furnace
make
them
stacles incident to all earthly careers, then
grow any bigger. And then don’t
speed, it is supposed this rapidity extends to
blazing away within the vault today, and four
let me say, in conclusion, that, for some rea- you remember that, after an evening of wall
everything ho does, whereas it takes him as
men were carrying red hot rivets and stickshadow entertainment, you could not. go to
son, stenographers rarely regard their pursuit
long as any one else to write in longhand. It
ing them through the holes which had been
as being adopted for
seems sometimes as if employers believe that
life, but aro forever sleep for an hour after you wont to bed, seedrilled in these iron bars. They were then
looking forward to some happy time when ing them all over again in your mind’s eye?
stenography is a sort of elixir that renews
riveted with the pounding of a heavy hamWould it not bo a capital idea for any one
the strength and
charms away fatiguo, { they will be relieved of their burdens. It
mer while a man hel l an iron mallet against
or
may bo seriously questioned then whether it to seo how many different shadow figures ho
that, as a reward for tho prothem at tho back. Each of tlieso latticework
is wise to adopt a calling one will almost cer- cau invent? Hero is a field for tho entertaindigious labor of its acquirement, somo
walks requires 2,500 rivets, and it will talco
beneficent spirit had revealed tho location
tainly not to wish to follow till old age, and
more than 100,000 of these rivets to fasten
when there is a gravo doubt of its returns
of tho fountain of perpetual youth. The
tho iron work of the vault together. Tho
truth is, however, that few pursuits are moro » compensating the toil, caro and intense strain
vault is to contain $100,000,000, which is such
H. M. Hoke.
upon the vitality.
wearing and enervating. In .“taking down”
an immense sum that few people can coma rapid speech from dictation—and hero tho
;
prehend it. It will givo sonic idea of it to
William
E.
Cramer.
stenographer gets no mercy—there is a weakknow that its weight will be 3,580 tons, or
William E. Cramer, of The Milwaukee
ening tension upon tho mind, eyes, ears and
the weight of 35,S00 men of 200 pounds each.
Evening Wisconsin, is a man of small stathands; indeed every faculty must bo keenly
Think of the heaviest man you know, and it
alive to hear ami remember, whilo writing
ure, with a wiry figure nrnl an clastic,
would take 35,000 such men to weigh as much
nervous
tho words already spoken, what tho speaker
way of getting around, snow whito
It would tako 179 freight
os does this silver.
hair and whiskers, and c well molded, strong
is saying in advance of him: and if it is an
cars to carry it, and it would take a train a
face. Ho lived to bo an old bachelor, not menfc of young and old comparatively little
important matter, in which a mistake might
mile and a quarter long to transport it. Its
bo disastrous, tho reporter feels as if, like Atmarrying until a dozen years or so ago. IIo used. Now that homo entertainments are
weight would be so much that six locomotives
las, he were bowed under tho burden of tho ! was a close, frugal business man always, and so popular, why not try tbo shadow show?
could hardly haul it, and if these dollars wero
succeeded in getting together a fortuno of The best of it is that the performer and all
world. No one but a stenographer knows
laid out so that one just touched tho other
what
it
is
to
bo
overwhelmed
an
avalancho
large proportions. Ilis charity, however, is the rest of the grown peoplo will be as deeply
by
make
lino
a
2,305 miles long. If
the}’ would
unbounded. IIo literally maintains a num- interested in the figures ns the children. If
of words.
a
were
into
to
they
put
floor, edgo
edge,
ber of charities, and gives right and left to M. Trcwey can invent moro than 300 picFew employers are intentionally hard upon
they would carpet ten times tho area of
shorthand clerks, but they do not think what
all who arc known to be deserving.
His tures, why cannot Miss Carrie or Master Autho Capitol or more than thirty acres, and if
Walter Wiberly.
weary drudgery transcribing notes is. To no
charity is done so quietly that tho public at gust do tho same?
they were piled one upon another they would
clerk will a whim or hasty, judgment entail
larfce has no idea of tho extent of his benevoreach much moro than 1.500 times as high
The Secret of Longevity.
as much work as to tho stenographer.
I havo
lence. He is a Christian gentleman in theory
os tho Washington monument,
making a
A little way lieyond the ancient church at
written many pages, and after hurrying
and practice, and a regular churchgoer! I
solid column of silver more than 177 miles
llolderness is a brick residence, whose front
asked him one day why he went to church
through, havo seen them lio unused for days,
high. A million dollars in silver is no small
half hidden by one of those monster elms
is
and finally destroyed. I heard a man dictato
when ho could not sec a soul or understand a
quantity, and when you pack $100,000,000
that are the pride of our northern states, and
a circular letter, for which he had a sort of
word that was said. “I go,” he replied, “beinto a vault it has to bo ns strong ns stono
beneath its shade 1 saw the other day an old
cause it is a good quiet place to do lots of fine
mania; then coolly order the stenographer to
and iron can make it. To rob this vault will
inan who is passing his 05th year, sitting commake 125 copies—not produce them by manithinking without any possibility of an interbe a physical impossibility. To tunnel into
in an armchair. My wifo told me
folding, but print them one by ono on tho
ruption!” So you see he is a philosopher fortably
it one
would
havo to go under tho
that his aunt had recently died, aged 105, and,
typewriter. This is an exceptional instance,
along with his other accomplishments.—Milwhole treasury building and ho would
curious to know if there was any especial
but it shows how meanness or whims affect a
waukee Letter.
havo to drill through a floor of cement and
reason for such longevity, I mode inquiries.
stenographer.
chilled steel before he got to tho coin.
Tho
“No.” said my informant; “only they were
Wlio Discovered the Hudson River?
Legal reporting is the highest branch of [
slightest noise would be sure to bo heard and
out of doors and lived a quiet life.*
the calling, being the most responsible and f
A map of tho world, made In 1529, received always
the movement of a single bag with the imYet in that single sentence lay a greater
remunerative. It is the nearest approach to
at tho State library at Albany, although
mense weight above it would causo such a
philosophy than he dreamed of, a sounder
made long before Henry Hudson was horn,
managing an independent business; yet it is
racket as to bring the guards down upon him
precept than ho knew. To keep out of doors
far from the independence of enterprises in
shows
tho
Hudson
on it.
It
is
a fac
river
inslanter.
No attempt has, I think, ever
and avoid worry is u maxim that, if followed,
which capital is invested. The remuneration
simile of tho map by Hi hero, called the Borbeen mado to rob the United States treasury,
would close a majority of our hospitals,
being usually fixed by law, the stenographer
and the safeguards about it are so strong
gian map. Who discovered the Hudson river
which, 1 regrot to say, have a greater numis unrestricted only in the amount of work,
that none but the craziest of men would
is, therefore, still an open question.—Boston
ber of occupants with each succeeding year.
Thomas J. Todd
think of trying it
so that in a sense his strength and endurance'
Budget.
—American Magazine.
[Special Correspondence. 1
IlAmtlsurno, Pa., Oct. 11.—A correct understand mg of the requirements of a calling
is to very few more important than to tho
aspirant for stenographic honors. Never before have so many undertaken stenography,
aiul tho number is rapidly increasing. It is
not the purpose of this article to discourage
any one who honestly believes himself qualified for the pursuit, but to show how delusive
is tin' prevailing idea that a few weeks or
months f study will open a sure, unobstructed and delightful highway to fame and
fortune, and to de-scribe s -me of the peculiar
trials and vexations incident to this most
arduous calling. Tho stenographer has been
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accompanied by Mr. Ikildwin,
who lias charge of the train. The three cars are
perhaps the finest in the Tnit 1 Rtates, and
the president's drawing room car is what the
girls w< uld call “just too svrw*t for anything.
The metal work of its ends is polished
TV'.< were

Journal

News of the Churches.
THK BAPTIST CONVENTION AT ItANOOl!.

The Maine Baptist convention opened its
sessions in Bangor, Tuesday morning <*et. 1 at
eight o'clock by a social prayer meeting, conducted by Rev.' G. \V. Ilincklcy. At !*.d<) the
couyentiou proper was called to order by the
Hon. Moses (iiddens. Rev. T. F.
president,
white, of Rath, ottered prayer, and Rev. T. hi.
Rustield delivered a cordial add ress of welcome
to the visitors. Reports from various committees were then received. The report on the
state of the church in Maine was made by
Rev. C. V. Hanson, and show- that the denomination numbers 1S..V00, a decrease of l.ooo
since last year* After the report Rev. .1. M.
Foster spoke on the work of foreign missions,
after which addresses were delivered by Rev.
Messrs. Rogers, Tozier, Spaulding and Rev.
Dr. Burrage.
The afternoon session met at 2 o'clock and
social services were held, led bv Rev. K. A.
Davis, of Sedgwick. At g.dO Rev. Dr. Ricker
made a report of the board of foreign missions,
followed by discussions. At four o'clock Rev.
W. S. Roberts, of Rockland, delivered the annual sermon.
In the evening there was a short social service, led by Rev. I. R. Mower, of Kcuiicbiinkport. Rev. Dr. Small, of Portland, spoke in
behalf of the American Baptist Home Mission
Society. Rev. Dr. McArthur delivered an address on "Aggressive work for the church."
There was a large attendance and much interest
manifested in the meetings.
Wednesday morning there was a sunrise
prayer meeting followed by a social service.
The convention reassembled at
The < omniittce to consider what can be done in readjusting the associational lines was continued.
The report of the committee on reform was
presented and the following resolutions were

adopted:

Resolved, That we declare ourselves in the pres
ent, as In the past, in full sympathy with all naira 1
and legal measures for the suppression of intemperance and crime in our state and nation.
Resolved, That the position taken by the chief
executive of our state for enforcing our prohibi
tory law against the unlawful trallie in intoxicating liquors, meets our cordial approval: and wo
ldcdge to him our hearty sympathy and supp -rt ::i
bis efforts to ensure respect for law and order in
every community in our state.
Resolved, That the increased tendency of the
times toward violating the sum-tit;. of tin* t i.ristian Sabbath by corporations and individuals,
meets our heartv condemnation, and the iniluence
of every Christian should be exerted to lirimr
about a thorough and radical r. form in this dircc
lion.
It was recommended that a da\ in tlie week
prayer *hou!d be devoted t<* prayer for tin*
removal of the drinking usages in society, and
The abolition of the traffic in aleoholi<■‘beverages anil of the opium habit.
Rev. \V. II. .Spencer pres* tiled the report of
the committee on foreign missions. IS.* said
that fresh reason was found for gratilu !<• in
the progress that the gospel i* working in our
mission fields in three continents, and in the
fact that the denomination’s own college at
XVaierville lias more representative* now in
the Burmah mission field* than any ether college in the country.
The report was adopted, after which tie
of

meeting adjourned.
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The annual session of this society was then
held. The report of the* treasurer show* that
.r to
appropriation* were made during tii.
the amount of $2ti3.15.
The nc-ipts were
$234.50, and tie society has funds to the amount
of $2,224.54.
The committee on nominations n ported, and
the following officers were chosen :
President—Rev. (_ V. Hanson.
Vice Trcsidcnt Rev. XV. S. Roberta.
Secretary—Rev. T. I\ XX'hitc.
Treasurer—Dea. .1. ; Phenix.
Auditor—II. M. Hart.
Executive (’ommittn -Res. Dr. H. S. Burrage, Rev. l>r. (i. P. Matthews. *•. A. True,

i>ii.
Adjourned.
MAINE ItAlTIM
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1>1< ATION SOCIETY

This society held its annual meeting at 11
o'clock. The report of the board of trustees
reviewed the efforts of the fathers for ministerial education, and also the history of the society. The following officer.* were oh cted
President—Rev. XV. S. Robert*.
Vice President—Rev.
XV. Emery.
Secretary—Rev. E. s. Small.
Treasurer—Rev. XV. II. Speneer.
Auditor—Prof. E. XV. Hall, and a large board
of trustees.
Rev. C. <
Tilley was appointed to preach
th° annual sermon w ith Prof. Simile;- Matthews
a* alternate.
At

the

alternoou

session

ol tin*

education

Society Mr. A. M. Thomas, principal of tin*
Kicker Classical Institute, at llnultoti. read a
paper on “The Education of tin* Young for tin

Christian Service, and the Relation of our
Academies to this Work."
Rev. C. E. Owen presented the report of tin*
committee of the society on Colby I'niversity.
Students are coining from a wide area of
states.
Four of the professors have been
called during tin* year to orln-r positions, but
only one has accented. References were made
to the work of the year, and to the illness of
President Pepper. There is an increasing number of students year by year. The number <*f
ministerial students is iiicYeasing.
Rev. C. F. Holbrook presented tin* report of
the committee on the < oburn < lassieal Institute.
The past year lias i>een a prosperous one.
Nearly two-thirds of the freshman class came
from the Institute. Departments of music and
arts should be added.
A larger endowment is
The library should be enlarged,
necessary.
and new apparatus should be added.
Rev. Ci. 1‘. Matthews, D. I).. presented a report of the committee on the Ricker Classical
Institute.
This institution will, during the
coming year, enter its new building. Wording
Hall. The prospects of the institution are most
encouraging. The instructors arc discharging
their duties with great fidelity and Christian

work which was followed !>y {lie report of Kev.
liean of his mission work in Maine. Verand New Hampshire. A general discussion on Mission work followed after which
Kev. Thomas Hill, of Portland, read an essay
on the **< nt. iiixion of < hrisl."
A discussion
of his essay followed which was participated
in l»y
Key. < ('. Vina!, of Kcnncinink, Kev. d.
T. <». Nichols, of Saco. Kev. (feorire C. Cressey, of Kati^or, and i.Yv. Dr. Hill, of Portland.
At flic afternoon si:ss n otheers were elected
as follows:
President, lion. Hannibal Hamlin, Bangor.
Vice President, Hon. d. \V. Svmonds, Portland.
U. Vina!,
Secretary and Treasurer. Kev.
kennebiink.
Executive < ominittee, lb v. (ieorge (’. Uressey, Bangor, Hon. Mark I’. Emery, Portland,
lion. J. H. Hopkins, Ellsworth.
Missionary Committee, Kev. j*. ]>. Thatcher,
Farmington. Ke\. F. S. Thatcher, Augusta,
Kev. O. h.. < rushy.
Kev. C. !'. Eliot, of Itorehester, then gave
an address followed by a general discussion on
"What a society has a right to demand of its
minister.” An audience that completely tilled
the church was present at night and listened
t*> an eloquent sermon l»v Kev. Hr. Edwin
Everett Hale, of Boston.
mi: woman's acxiliaky
of the eonft renee met in the church at the close
of the afternoon meeting.
Mrs. E. C. Jordan,
of Portland, presided in the absence of the
President, Mrs. Bartlett, of Waterville. Repoits were igad and addresses gi\en by Rev.
E. E. Hale, of Bo-ton. Mrs. B. E. Hamilton
and Miss Sophia Townsend. The election of
officers resulted as followed:
President. Mrs. E. M. S. Bartlett. Watorviile; \ ice President. Mrs. E. C. Jordan, Portland : secretary and Treasurer. Mrs.fioodenow
of Portland.
s. <
mont
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During the afternoon the Maine Unitarian

Association held its annual meeting at which

Judge Svmonds, of Portland, presided. The
following otlieers were elected:
President. J. W. Symouds, Portland; Vice
President. William (tore. Freeport; Secretary,
(reorge A. Emery. Saco; Treasurer, Mark 1\
Emery, Portland: Finance Committee. J. W.
*ynioiids, Portland. Mark. 1*. Emery. Portland,
D. Hopkins, Ellsworth, (ieorge F. Talbot,
Portland. <ieorge A. Emery. Saco.

'I’he ( onference closed Thursday. A devotional ( outer; n«-e closed to-day. A devotional
meeting was la id at *.30. conducted by Ri v. S.
Beane, of Salem. At 0.30 Kev. F. >. Thatcher. of Farmington. r< ad an essay «»n "Methods of ( hurch Work.” which was followed by
general discussion, embracing points of practical interest to the conference. A resolution
was pas-ed expressing the thanks of the conference to the railroads for favors received, and
to the Saco Society for courteous hospitalities.
At noon a eoliati. n was serve!, ami the afternoon was d> voted to sp»M-.-’i making,
by Rev.
J. T. (•. Nicliols, Saco: ib v. S. ('. Beane,
-alent. Mass.: Kev. < C. Vinal, Ivenm btmk;
io
F. >. 'i'iiatcher. Farmington; ib v. John
i'. Ko<*k<‘, ( a-tinc: Misso. T. Townsend, Boston; Mrs. B. I’. Hamilton, Saco, and others.
Hie conft•renee dosed at *2. l‘> o'doek with henedidion b\ lb \.(.(’. Vinal.
..
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!HM>L CONVENTION.

lie Maine l nlversaiist .Sunday School Con.-lition met in Augusta Tlnu.-day. There \va>
a larm number in atU ndauec.
The report of
t!i“ Kv- eutiv, Oonmiliee <howvd n inereasi
•inring the Year of ever :>00. Mrs. A. (.. Lewis
t lb»>ton read a tine < -say. “The Childhood of
•1 esus. 11o\v and Wiiy We should 'Peach It."
At the afternoon session Mrs. Lewis. with a
» 'lass of chiidrctt,
gave an exhibition of class
.Mrs. A. N.
baching b\ normal method.
Ilm.ve, ;,f Portland read an essay on “Musie as
an
Clement in Sunday Sehnul Work." Miss
•losie Paine of Any presented an interesting
and in -1 r < the s-mv on “Relation of Iniver-alist Itoctriites to Sunda\ school Work." This
evening addresses were given by Rev. W. S.
Perkin- of Lewi-Km on “'Pile Brotherhood of
Man," and b\ Rev. Mr. ( rosby of Portland on
diet ributlon," to large and attentive audiema s.
*
lay morning session opened with conference meeting conducted
by Rev. W. W. Hooper ol Orouo.
'Phis was billowed by a business
at
\vhi»
h
the following officers were
meeting
elected: President d. W. Kimwlton, Belfast;
vice president, Mrs. M. P. Barney. 1 leering;
secretary, W. s. ]Vrkin>. L.-w iston; treasurer,
Mrs. d. >. Hobbs. Lewiston; trustees, lb v. M.
Crosley of Portland. P. II. Aldrich of Watervillc, Albert Wood of No. Anson. 'Phis was
followed by a very interesting normal exorcise
(primary), by Miss Nancy Hill of Auburn.
Phis was followed by an address on “Missionary work through the S. S.," hy Rev. H. K.
U hitc. iV xb r.
Pile treasurer then submitted
his report, after whieii the eonvention held a
conference on the practical plia-es of Sunday
-'dio d work. ’P!ie closing hour- wa re passed
in informal talks on various topics connected
with the work in the s-uuday schools. The following resolutions w. n passed by the convention:
Resolved, That tlii-- eonvention views with
deep satisfaction tin: general and earnest attention given to tin- -ubjee; of temperance in this
State and throughout limitation, and we urge
upon our Sunday school manager- the necessity and duty of educating the young in total abstinence; and wo* further recommend, that all
our people unite in maintaining
every approved
legal and moral instrumentality designed to
promote the temperance cause among all class1
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At till! Lincoln County Agricultural Society
Lot, Ilamariscotta, Oct. (ill), seven startuil iii
tin: three minute race,
l’age’s Oipsev. of
Kilgecoml). won tirst money in three straight
neats, Simpson's Reckless, of Aina, second,
'oik’s Lady York, of Damarlscotta, third,
lie.st time 2.431-2.
In the four-year-old colt
race riper A Cage’s Bismarck, of Damariseotta, came in first, Merrili’*-Maiid M.. of Newcastle, second.
Best time, 2.531-2. Friday. Kennedy's Borneo, of Jetlcrson, won the race for
live-years-olds. Best time, 3.07. In the 2.50
race
lioudy’s Fannie, of Bristol, was first.
Cage’s Gipsy, of Fdgeeomb. second. Simpson's
Beckless, of Aina, third. Best time, 2.421-2.
In the three-years-old colt race,half mile
heats,
Benner's Honest Maid, of Damarlscotta. was
first, 1’iper A Cage's Samoset, of Damariseotta.
second. Goudy's Baby Woodlawn, of Bristol,
third. Best time, 1.40.
At tile Androscoggin Fair. Lewiston, (Jet. 5.
the three minute ela>s resulted as follows: Lota
Ft. I
21, Cert L. 3d; best time, 2.451-2.
lor the two-year-ohls, tin* race was won bv
AVcsley II. in two straight heats. Trot was
second best; time, 3.17.
The trot of green
horses was not finished. Oct. (i, the race for
green horses, unfinished Wednesday
resulted
n1* billows: Lottie F. tirst,
Spite, second: best
time, 2.4* 1-2. Thursday in tin 2.40 class, Gray
Fngle came in first and C. s. C. second : best
time. 2.351-4.
Tin' three-year-old race was
won by Busv Bodv. Bedwood second and Predictor third: best time, 2.57 1-2. Bain Deane
made an exhibition mile in 2.23—the same time
made on the Oxford county track last week.
The 2.34 race was unfinished. Freddy P. has
two heats; time, 2.351-2.
Friday the unfinished race of Thursday was won by Fred !»..
< ievcland Girl second. Bed Cross
third: time.
2.3f 1-2. Two-tifty class—Lota F., first. Cert
I-., second. Corley, third; best time. 2.45 1-2.
Gentlemen’s driving class—Clothing Boy, first,
Fottie F., second. L. C. third; best time, 2,403-4, .Two-thirty class—Puritan first, Cleveland Girl, second. Bed Cross, third: best time,
2.34.
The free-for-all race at the Franklin countv
fair, postponed Thursday on account of the
darkness, was finished Friday morning in the
Isabella, owned by
presence of a large crowd.
George B. Calmer, of Dover, won the* heat and
race: lime, 2.35.
The first half was made* in
1.13.
MI N.'KY'S (ioLl»K.\ AHCOSY.

F. A. Mun>ey, the Fditor of “The Holden Argosy,” is a young man of Me., who came to New
'i ork six or eight years ago full of ambition for
a literary career, but
wisely weighted with the
belief that no great >in,eo> could be attained in
New-York without hard and persistent labor.
He has built up a successful publishing bn sin* ss.
and while attending to all the details has found
time to write several stories for children, wide!)
have appeared in “The Holden Argosy” and
some of which are now to be published in book
form by Cassell iV Co. Mr. Mnnsey is not above
thirty years of age at the present time, an
athletic, raw-honed New-Hnglander, with a
long, smooth-shaven face, high cheek bones
ami full forehead. [N. Y. Tribune.
i'liomnnioN
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A lfoulton special to tin.* Kennebec .journal
says; The leaven of the new Maine law and
Hoy. Rodweli's energy is working here as elsewhere. Since the signal victory of the prohibitionists last slimmer the temperance law
has been rigidly cnlorecd. and these who want
liquor must go across the bonier to procure it.
This is the one great obstacle to the temperance movement here, but there is now a prohibition law in the Provinces, well supported
by public opinion, which imposes a line of s.V)
for first olie*nee, £100 for second, and imprisonment In default of payment.
I nder*these
conditions “across the bonier” ought t<* cease,
ere long to be a place of safety.
sroin

s

a

now coin.

Sunday night net. 2. < illey.‘01, went to tin
top of the chapel spile, 1 ."><I feet, and then
placed tin* Freshman llag. The ascension was
by the lightning rod. Thursday night Chandler, *oo, sealed the height the sane* way and
placed the Sophomore llag and also a tali hat
and earn* in the same position.
The Rowdoin College fall

races were

Thursday. The four oared races
tested by four crews.
Jackson,

rowed

w* re

(-un-

5tastings,

Adams and Russell, won two heats.8 Lyman,
■si), won two out of three heats in the'singl.
scull race.
DEATH OF THE THAME “SHOHTY.”
The tramp Frank Conley, known as “Shorty,”
who was shot about three weeks ago at Carmel
by Deputy Sheriff Stevenson, died Sunday
morning at Hie poor farm, being unable to recover from the cfleets of the wounds then received. The coroner deemed an inquest unnecessary. The remains will he Imried ai Carmel unless the relatives of the deceased take
them elsewhere. His brother, who lives hi
Providence, R. 1.. has been telegraphed for.
Conley has been well eared for at the poor farm
where lie has been since tin* shooting, but tin*
wounds were of too serious a nature to allow
of recovery.
IN C.KNKi: \L.

King
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SUCCESS Dt I. To STRICT ATTENTION To lit SlNKSS, SOBRIETY AND FAIR DEALINGS. CHIPS
«>K THE OLD BLOCK.

issue of the Boston Globe contains
un interview with lion. 1. <
Libia of Burnham, as follows: A Globe representative today
A

recent

Klic .Stands

by the Oak Ctifllin of Goethn
ami Sch 11 lor.

[Special
Weimar,

<’on

s|xuid<

Germany, Sept.

nee.

Si.

j
As I stood

In the Grand Ducal vault
today l.y lho plain
oak coffins of Goethe and Sehilirr, and looked
of the most interesting men in
about nu* on the richly cnr\ 1 bronze caskets
Maine, and who is known in (.‘very Maine town
of dukes and duchesses, through a long lino
from Kitten to Fort Kent, lie was not brought of the
Saxe-Weimar dynasty, and thought
into prominence by political activity, or anv of how thousands, who had known Goethe
and
the other numerous causes which go to make a
Schiller, in all parts of the world, came to
Maine man well known in his own State, but see
their tomb, and met for the first time
he has become fatuous as a cattle drover and
these Saxe-Weimar princes, I felt the
power
buyer. The gentleman referred to is 1. <
of genius and the weakness of the accident of
Lil;hv, who has sold more New England cattle
in tlie Brighton market than any other dealer
birth, and I wanted to go ight back to our
who ever did business at that famous place. [ hotel and kill that head waiter for
charging
Mr. Libia i* a rushing, shrewd and altogether
j us three times as much for half a dinner, a la
a genuine specimen of a Yankee farmer and
carte, as he would have charged for a full
drover. Hi* has made up to this date, over one table d
j
hote, and plant Inin here among
1200 trips to Brighton, has sold considerably
the heirs to thrones and to forgetfulness.
more than loo,(KM) cattle in that market and I
n dinar’s em*r claim to latter
more than t hree times that number of
day glory,
sheep. For
these he has received ovi.r £7.000,000, and the nnd one of her chief sources of revenue, i.s the
tomb
railroads arc the richer through freight paid by
where Goethe and Hehiller reef.
The
him to the extent of more than a quarter of a upper portion of the vault is a
chapel, and in
million.
the basement the pools Ha, side
by side
Mr. Libby Is over 50 years of age, but docs Goctlie
with a golden crown of laurel at his
not look 40.
His smooth, good-natured face,
head
and
Schiller
with
one of
silver, and
active movements and great endurance would
piled three foot high on each coffin are folded
lead one to he gr« atly deceived in regard to his
laurel
there
famous
hands
wreaths,
placed
by
age.
“What was the commencement of your im- during many years. They are the only unmense cattle business, Mr.
Libby?" asked tlie titled sleepers there, and they aro tho only
reporter.
ones out >f the past whom the
present has
That is easily answered," said the cattle tint
forgotten. And yet I know an American
king. “When l was is years of age I lived on who
regretted that he came to Weimar and
m> father's farm in Troy. I was sick and lame
and could not work daily in the fields. One who said he couldn’t see what, there was about
day a sheep buyer came along and bought a an old coffin or two in a dingy cellar to jusdozen lambs from my father at £.‘> apiece. 1
tify a man stopping off at a town like Weiwatched the operation, and thought if ho could mar to see. f couldn’t understand tho man's
buy them for £;> and make money I ought to he feeling until lie spoke of “Oo-eto,” and then L
aide to go into the vune business' and do well,
began to comprehend, and I no longer we n
for l could buy equally good ones in the sarm* lodo red at my fellow countryman’s lack of
apcality for £2.50. Well. I continued to weigh
this scheme until finally 1 borrowed
£!<M)ofiny preciation.
father as a starter, and then traveled afoot and
By the way, some of tin* queerest people
bought .>00 lambs at £2.50 each, agreeing to (costumes n-<t included) one meets in Europe
take them in the fall, live months later. Then, «*omc right from our own land of
public
to my gn at delight, there came a an at rise,
schools and liberal education. The same man
and in October, when I went after the lambs, t>d.i me lie had been to
“York Ministry” in
1 paid each farmer 25 cents more than 1 agreed
England, and ho didn’t think it w. uld comand then cleared £500.
“This great luck excited me and I continued pare with the Capitol at Washington.
Wc came down here from Leipsk-, a purely
the business, in I>57. two years later, and
w h u nothing more than a
green b-.n. 1 made business town, but with an art gallery and
Ibis wo- a great
in<>iv musical education and inclination than
my riiM trip to Brighton.
event in in\ life.
1 worked 10 days harder Cincinnati, but ml such a handsome music
than 1 ever have worked since, amflandcd at
hail.
the great cattle market with 100 lambs and J»i
1 saw a picture in the
gallery at Leipsie
bead of cattle. But 1 lost £50 of hard-earned
which upset me at first, but I suppose from an
money and all my work. 1 was not discouraged. and ever sima then lias found na* regu- art standpoint it is all right. Tho subject
“buffer iittlA children to come unto
was,
larly at the Brighton market."
“I buy my cattle now." continued Mr. Libia
me,” etc., and Christ, in tho costume of his
“in Maine. New Brunswick. Nova Scotia and
time, was surrounded by a Inf f little ones,
Lrinee Edward Island, and 1 send loo in ad of
•it!: germin' Gm-man faces, Orman at,tiro
cattle and 1000 sheep per week to the market.
throughout, nnd the company, including an
These arc my own, and besides them ! sell
hundreds on commi'sioti. Every animal <>*- old German and his wife, had assembled in a
German cottage of the present stylo, li may
in b\ rail over the Boston A Maine and is sold
on Tuesday.
Ev< ry Monday i go t<> the mar- have b'-t-n an allegory, but if it wore it was
ket and the past 15 years has found u:> as reg- an unjust discrimination in favor of the Gorular as clock-work in this regard. I am never man element; and If it wore
not., it was just a
-i-U and my onlv breaks have been made when
little bit funny to look at. It was a largo
I served two terms in the Legislature."
picture and beautifully done, but would
“W oat chaug< > do you notice, from the con-pillar outside of Germany.
dition of the Maine farms, when you first scarcely be
I want to make a few remarks wirh refercommenced business:**" asked the lvpo’rtcr.
“That one question suggests plenty of ideas," ence to Gorman women. Those of Munich
was the repiy.
**'l he Maine farmer lias mad- (young w men I refer to) have, I think, the
much progress.
He is entirely unlike the
liandsom. st figures of any worn^n ] have met
farmer of 1n57. lie is more wealthy, lives in in
Europe. Whether it is nature or art I
a
more comfortable, sightly house, and, above
cannot u !I, and wouldn’t if I could, but
every
all, has far advanced in ideas. ( m *he Maim
imo is
t, aim there 13, with the grnco of
farms at present you can tind some of tie
w
1
th<
Frond
man, he substantial ness of tho
greatest minds in tlie l'iue Tree State.
HiProvincial neighbor, on the contran lias taken English, making a tiling of beauty which
a
t
bo
a
slight step backward. Ib* is poor and has a
ought
joy forever. The Munich figure
hard time to make both ends meet. 1'nder i" visible occasionally elsewhere in
Germany,
these circumstances, he has had no (dmnet.-to and not so
rarely either as to startle you; but
improve his mind. I he tariff is death to tie
the same may bo said of beer in Germany, yet
New Brunswick fanner.
For example, >n
there is but one "Mucnehener bier” in afl the
our side of the line, we pay £2.50 for Iambs,
kaisers realm.
1 can’t see any relation, conw hile a few steps away the fanner gets tint £2.
because of our duty.' It is a great thing for sanguinuity <*r other tie between these two
the Yanki e. hut bar ! on th< Provincial, whom charming characteristics of Munich, but f
if costs exactly as much to live."
presume good hr* r and pretty gi: is have the
“But to return to live stork business. Twenty same place in th
p '-try of Bavarm that tho
years ago 1 enlaced in an operation which good whisky and pretty women of
Kentucky
made a great noise in the public press, 1 pur- i
in
have
the poetry of that “grand old comchased, up in northern Maine and New Brim
i
and
shad
not
«*cek to become
wick, a drove of lino -beep. footed them to monwealth,'’
Mattuwamkcag, which wa- then the terminal ; an i’-oiioclast among the idols of the poets.
1
Before
left
Berlin
I
went
of
the
around to tho
and
point
railroad,
-hipped them to
Boston. This was noticed in the papers, as Reichstag building t see where Bismarck
the most extensive operation in stock ever! has his head carters as controller and diq
carried on in the Last. 1 wa- four weeks in | jvm.or nf the destinies of
lb' has
Germany
collecting the drovi. A short iim< ago one ot j an
elegant pa'ace n Wilhelm stras.-o among
the greatest dealers in Boston wrnb me that j
swell est >'i tho swell, but 1 wanted to sen
lie was about to -elld West for
double deck- tho
loads of sheep, to be delivered within
week. 1 the man's working place, so I went t<» his
I asked him to buy them of me. and while exoffice*, which at this seas -ri is iccupied oniv
pressing doubt as to whether there were a- by a stray h* »usi■ rFaner or two g.iing in now
in
he
Maine,
me
b>
allowed
go
and then to see how nm a •Just has accumumany sheep
ahead. Through the u-e ol the wires and the lated. It is a small room lor so
great a man,
hard work of my agent-, we shipped during
aer- ss a narrow hall
from (h* main
the week Ho double d(.ekload>. or 4000 -beep. just
chamber,
and
dir'behind
the
dly
president':*
In striking contrast to the operation of year! said a small ro rn; it is about t wenty
desk.
ago, thi- hardly attracted notice.
“The largest week’s lo— I ev« ;• made was in feet square. I should say. not being as good
1*70, win n I got ten carloads of line stock into in mathematics us ! am m laying carpets,
Brighton just in time to meet tie fatal foot and and i< the first of r. string of rooms occupied
mouth di-ease, which was making its appear- by sf'cretm 's. clerks, etc
It i* very plainly
ance there.
In six days 1 lost * 1 ,f>»Ml.
M\
furnished and finished, the chairs being of
largest week’s profits Were made in 1W2. when
W. K. lloilis, of Boston, telegraphed me to buy Russia Father, without arms; the carpet of
a dark
brown and
red indistinguishable
every good ox that 1 could and send at once. I
succeeded in sending 104 in three days, at a cost ] figure, like an impressionist picture in
the
‘•f *lf>,000. They sold at the great price of
on
the
walls to
tape-try;
paper
II l-‘2 cents, dressed weight, and I received a
match it, a little touch of fresco and gilt
check for *10.404. making my net profits for the on the ceding, with a plain gilt
twenty-four
three day- *1.411.
light chandelier in the center, and the wood
“1 have brought m\ soi;> up to this business,
work of ttie room painted rather cheaply m
and they are among t he bt st cattle buyers in t he
mn’ornl. manner and taste. By one of two
State. One lives at iloiilton and another at
Presque Isle, both ol them are buyer-. A third. j large, many pnned windows on one side,
who is not !<■* year- old, i- down in I’rino Kd- overlooking a pleasant little court with grass
ward Island, where In* is a noted buyer.
La-t and flowers and fountain in full life, stand:?
night I counted out *1.non to a fourth boy. wim the chancellor’s desk, a modern rosewood
i- only 14 years old, and he started out for the
piece of furniture, with numberless lirMo
Kennebec region to battle among the men. I drawers and
“pigeon holes” and shelves, and
have no fears even for the younger ones, for
the invariable green cloth covered Hap. on
they are as good judges of stock as any of the
which not a spot ef Ink was visible.
Bring
veteran bin er-.
on the flap was a net covered rubber ball at! lie Mann; dn>\cr ol tin; present, said Mr.
Libby, "is far aln-nd of bis brother of twent\ tached to a tube leading away in some* tinor even ten years ago.
known direction, which at first I thought
They used to be
worthless. drunken set, but now tin; men an
was sonic patent process for supplying beer
sober, industrious, have good reputations at tin- to the
great German, but a slight investigamarket, and all of them are doing well. It lias
tion proved that, it was a very convenient}
been the custom at Brighton, ever since its
first years, for tin* man who was conceded to call bell, worked by wind, electricity and
have iln. best of a trade to treat. I have bought
pressure, and a decided improvement over
our stationary bolls, unless the desk is built
rum enough in tin* course of my many wars
there to float n man-of-war, but I never iagted a into the wall to stay as long as tin* house
drop. To that fact. 1 believe, I owe my suc- does. Unite near, and back of the desk, was
cess in the market.
A man wants to keep a
tho only evidence in tho room that Bismarck
clear head when In* is selling a pen of cattle by
was
not a young and unceasing worker.
the pound, and a change of an eighth of a cent
was a wide, low, veivot lounge, with a
means a total change of >'400 or s")00.
The This
robe and pillow thrown carelessly across it,
drovers of the past have all died poor and in
old age. You never knew an unhealthy one,” and bearing evidence that it was not there
i
and as Mr. Libby made this statement and for ornament alone.
walked briskly away it was plain that there
There is always a touch of pathos to mo in
was no need to look in his direction for poor
an easy chair or lounge in an old man’s work! health.
ing room, and as I looked at this of Bismarck's. I thought I could see in its wrinkles
j
Paine and Burgess.
and undulations the impression of the years,
the resting places along the journey growing
Faneuil hall, Boston, was packed Friday
more frequent ns the goal approached, and I
at the public reception given to Gen| evening
Hundreds wondered if Bismarck, as ho stretched his
1 eral Paine and Designer Burgess.
limbs there, felt with sorrow or with pleasto gain admission.
j were unable
About tie* platform were three banners, in- ure that some day soon he would lie down to
scribed
“Puritan."
“Volun‘‘Mayflower,”
rest, in l:is harness, perhaps, on tluxt very
j
platform was an elegant floral lounge and would wake to work and worry
j teer.” On the of
the Volunteer and the Ameri- no more forever.
representation
ca’s cup.
Every city in Italy possesses dozen of fount< apt. llatl was unable to be
present. The ains of
clear, cold, beautiful water, fresh from
crew of the Volunteer were on the platform,
(’apt. Crocker of the Puritan, was discovered the mountains and the snow, and in Switzerin a corner and dragged out on the platform. land tho fountains are almost ns remarkable*
The Cadet band furnished music.
in number and unexpectedness of location as
Mayor O’Brien presided and introduced Gen. the Alps themselves. Berm*, the capital, has,
Paine amid great cheering.
Paine said the I
think, 200, and they run always, while every
Thistle was a very fast boat and that be had
rivulet ami river is such a belt of clear blue
never underrated her abilities.
He publicly
that a painter would choose it as a cincture
thanked Capt. llatl*and his crew. At tin* conclusion of his speech he was given three rous- fora naiad queen. In Germany tho water
is always clear and clean, and in Vienna is
ing cheers.
Kdward Burgess was then introduced and added a coldness that almost makes one’s
received
a warm reception.
He
made
a short
teeth ache as she takes it from tho hydrant.
;
speech.
Whatever may bo the cause of so much wine
,
Dr.
Governor Ames, ex-Mayor Prince,
and beer drinking in Europe, it certainly
William Everett, Hon. Chas. Levi Woodbury,
cannot be the lack of good water.
Bev. E. A. Horton and Thos. J. Gargau
Maky Janh.
made speeches, and Bov. M. J. Savage read
ran across one

•*

—

The noted William Sprague contested will
ease of Top.-ham, has been decided in favor of
the will.
Bear stories are now in order. The Bangor
es of people.
This closed the convention w hieii was a most Commercial tells of a Mattawamkeag man who
interesting one throughout, marked by magna- killed three last week.
'Hie stockholders of the Dexter ami Newport
nimity of purpose and an earnest consideration
railroad have voted to extend their line to the
of the subjects under discussion..
Bangor and Piscataquis line.
Jacob Sterns it Co., one of the
dealers
Jobbery by the ‘'Reform’’ Administration. in fanc\ dress goods in Bangor,largest
have failed.
The liabilities are said to he $40,000. There are
Di:M< K'KATh ONLY (AN HID i'./ii TilK COM*
rumors of forgery in connection with the faill'l.HTlON Ol Tin: AUlil S i A I'lliLIC IIL lLDINTi.
The house was
ure, and some excitement.
i'he attempt ol' the Treasury Department to
supposed to be one of the strongest in Bangor.
Vessels arriving in Koekland from Wood Isgive the contract to erect tin* superstructure of
courtesy.
land report the herring tishery a failure, two
Rev. C. C. Tilley presented a report of the tlie new
public building in Augusta to a Dem- hundred
sails only getting out SOO barrels of
committee on Hebron Academy. 31r. Sargent,
the principal, is performing bis work with en- ocratic concern and prevent it from fading into fish. But few herring have been eaught along
the
coast.
thusiasm and success, and is ably .seconded by Republican hands rauses much indignation
in the V. S. circuit court at Portland Saturbis assistants. The number of students is here,
says an Augusta special to the Boston
day morning, the jury returned a verdict of
larger than usual. But the academy needs a Journal, in the
the
acspring
not guilty, without leaving their seats, in the
department,
new building, and progress lias been made in
cording to law. advertised for bids covering case of Stephen D. Grceulcaf of Starks, on an
securing the needed funds.
indictment charging him with exacting exA meeting of the Woman’s Home Mission material and labor of the
superstructure. The cessive
pension fees.
Bodwell Granite Company of Hallowed, of
It is understood that Mon. W. L. Putnam, of
which Governor Bodwell is President, and Portland, now in Washington, will recommend
other companies supposing the advertisement that the
surveyorship at Portland he abolished
Reynolds, of Walliugsford, Conn.
In the evening the annual sermon before the bona tide, made their figures and sent them in. and the duties he attended to bv the collector.
Education Society was preached by Rev. H. .1. Un the lfith day of June some of the Demo- It is quite probable, in view of the efforts at
crats of Augusta addressed a letter to the
retrenchment in this line, that this course will
White, of Augusta.
Secretary of the Treasury urging that the* he adopted.
CLOSE OF THE CONVENTION.
superstructure be built as the basement and
The Maine Central people are talking of
had been, that is, the GovernThursday’s session opened with the usual sub-basement
building 200 flat cars the coming winter. Tinment
for
the
material
and
contracting
social service. Convention met at D.30. Special
hiring fast increasing business on the line keeps the
reference was made in the prayer to the de- the labor by the day. and in their letter assign- supply of freight cars hardly equal to the deing the reason why Ihis should he done, thov mand, and the road wishes to meet the call if
parture of about twenty missionaries of the
American Baptist Missionary Union, who were alleged that better material could be obtained ! possible. Three new snow plows are about to
and the cost of the building would be less, and be built for the road at the Watorville
to sail that day from Boston for India and
shops.
Burmali. The Committee on Place and Preach- then added this: “Circumstances here are such
A dramatic incident at the Bangor reunion
that
we are satisfied if the work is done bv
er suggested that the place he left with the
of the First Maine Cavalry was the reading of a
Board, and that Bev. G. B. Titus preach the contract it will go into the hands of parties letter from Governor Israel Washburn, *Jr., to
annual sermon, with ltev. T. E. Buslield as hostile to the present Administration and result Col. John Goddard requesting him to go to the
alternate. The report of the Committee on in political jobbery, instead of being kept
front and secure the remains of Major J. P.
Obituaries was read by Bev. E. S. Small, men- under the control of men who desire to pro- i Cilley and Captain Putnam supposed to be
tion being made of the following ministers: mote the best public interests.”
dead. General Cilley and this brother oflicer
This letter was signed by Postmaster L. B. were at the
Rev. A. A. Ford, Rev. John Johnson, ltev.
reunion, survivors who have outIra Poland, Rev. Joseph .Storer, Rev. J. P. Fowler, Mr. K. C. Allen and many other Dem- lived many who needlessly mourned for them
ami
it
ocrats,
was a proposition which simply
II.
M.
Rev.
Rev.
E.
J.
Sawtelle,
in war days.
Chapin,
Trask,
and the following members of the church: B. meant that the building must be placed in the
The body of Benjamin Bunker, who disapF. Fish, Alonzo King. Prof. Moses Uyford, lia nds of the Democrat* that it might be used
peared from his home in Willimantic about
for
The
political
purposes.
\V.
Dea.
Treasury
Prof.
E. Morang,
Jacob Rowe, Dr.
Depart- three weeks ago. was found Oct. flth hanging
Lewis Watson, Mrs. Sarah Boothby, Mrs. ment at the solicitation of these gentlemen re- from a tree three miles east of Ship pond,
John Philbrick, Mrs. Sarah E. Robinson, Mrs. jected the bids and changed the plan of con- Coroner Poole of Dover held an inquest and
Dr. Shailer, Mrs. Amelia A. Worth. Rev. Dr. struction so that the erection should be by dav found that the deceased had been sullering
labor. Such a change was never before heard from mental troubles a short time
Burrage suggested that the Free Bed in the of
previous
in the history of public building construc- to his
Maine General Hospital be continued and that
disappearance, which resulted in suihe would receive contributions as heretofore. tion, but it was in the interest of the Democ- cide.
Rev. A. F. Palmer of Eden, and Mr. A. P. racy and would aid the party in Augusta. An
Briektnore of Oldtown, were appointed mis- excuse offered by the department was that the
sionaries. The investment fund amounts to bids did not come within the appropriation.
Generalities.
Yet the Hullowel! Granite Company offered to
■5*137,702.72; *5,275have been spent on the build- finish
the building for the amount of the apDetroit wins the base hall pennant.
ing; $3,197.41 for support of general missionremaining.
aries, State evangelist and corresponding sec- propriation
The next
of the department was to
Yellow fever has made Its appearance at
retaries; $4219 for helping public churches in advertise formove
bids for material alone, and the Tampa, Fla.
an
annual
of
sustaining pastors, making
outlay
Bodwell
Granite
still
faith
Company,
having
$13,355. The Committee 01 Enrolment re- in
Ex-Senator .Jones of Florida is still in Detroit
department, put iii it* figures. When
ported tile number of ministers present as (14; the the
bids were opened Col. I. S. Bangs of the and i» suffering from brain trouble.
visitors. 12. delegates, S4. lay visitors, J43,
total, 303. Voted to have one session next Dodlin Granite Company, Xorridgewock, was
Only four of the Canadian cruisers will
tin* lowest bidder. He was also a Republican.
main in service guarding the Atlantic coast fishyear devoted to the Sunday School. The dos- This would never answer, and all
the
bids
after the 10th inst.
eries
was
made
<;.
IS.
ltev.
and
by
ing prayer
Ilslcy
A third time the
the benediction was pronounced bv ltev. T. E. were promptly rejected.
B. Ilaves Is a grandfather. His
Rutherford
Hallowed
Granite
was
asked
to
bid,
Company
llusficld. Tile convention lias been one of the
but as it was rather late in'the day to espouse son, B. A. Hayes, of ’Toledo, recently became a
most successful ever held.
the Democratic faith, Gov. Bodwell wrote a happy father.
letter to Mr. W. C. F re ret. Supervising Arclii- ,
TIIK I NITAltlAN CON4F.ltKNCK.
Hollingsworth, of Indiana, failed to break i
Tlie annual conference of the Unitarian tect of the Treasury Department, in which he Dingley’s 100-mile bicycle record on the Lynn i an original poem.
...
11 is estimated that nine thousand people passchurches of Maine opened in the School street declined to comply with the request and said track Thursday.
ed over the platform and shook hands with
Unitarian church, Saco, Tuesday evening Oct. that tin* company had already made two bids,
boih
of
which
had
been
and
of
wells
at
out
the
The
Paine
and Burgess.
rejected,
thought,
flowing
4th with a sermon by ltev. G. M. Hodge of
petroleum
East Boston, who preached from the text of •‘from correspondence whit h recently occurred Baku, Russia, is seriously inundating the
between
several
citizens
of
Augusta*and Hon. town. It is impossible to store the oil.
Murat Halstead, who saw Mr. Blaine in Eultev. 21, 25. Ilis discourse was upon "The
J. II. Maynard, Acting Secretary of the Treasthat he would decline all thought of
ways of life for our Unitarian church." UpIt is
that the Republican National Com- rope, says
the
wards of 100 delegates were present Wednes- ury, that it would be useless to makOjfurther mittee likely
Presidency if he had only his own wish to
will be called together about Dec. 1 to
bids.”
and that four years ago In* did not
day morning. After devotional service a busidecide on the place and time of the National consult,
want the nomination for himself, but to preness session was held.
The treasurers report
Convention of 1888.
A vein of rock salt, twenty-live feet thick,
vent candidacies that he thought would be unshows that the total receipts of the year exceeded $500 and that a slight balance remains mill another not yet penetrated have been
Copyists have completed the record of the wise.
in the treasury at the beginning of the new reached at Ithaca. N. Y„ in a well 2,230 feet Chicago anarchists’ trial for use in the United
he
made 1,000 feet deeper, States Supreme Court. It will form twenty
year. State Missionary Bev. 14. W. Sheldon, deep, which is to
Bicyclists arc denied the freedom of the
of Watervillc, gave a report of his year's unless oil or ^as is found.
streets in Berlin.
volumes, 8,000 pages in type writing.

At the Woman SutVrage party’s headquarte rs
New York, Oct. 7, legal opinions were made
public from ex-Chief Justice Green of Washington Territory. ex-Ohief Justice McCurdy of

Connecticut, ex-Chief Justice Cole of Iowa,ex-

Judge Waite of Chicago, ex-Judge Culver of
Brooklyn, and other equally distinguished lawyers, fully endorsing Hamilton Wilcox’s claim
that women are legally entitled to vote.
An order in council of the Canadian governforbids importation of rags from the
Mediterranean on account of cholera.
ment

